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FOFaWOTCD
By Ms. Mary L. Walker
The Air Force Genera1 Counsel
t am pleased that this issue of The Air Force Law R e v ~ e wis dedicated to thc field of
environmental law, and commend the authors of these art~clesfor their hard work and the efforts o f the
editors and staff in producing this volume. The articles promise to provide helpful information to Air
Force practitioners as well as to share the scholarship of thc authors through various rcsearch and library
resources.
My own career as an environmental and natural resources lawyer began in thc formative years
of that discipline in the early 1'970's as the major federal statutes were put in place. Since that time. we
have seen the subject of environmcntal law become more ~ntcmationalin focus and the issues more
global. M y own work in the private sector as corporate counsel handling environments! issues and as a
member of California law firms engaged in provlding environmental counsci and litigation for a variety
of clients oflen includcd issues in forelgn Innds. In government, I previously servcd as rhe Prlncipel
Deputy Assistant Attorney General for the Environmental and Natural Resources Division o f the
Department of Justice, as the Deputy Solicitor for !he Department of the Interior, as Assistant Secretary
for Environment. Safety & Health at the Department of Encrgy and as a US Cornmissioncr on the InterAmerican Tropical Tuna Commission.

During my legal career, I havc been privileged to panic~patcin the development of many of the
seminal developments and federal programs In thc cnv~ronrnental area. For example, while at thc
Dcpamnent of Justice, wc worked with EPA to dcvelop the ncw Superfund enforcement program that
resulted in the cleanup of thousands of sites, and devclopcd the Environmental Crimes Unit that is now a
major funchon deterring the vrolation of our Nation's environmental laws. At the Department of fnter~or.
we developed the first Natural Resource Damage Rcgulatto~rs.
Ovcr the last three decades, environmcntal consrdcrat~ans have permeated business and
govcrnmental decision-rnak~ng. In thc public and prlvate sectors, NEPA compliance and environn~ental
permitting requirements now drive decislons, which a generation ago may have been rnadc for other
reasons. The practice o f many Alr Forcc attorneys reflects these changcs. The rcsult is better dcc~sionmaking for government, bus~ncssand the cnvrronmcnt.

Since my appoin trnent as General Counsel of thc Department of thc Air Force in 200 1, I havc
bccn keenly ~nterestedin the environmental issucs encountcrcd by our Air Force legal team, such as
taklng full advantage oS the process that allows us thc opportunity to comment on proposed actions by
other agencies that affect Atr Force Interests, seeking rccovery o f clcanup costs incurrcd by the Air Forcc,
helping aur leadership conslder tlic full rangc of natura3 resources they managc and provlding legal
support for the d~sposalof closed bases and, on the other end o f the spectrum, provld~ngsound legal
counsel in the dell berat~onsIcading to the BRAC 2005 process My staff is also engaged in a varlcty of
Issues surrounding the privat~zat~onof family hous~ngin support of the Secretary's commitment to
eliminate all substandard housing for Arr Forcc fam~liesby 2006. And, 1 should mention that one of the
charges to our new Brussels offrce (GC Europc) is to makc s w e Air Force interests are addressed as a
result of the international environmental regulatory measures being considered by the Europc~nUnion.
1 look forward to working with all of you as
chal lcnges.

IVC

hce our cvcr-growing cnvironmental

INTRODUCTION
By Major General Thomas J. Fiscus
The Judge Advocate General
The first Master Environmental Law edition of the Air Force Law Review was
published in 1989. Reflecting our environmental ernpl~asisat the time, it focused almost
exclusively on environmental compliance issues. In the 14 years since that first edition was
published, much has changed. This volume 1s the first part of two parts dedicated to
environmental issues. New doctrine. new missions. new threats, and new weapon systems are
all transforming the 20" Century Air Force into the aerospace force of the new millennium.
Just as the warfighter evolves to meet these new challenges, the JAG Corps must likewise
transform itself in order to enable and ensure mission accomplishment.

The field of environmental law has also evolved at a lightning pace over the past 14
years. As this expanding body of law intertwines with every facet of our military training and
war-fighting missions, the Air Force faces new challenges that our predecessors never had
cause to consider. Community developments that were once miles from our runways have
expanded to within feet of our security fences. Waste disposal practices that were once stateof-the-art are now subject to multimillion dollar lawsuits. Perlraps the most trnportant
challenge we face, however, is that of fashioning our legal advice in such a way that we
balance environmental compliance and stewardship while at the same time maintaining our
national security mission. As caretakers of millions of acrcs of our country's most pristine
ecosystems, our responsibilities are awesome.
Upon no one do these responsibilities fall more heavily than the installation
commander and the base level environmental attorney who provides legal advice to that
commander. Our attorneys field the day-to-day questions, carefully guiding a diverse clientele
tilroilgl~a maze of complex statutes and regulations. Does the Clean Water Act apply to the
base car wash? Does it really take a specially-certified person to pick up and move this
endangered tortoise before it wanders onto the runway? Who's responsible for the fuel storage
tanks under the AAFES gas station? Issue spotting in the environmental arena is complex and
e n t s from
difficult. The stakes are high: the wrong decision can result in p ~ ~ n ~ s h n ~ranglug
regulatory warning letters threatening a shut down OF mission activities to efforts to impose
criminal liability on the Wing Commander.
Some of you teading this may be that installation env~ronmentalPaw attorney. If so,
know that you're not alone in finding the way ahead. Support for your practice can be found
in many resources throughout the JAG Corps and General Counsel Office. This 13 the first of
two volumes of the Master Environmental Law Edition of the Air Force Law Review to be
printed in 2003.
Both volumes are designed specifically for the installation environmental
attorney and intended fnr use as a rcference tool in hisflier daily practice. 1 know you will find
the articles both timely and thorough, and hope that you w ~ l luse them as a starting point for
your legal research in this challenging body of law. 1 wish each of you the brst of luck, and
sincerely thank you for your efforts In furtherlag our stewardship responsibilities to the
environment while ensuring nlission accomplisl-rment.

ENVIRONMENTAL CRIMINAL LIABILITY:
WHAT FEDERAL OFFICIALS KNOW (OR
SHOULD KNOW) CAN HURT THEM

I. INTRODUCTION
The concept of holding a corporate officer or federal official liable for
an environmental crime based on their position of authority over the violating
activity is known as the Responsible Corporate Officer (RCO) doctrine.'
While individual criminal liability for corporate officials is not a new concept
in environmental law,' the application of the RCO doctrine, especially in
concert with the Public Welfare Offense doctrine,' i s an unsettled area of law.
This artide addresses criminal liability under environmental statutes, basic
principIes of corporate and officer liability, the genesis and current state of the
RCO and Public Welfare Offense doctrines, their impact on the litigation of
environmental crimes, and their applicability to federal officials.
11. FUNDAMENTAL CRIMINAL ELEMENTS

American criminal law fundamentally concerns itself with whether the
accused has committed a prohibited act (actus reus), and if so, whether the act
was committed with a guilty mind (wens reu).

Before determining one's mens rea, it is necessary to determine that
one committed a prohibited or criminal acL4 While such acts often consist of
one's own affirmative conduct, they can also be of other types.

Lieutenant Colonel J u ~ e p hE. Cole (B.S.. University of Missouri; J. D., Saint Louis Universip
School of Low; LL.M., The George Washington University Law School) is Chiej;
Ertvironrnmtal Compliance, HQ AETC/JA, Randolph AFB, Texas. He is member of the
Missouri Bar.
I
As discussed below, this concept of criminal liability is as applicable to federal government
officials (military and civilian) as it is to corporate officers.
Decided in 1943, United Sfntes v. Dotlerweiclt is regarded as the earliest application of the
Responsible Corporate Officer Doctrine. See United States v. Dotterweich, 320 U.S. 277

'

(1943).
A public welfare offense is one that a "reasonable person should know is subject to stringent
public regulation and may seriously threaten the community's health or safety." Liparoza v.
United States, 471 U.S. 419,433 (1985).
WAYNER.LAFAVE,
CRIMTN
AL LAW,2 14 (3rd Ed. 2000).
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The inlposition of criini~zalliability may arise where an individual fails
to perform a required act. Such liability derives from the common law notion
of a duty to act. However, a person generally does not have a legal duty to act.
The following are examples of co~lditionsgiving rise to a duty to act: a
duty based on relationship, a contract, and most inlportantly from the
environmental perspective, a duty based upon statute.' An example of an
environmental statute creating a duty to act is found in the Comprehensive
Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act's (CERCLA'S)'

requirement that certain reports be made.'

2. Vicariotu Liability
Vicarious liability occurs "where the defendant, generally one
conducting a business, is made liable (though without persona1 fault) for the
bad conduct of someone else, generally his e m p l o y e e . " ~ i c a r i o u sliability
does away with "personal actm reus,"' rendering one liahle for the acts of
subordinates or agents.

A corporate officer may stand liable not only for the acts of those
subordinate to him, but aIsa for the acts of the corporation. When a
corporation commits an offense, it is the principa1. Corporate officers in
positions of authority who fail to exercise that authority in
preventindremedying violations can be said to aid and abet those violations.
This is the derivative approach to liability.'' When applied to strict liability
-

-

-

see id. at 215-279.

' The Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act, 42 U.S.C.A.
$6

g60 1-9675 (1 988), Codifying Pub. L. No. 96-56 10, 94 Stat. 2767 ( 1980) as amended.

' See 42 U.S.C. 4 6603(b).

See LAFAVE,
niprn note 4, at 265.
Id.
Under this approach, the mental state for the aider and abettor is the same as
that for the principal. The mental state for the aider and abettor is not a
consfant, but varies w ~ t hthe crime. It may be purposeful Intent, if, under the
particular crime charged, the principal i s not guilty unless actlng with
purposeful intent. It may be knowledge, bad purpose. or strict liab~llty;for
each offense, the aider and abettor's mental state is derived from that
required of the princ~pal.

''
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offenses, the derivative approach treats the aider and abettor as standing "in the
shoes of the principal," thereby obviating the need for a culpable mental state
on the part of the corporate official.

There are differing approaches to determining the degree of criminality
exhibited by the alleged criminal to complete the commission of the crime.
That is, what was the extent of the guiItiness of his state of mind? Generally,
these approaches can be separated into four categories of crimes; ( I ) those that
require the intent to commit the act or bring about the resuit; (2) those
requiring knowledge of the act; (3) those requiring recklessness or disregard in
taking an action or causing its result; and (4) those requiring negligence in
taking the action or causing the result. Tn addition, a crime may be one of strict
liability, requiring no determination of the criminal's state of mind.I2 As the
Supreme Court has observed, however, "[tlhe existence of a mens re0 is the
rule of, rather than the exception to, the principles of Anglo-American criminal
jurisprudence."'
It is important to pay particular attention to the language of the
environmental statute as well as the legislative intent evinced by Congress as
to what the knowledge requirement is for culpability in the criminal activity.I4
Typically, criminal statutes contain words of criminality to delineate the
requisite intent required for the commission of the offense. That is, words such
as "intentionally," "knowingly," "will fully," and "recklessly" are used to
describe the mens rea required for the crime. This article will emphasize the
'"knowingly" mens reo since that is most often the standard of wrongful
purpose required in environmental statutes.l 5

Baruch Weiss. What Were They Thinking?: T l ~ eMental Sicrtes qf the Aider and Abettor and
the C~uselunder Federal Low, 70 FORDHAML. REV.1341,14 I0 (2002).
Mens rea. criminal intent, and scienrer are used to describe the state of mind that usually
must be shown to prove criminal conduct. See WAYNER.LAFAVE,CRIMINAL
LAW,224 (3rd
Ed. 2000).
I' The Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899 for example has such a standard of strict liability for
actions relating to discharges of refuse into the navigable waters of the United States and for
any action that inhibits the navigability of those waters. See general(v 33 U.S.C. $5 401-407.
United States v. United States Gypsum, 438 U.S. 432,436 (1978).
14
DONALDA. CARRET AL., ENVIRONMENTAL
CRIMINAL
LIABILITY:AVOIDING AND

''

''

DEFENDtNG ENFORCEMENT
ACTIONS, 128 (1995).
l 5 See ARNOLD W. REITZE, JR., AIR POLLUT~ON
CONTROL
LAW: COMPLIANCE&
ENFORCEMENT,
578 (2001). See also 42 U.S.C.
5 7413(c); 42 U.S.C. § 6928(d)&(e); 42
U.S.C. g 9603(b)&(d); 7 U.S.C. $ 1361(b)(ii); 15 U.S.C. 55 2614-1615; 33 U.S.C. 5 13 19(c).
The Toxic Substances Control Act is the anly environmental statwte containing a general
criminal provision requiring proof that an act was committed "knowingly or willfully." 15
U.S.C. $ I5(b).

Environmen taJ Criminal Liability3

The law requires notice that certain conduct is prohibited; "[wlere it
otherwise, the evil would be as great as it is when the law i s written in print boo
fine to read or in a language foreign to the community."" Nonetheless, it is
aIso equally fundamental to our common law jurisprudence that ignorance of

the law is no excuse.
"Willful blindness" is a well-know evidentiary principle involving the
concept of transferred intent. The doctrine allows the factfinder to infer
knowledge from proof that a defendant shielded himself from knowledge of an
illegal act.I7 Deliberately remaining ignorant of facts that are otherwise
apparent creates an inference that the defendant avoided the facts because of
knowledge of the wrongful~lessof the c o n d ~ c t . ' ~
In addition, proof of knowledge can arise when a person "has notice of
facts which would put one on inquiry as to the existence of that fact, when he
has information to generate a reasonable belief as to that fact, or when the
circumstances are such that a reasonable man would believe that such a fact
existed."I9 Under the willful blindness doctrine, a defendant's actual
knowledge or conscious avoidance are treated the same; proof of either one
may meet the knowledge requirement in a criminal offense.

Fn. CORPORATIONS AND CORPORATE OFFICERS
A. Theories o f Corporate LiabiIitv

By creating a legal entity responsible for the actions of the business
organization, the individual owners of the corporation generally can escape
personal liability For corporate activitie~.~'Origjnatly, not only was personal
liability limited, but the corporation itself "could not be criminally culpable,

I6

Lambert v. California, 355 U.S. 225 (19573.
See LAFAVE,
slrprrr note 4, at 2 19.
la See Bany M. Hartman & Charles A. De Monaco. The Plrnerlr Use qf the ResponsibIe
Corporate Ofleer Doctrine ~ I Ithe Cvir~zinaiEtfm.cetnent qf Et~vrronn~t.rrtal
Lnws, 23 ELR
10,145 (1993).
19
See LAFAVE,supra note 4, at 220.
ZU
"Basic to the theory of corporation Iaw is the concept that a c o ~ o r a t i o nis a separate entity,
a legal being having an existence separate arid distinct from that of its owners. This attribute
of the separate corporate personaIity enables the corporation's stockhoideis to limit their
personal liabiIity . . . The corporate fom, however, is not lightly disregarded, since limited
Iiability is one of the principal purposes for which the law has created the corporation." Lynda
J. Oswald and Cindy A. Schipani, Legd Themy: CERCLA a~rdthe "'Erosion of Trtrditionul
Corpornre Law Doctrine, 86 Nw. U.L. -v. 259 ( 1 992), clrtng Krivo Indus. Supply Co, v.
National Distillers & Chem. Corp., 483 F.Zd 1098, 1 102 (5"' Cir. 1973).
"
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because it possessed no cognitive ability and therefore could not form the meus
m a traditionally required for a con~iction."~'

I . Development of Corpounfe Criminal Liability
This latter concept was rejected by the United States Supreme Court in
New York Central & Hudson Ri~~er
Railroad v. United ~tates." h New Work
Central, the railroad company was found to have violated the Elkins A C by~ ~ ~
paying shippers a rebate for using the railroad line. The Act made the
corporation criminally liable for the criminal acts committed by corporate
directors, officers, and any other acting on behalf of the corporation. Even
though no evidence was produced showing the directors had authorized or
approved the prohibited rebates, the corporation was found criminally
responsible. Relying on tort law doctrine, the Court based this accountability
on the imputed benefit received by thct corporate principal from the acts of the
agent; "justice requires that the [principal] be held
2. Traditional Theories of Civil Liability

Under the doctrine of repondeat superior, a corporation, as a principal,
generally is bound by the acts of its agents so long as those agents do not step
outside the scope of their employment.25 JII another approach to corporate
liability, the corporation itself may step outside the scope of i t s employment-a
corporation can be held accountable for illegal actions committed beyond the
power of its by-laws or charter. Finally, "piercing the corporate veil" 2\is
another avenue of corporate liability. This approach is used to extend liability
for wrongful acts of a corporation to the parent corporation, or to officers,
directors, and even individual shareholders. Underlying this theory of liability
i s the corporation as a "false front" or sham for a parent corporation, behind
whose limited liability protections officers and shareholders should not be
allowed to hide. Although typically used in civil cases, a court has used the
Keith Welks, Corpol-ate Crirninnl Culpnbiliv: An Idea Whose Time Keeps Corning, 16
COLUM.I. ENVTL.L. 294 (199 1).
2 2 2 12 U.S. 48 1 (1909).
a 3 Pub. L.No. 57-103,32 Stat. 843 (1403).
24
New York Centml, 21 2 U.S. at 493.
25 "Respondeat superior" is a tra$itional tort law doctrine that can be defined as "the doctrine
holdmg an employer or principal liable for the employee's or agent's wrongful acts committed
within the scope of the employment or agency." BLACK'SLAWDICTIONARY
1313 (7" Ed.
1999).
2b "Piercing the corporate veil" is defined as "the judicial act of imposing personal liability on
otherwise immune corporate officers, directors, and shareholders for the corporation's
wronghl acts." BLACK'SLAWDICTIONARY
1168 (7Ih Ed. 1999). The concept of piercing the
corporate veil also is traditionally used to find a parent corporation responsjble for the acts of a
subsidiary when "the corporate form would otherwise be misused to accomplish wrongful
purposes . . ." United States v. Bestjbods, 524 U.S. 5 1,62 (1998).
I'
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concept to impose criminal liability on a parent corporation for the acts of a
subsidiary.27
B.

Theories of Corporate Officer Liability

Corpotate officers are criminally liable for the acts they personally
commit, for the acts of agents or subordinates, for crimes that they aid or
abet,2Rand for crimes they fail to prevent despile their responsible positions.'"
White most of these liability tlzeories are fairly self-explanatory, the latter one,
known as "responsible share" requires a few further words of explanation.
This concept, arising out o f the U.S. Supreme Court case, United
Sfnres v ~orferwciclt, attaches liability to all (including corporate officials)
who have a responsible share in the furtherance of a criminal act prohibited by
statute. Due to the potential risk of harm involved by violation of a statute, a
corporate official in a position of "responsible relation" to the danger, and who
could be informed o f the danger, is thereby responsible for the violation of the
statute when it Q C C U ~ S . " It is Chis concept of liability for offenses arising under
the doctrine of a public welfare offense that is the basis upon which the RCO
doctrine lies.

''

IV. DUAL INDOCTRINATION: THE PUBLIC WELFARE OFFENSE

AND RESPONSIBLE CORPORATE OFFICER (RCO) DOCTRINES
A. The Public Welfare Offense Doctrine-Eliminating
Requirement

the Mens Rea

When a statute merely codifies the common law, courts often assume
there is a scienter requirement even if the level of culpabilf ty has not been
addressed.32 For statutes concerned with public health, safety, and welfare,
however, courts have taken a different view. Generally, a public welfare
statute without a standard for culpability will require the government to only
prove the defendant had the responsibility and had either the authority to
prevent or the ability to remedy a violation; the government does not have to
show that the individual had the intent to violate the law or even any
27

See United States v. Exxon Corp. & Exxon Shipping Co., Crirn. No. A-90-015-Cr.
(D.
Alaska 1990).
'' "The definition of aiding and abetting requires knowledge of the criminal act and some
participation in bringing it to cempletian. Instructing or authorizing another to commit an
offense is all that is required to impose liability." W ~ ~ J , I AE.MKNEPPER& DANA. BAILEY,
L l ~ o l ~ 1 OF
- r CORPORATE
~
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS, 255 (6thEd. 1998).
29

See generaf!y td at 254.

U.S. 277 (1943).
3 q d .at 285.
30 320

j2

Staples v. United States, 5 1 1 U.S. 600,616 ( 1 994).
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knowledge of the viola ti or^.'^ As defined by the U.S. Supreme Court, a public
welfare statute is one that makes criminal an act that a "reasonable person
should know is subject to stringent public regulation and may seriously
threaten the community's health or safety.'734

I . Perimeter Points of the Public W e o r e Oflense Doctrine

The following U.S. Supreme Court cases are frequently cited when
addressing the application of public welfare offense principles to the
knowledge requirement of environmental statutes.
a. United States v. International Minerals & Chemical C O ~ . ~ '

The seminal case addressing application of the public welfare offense
doctrine to a situation similar to that involved in environmental statutes is
United States v. International Minerals & Chemical carp." h this case, the
corporate defendant was charged with shipping hazardous materials in
interstate commerce and knowingly failing to show that the materials were
properly identified as such in accordance with Department of Transportation
reg~lations.~'The corporation was charged with violating 18 U.S.C. 5 834(f)
for "knowingly violating any such regulation," in reference to a regulation
created for the safe transportation of corrosive liquids.j8 Interpreting the
meaning of "knowingly violates any such regulation," the Court held the
statute was a "shorthand designation" for knowingly committing the acts that
violate the A C ~ . ~ ~
The Supreme Court, quoting from Morissette v. United
a
leading public welfare case, recognized the importance of criminal intent when
it stated, "[tlhe contention that an injury can amount to a crime only when
inflicted by intention is no provincial or transient notion. It is as universal and
persistent in mature systems of law as belief in freedom of the human will and
a consequent ability and duty of the normal individua1 to choose between good
and e ~ i l . " ~Yet
' in Inrernutional Minemls, the Court explained that when
dangerous products or "obnoxious" waste materials are the regulated activity,
the likelihood of regulation is so great that anyone involved in the activity is

See Dotrel-weich, 320 U.S. 277; United States v. International Minerals & Chem Corp., 402
U.S. 558 (1971); United States v. Park, 421 U.S. 658 (1975).
-'' Liparota v. United States, 471 U.S. 419,433 { 1985).
35 402 U.S. 558 (1971).
33

36

Id.

Id at 5%.
38 Id. a t 559.
39 Id. at 562.
40 Mo~issetteV. United States, 342 U.S. 246 (1952).
4' Morisserre, 342 U.S. at 256.
37

Environmental Criminal Liability-7

presumed to be aware of the regulatory
The government
therefore was not required to prove the accused intended the prohibited result
of his actions; nor was the defendant allowed to use its ignorance of the law as
a defense.43

b. Liparora Y. United 3taresQ4

Another ofi-cited case in the application of the public welfare offense
doctrine to environmental cases is Liparota v. Unired ~ t a t e s . ~In
' this ease, a
restaurant owner was convicted under 7 U.S.C. 4 2024(b)(a) for unlawfully
acquiring and possessing food stamps for less than the face value of the
~tarn~s.~"he statute imposed liability on "whoever knowingly uses, transfers,
acquires, alters, or possesses [food stamps] in any manner not authorized by
[the statute] or the reg~lations.''~ At trial, the trial judge instructed the jury
that the government. had to prove the defendant acquired and possessed the
food stamps in a manner not authorized by the statute or regulations and the
defendant did so knowingly and willfully. The government's position was the
statute was violated if the defendant knew that he acquired or possessed the
food stamps in an unauthorized manner; proof of the defendant's mens reu was
not required by the statute to show a violation.
The Supreme Court held that to prove a violation of the statute, the
defendant had to know that his acquisition or possession of the food stamps
was somehow contrary to law or regulation. In its review of the knowledge
necessary for conviction, the Court looked first to Congressional intent. AEter
finding it unclear as to the knowledge required by the statute, the Court relied
on Morissette and the contention that it is fundamental to universal systems of
law that before treating an act as criminal that there be a requirement of
intenti~n.~' The Court determined that innocent conduct would be
criminalized if proof of knowledge of the unauthorized nature of the
defendant's acts was not required. Concluding that although the statute did not
provide a mistake of law defense, there was nothing in the legislative history to
indicate that Congress intended the result urged by the
The
Court distinguished the food stamp offenses h r n the definition of a public
welfare offense in which the Court would accept that there is no mens rea

42

Inrernatiorral Minerals, 402 U.S. at 563-564.
Id.
44 471 U.S. 419 (1985).
d5 Id.
46 Id. at 420.
47
Id. at 420, n.1 .
4 8 Id. at 432.
49 Id.
43
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required; this conduct was not such that a reasonable person should know it is
subject to a stringent public regulation due to the threat to health or safety.50
The Supreme Court's disparate holdings in Infernafio~ral
Minerals and
Lljsrarota have resulted in a "patchwork quilt" among the circuit courts of
appeal in their various and sometimes confusing treatment of environmental
statutes as public welfare statutes.'"
c. S t q l e s v. United 3atessz

An illustrative example of the Supreme Court's emphasis on the
narrowness of the public welfare statute wens rea exception is Staples v.
United ~ t ~ t e s . "In this case, the defendant was charged with violating a felony
provision of the National Firearms A C ~ .by
~ ~possessing an unregistered
machine gun. During execution of a search warrant of his home, the defendant
was found in possession of a weapon that had been modified to fire more than
one shot with a single puIl of the trigger. Hence, it was considered a machine
gun under the
At triai, the defendant argued that he had no knowledge of the
weapon's automatic firing capability and thesefore was not criminally liable.
Despite his request, the trial judge declined to instruct the jury that the
government must prove the defendant knew the gun would fire automatically.
The defendant was found guilty and sentenced to probation for five years and a
$5,000 fine.$"
The defendant ultimately appealed his conviction to the U.S. Supreme
Court. The National Firearms Act was silent regarding mens ren, and the
government argued against any such element, alleging that the case revolved
around a public welfare offense: the purpose of the statute was to restrict the
circulation of dangerous weapons, and individuals possessing guns should be
aware of the likelihood of their regulation. The Court rejected this argument,
holding that the government must prove actual knowledge on the part of the
defendant of the characteristics of the weapon that brought it within the scope
of tlze statute.
The Court, however, limited its holding narrowly, indicating that its
"reasoning depends upon a common sense evaluation of the nature of the
particular device or substance Congress has subjected to regulation and the
expectations that individuals may have in dealing with the regulated items."57
The Court went to great lengths to distinguish this holding from its decision in
50

Icl. at 433.

51

See ChRR, ET Al-., supra

note 14, at 186.

511 U.S. 600 (1994).
53 Id.
26 U.S.C. 93 5801-5872.
Staples, 5 11 U.S. at 603.
56fd.at 601.
57
Id,at 620.

''
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United States v. reed^' where a violation of the same section of the National
Firearms Act involving possession of a hand grenade was treated as a public
welfare offense. The Court in Staples concluded that innocent gun ownership
is commonplace, whereas an individual in possession of grenades is aware of
their dangerous properties.
Notably, the Court also commented on the public welfare doctrine
(eliminating any mens rea requirement) and the impact which potential
punishment might have in relation to its application. While the Court said its
prior precedents "'suggest that punishing a violation as a felony is simply
incompatible with the theory of the public welfare offense,"59 it refrained from
stating that it was inappropriate to consider that public welfare offenses may
not be punished as feloniesq6' The Court determined that "such a definitive
rille of construction" did not need to be adopted to decide this case6'
d UnifedStates v. X-Citemenr Video, 1 ~ 762~ .

In United States Y. X-Citewent Video, ~ n c . the
, ~ Supreme
~
Court
decided whether a statute that makes "knowingly" transporting, receiving,
shipping and distributing sexually explicit conduct involving a minor child a
federal crime, also requires knowledge that the material depicted a minor. The
defendant was charged with violations of the Protection of Children Against
Sexual Exploitation Act of 1977.64 The Court addressed whether "knowingly"
as used in the statute modifies only the verbstransports, ships, receives,
distributes or produces-or also the subsections of the statute addressing the use
of a minor. While the Court acknowledged that the most grammatical reading
of the provision suggested that it only modified the surrounding verbs, the

58

5'1

401 W.S.601 (1971).
Staples, 51 1 U.S. at 603,

Id.
Id.
5 13 U.S. 64 (1994).
Id.
Specifically, the defendant was charged with violating 18 U.S.C. 9 2252 which states in
pert~nentpart:
(a) Any person wh*
( I ) knnwingIy transports or ships in interstate commerce or foreign
commerce by any means including by computer or mails, any visuaI
depiction, if-( A ) the producing of such visual depiction involves the use of a
minor engaging in sexually explicit conduct . .
(2) knowingly receives. or distributes, any visual depiction . . . ar
knowingly reproduces any visual depiction far distribution in interstate or
foreign comers or through the mails, if(A) the producing of such visual depiction involves the use of a
minor engaging in sexually explicit conduct . . .
b'
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Court found that the "'plain language reading of the statute was not so plain'7G5
and held that the defendant must know the depiction was of a minor engaged in
sexually explicit conduct.
The Court again relied on the principle announced in Morissette
recognizing the importance of a requirement of evil intent to sustain the
finding of a crime." To do otherwise, the Court opined, would allow the
convictions of defendants who "had no idea they were even dealing with
sexually explicit material."" The Court found the statute was not a public
welfare offense because people "do not harbor settled expectations that the
contents of magazines and film are generally subject to stringent public
regulation."" In so holding, the Court, as it had in Staples, also considered the
harsh penalties involved and how that tempered the application of the public
welfare doctrine. The Court followed Sfaples in favor of a scienter
requirement applying "knowingly" to every element of the statute.

2. Application of the Public WeJfare Ofense Doctripre to Environmental
Statuf es

Public welfare statutes impart strict liability standards, eliminating
nwns rea requirements even if the individual defendant had no knowledge of
the violation or intent to violate the law. Courts have traditionally found that
the risk of harm to the public by not holding a party accountable for a
hazardous activity outweighs the "conventionaE requirement for criminal
conduct-awareness of some wrongdoing."" The rationale is the accused, if he
does not cause the violation, "usually is in a position to prevent it with no more
care than society might reasonably expect and no more exertion than it might
reasonably exact from one who assumed his re~~onsibilities."~

United Sfales v. ~ a n o u s e k ~ '
The Supreme Court recently bypassed an opportunity to definitively
address the applicability of public welfare analysis to environmental statutes
when it denied certiorari in United States Y. ~ a l z o l s s e k . In
~ ~doing so, the
Court let stand the Ninth Circuit's treatment of a Clean Water Act (cwA)'"
vidation as a public welfare offense.
hS

X-Citemenb Video. Jnc., 5 13 U.S. at 64.

66

Morisse~e,342 U.S. at 256.
X-Citemenr Video. Inc., 5 13 U.S. at 64.
6X id. at 71.
United States v. Dotterweich, 320 U.S. 277, 280-28 1 (1943), (citing United States v. Balint,
258 U.S. 250 (1922)).
' O Morisserre, 342 U.S. at 255-256.
176 E.3d 11 16 (9IhCir. I994), ceri. denied, 528 U.S. 1102 (2000).
72 Id.
24"'
U.S.C. $9 7401-42 (19881, Codifying Pub. L.No. 95-95,91 Stat. 655 (1977) as amended.
67
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The defendant was roadmaster of a railroad and responsjble "for every
detail of the safe and efficient maintenance . . . of the entire railroad."74 As
roadmaster, the defendant oversaw a rock quarsylng project. During the course
of that project, approximately 700 feet of a petrolet~mpipeline were left
unprotected and subsequently ruptured.75 Defendant was convicted of
negligently discharging oil into a navigable river in violation of CWA
3 9 309(c)(Z)(A) and 3 11 (b)(3)."
On appeal before the Ninth Circuit, the defendant contended he should
be held to a standard of criminal negligence rather than ordinary negligence."
The Ninth Circuit, however, concIuded that "Congress intended that a person
who acts with ordinary negligence . . . may be subject to criminal penalties."78
The Court seasoned the criminal provisions of the CWA were puhIic welfare
offenses proscribing "conduct that a seasonable person should know is subject
to stringent pub1 ic regulation and may serious1y tllreaten the community's
health or safety."7'
W11ife the Supreme Court denied certiomri on this issue, there were
dissents to the denial. Justice Thomas, joined by Justice O'Connor, maintained
that the Ninth Circuit's interpretation of the public welfare offense doctrine
was too broad:
We have never held that any statute can be described as creating a pubIic
wetfare offense so long as the statute regulates conduct that is h o w n to be
subject to extensive regulation and that may invaIve a risk to the community.
Indeed, such a suggestion would extend this narrow doctrine te virtually any
crlrninal statute applicable to industrial act~vities. . .

Here one may recall that the majority Staples and X-Citemen! Video decisions
generally strengthened wens ren requirements, requiring criminal culpability in
statutes which, on their face, arguably required none."
74

176 F.3d at 1119.

75

Id.

Id. at 1 1 18.
The defendant urged the Court ta define criminal negligence as "a gross deviation from the
standard of care that a reasonable person would observe in the situation." See American Law
Institute, Model Penal Code f 2.02{2)(d) (1985). The Coutt found that by the plain language
of the statute Congress intended to use "negligently" to mean the faiture to use such care that a
reasonably prudent person would llscd under s~rniIarcircumstances. 176 F.3d at T 12 I .
276 F.3d at 1121.
'b

77

Id.
528 U.S. 1102, 1105 (2000) (Thomas, J., dissenting).
81
See. e.g., United States v. United States Gypsum Co., 438 U.S. 422, 438 (1978) ("CertainIy
far more than the simple omission of the appropriate phrase from the statutory definition is
necessary to justify dispensing with the intent requirement"); Liparota v. United States, 471
U.S. 419, 425-426 (1985) (defendant convicted of unlawhlty acquiring and possessing food
stamps in an unauthorized manner; government must prove defendant h e w his acquisition
andor possession of the food stamps was unlawful); United States v. X-Citement V~deo,Inc.,
I15 S.Ct. 464, 468 (1994) (adopting presumption that merls rea requirement should apply to
79
80
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B. The Responsible Corporate Officer (RCO) Doctrine

Under traditional concepts of criminal law, the bases of individual
criminal liability of corporate officials are 'Tor crimes that they personalty
commit, for crimes they aid or abet and for crimes they fail to prevent by
neglecting to control the misconduct of those subject to their control."82 The
latter category of liability has been the vehicle for imposing criminal liability
upon corporate officials through analysis of public welfare offenses under what
is known as the responsible corporate officer doctrine.
Pursuant to this doctrine, a corporate oficer is personally criminally
liable on the basis o f his "responsible relation" to the criminal violation,
despite lack of any knowledge on his pafl of illegal activity. Hence, this
doctrine provides both a way to hold corporate officers personally accountable
and also eliminate or reduce any mens rea requirement. While sometimes
applied to situations in which the public welfare offense doctrine may also
apply, the two doctrines generaIty overlap in their practical provision of
constrr~ctiveknowledge to satisfylelirninate the traditional mens rea element.
1. Perinzefer Pointsfor the Responsible Corporate Officer Doctrine

The following U.S. Supreme Court cases are frequently cited when
addressing the application of responsible corporate officer principles to
personal liability and knowledge requirements of environmental statutes.
a. United States v. ~ o r t e r w e i c f i ~ ~

The United States Supreme Court in United States v. ~ o t t e m e i c ~ ~ ~ ~
first addressed the individual liability of a corporate officer under a public
welfare stahlte. Dottenveich, the president of a pharmaceutical company, was
found guilty of shipping adulterated and misbranded goods In violation of the
Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (FDCA).':'
The FDCA was enacted by
Congress to expand its ability to prevent noxious articles from entering the
commerce stream."
The Act was designed as a strict liability statute
dispensing with the typical requirement of awareness on the part of the

every element of the crime that would otherwise criminalize innocent conduct); Posters 'N'
Things, Ltd. v. United States, 114 S.Ct. 1747, 1753-1754 (1994)(despite absence of the term
"howingly" from the statute prohibiting interstate conveyance in plan to sell drugs, required
proof that defendant knowingly made use of such a scheme).
82
83

See KNEPPER& BAILEY,siipm note 28.
320 U.S. 277 / 1943).

R4

Id.
2J U.S.C. $ 301 erseq.

" Dotte~wcich,320 U.S. at 280.
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wrongdoer; liability was imposed witl~outregard to the criminal intent of the
defenda~~f.'~
Dotlenveich was responsible for the day-to-day supervision of his
company. Despite no showing that he knew of or participated in the illegal
conduct, he was convicted of this misdemeanor8%oilense. Dottenveich argued
that he could not personally be held liable because the corporation was the onIy
"person" subject to prosecution under the statute. The Supreme Court
disagreed, stating that the crime could be conlrnitted "by all who have a
responsible share in the furtherance of the transaction which the statrite
outlaws,"89 By holding Dottenveich criminally liable despite his lack of
knowledge about any illegal activity, the Supreme Coud laid the foundation of
the RCO doctrine. The Court justified the resuIt by weighing the potential risk
of h a m upon an unsuspecting public against the hardship suffered by the
corporate official who, althoug1-1not intending to violate the statute, was in a
position of "responsible relation" to the danger such that he could be informed
of the danger before loosing it on consumers.")

The Supreme Court further clarified the RCO doctrine in United Stafes
v. park." Again reviewing a FDCA strict liability criminal conviction, the
Court found the president and chief executive officer of a national grocery
store chain responsible for misdemeanor violations related to the
contamination of food stored at the company's warcl~ouses.~~
On appeal, the
president (Park) asserted that he could riot be held personally responsible
because he had delegated responsibility for warehouse sanitation to
"dependable subordinates."""espite
the breadth of the corporate officer's
responsibilities in managing a national corporation, and the [act that various
functions were "assigned to individuals who, in turn, have staff and
departments under
the president was held responsible. The Court
found '"[those corporate agents vested with the responsibility, and power
commensurate with that responsibility, to devise whatever measures are
87

Id. at 281.
The distinction between misdemeanor and felony offenses is significant; so too is it
significant in the application of the RCO doctrine according to some commentators. See
Cynthia H. Finn. The Responsible Colporate Oficel; Crrrni~~ni
LinhiJity. ntld Melts Rea:
Lirnitafions on 11reRCO Docrritte, 46 AM.U.L. REV.543 ( 1996).
" 320 U.S. 277 at 284.
id. at 285.
421 U.S. 658 (1975).
88

''

Id.
Id. at 66 1-66;!.
94
Jrf. at 663-664.
95
Id. at 663.
72
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necessary to ensure compliance with the Act bear a 'responsible relationship'
to, or have a 'responsible share' in, violations."'"
The government did not have to prove the officer committed a
wrongful act. Pursuant lo the Court's reasoning, criminal liability under a
public welfare statute such as the FDCA does not turn upon the corporate
official's "awareness of wrongdoing."9' The Court set out the proof needed for
a showing of liability: "[tlhe Government establishes a prima facie case when
it introduces evidence sufficient to warrant a finding by the trier of facts that
the derendant had, by reason of his position in the corporation, responsibility
and autltority either to prevent in the first instance, or promptly to correct, the
violation complained of, and that he failed to do
While these
expectations of responsibility place high burdens on corporate officers, they
are consistent wit11 the public" expectations of someone in a position of
authority over enterprises that affect public health and safety.99
2. Application ofthe R CO Docfrine to i?t7viuonmental Statzrtes
There are several underlying issues that continue to impact the RCO
doctrine in relation to a public welfare anaIysis and its application to
environmental statutes. Included in this complicated mix is the specific mens
veL1 requirement for the statue at issue, trealrnent of the envjronmental statute
as a public welfare statute, the effect of treatment as a public welfare statute
(i.e. the elimination or reduction of wens ma), and application of public
welfare analysis to felony offenses. Nonetheless, the practice of treating
environmental statutes as public welfare statutes has been prevalent for some
time, and is not without historical antecedents.'""
Ut~iledStates v. Johnson & Towers, Irlc.'''
One of the earliest cases to apply the RCO doctrine (and also implicate
t l ~ cpublic welfare offense doctrine) in the prosecution of an environmental
In this case, two
statute is UnitecI Stares v. Johnson & Towers, lnc.
managenlent empIoyees of an industrial engine repair company were found
covered by the definition of a "person" so as to be potentially liable for

'"

'b

Id. at 672.

" Id. at 672-673.
98

Id. at 673-674.
See id. at 672.
'0° "Public welfare offenses in the environmental law context originated under the Refuse Act
of 1899. Environmental violations undcr the Act were treated as public welfare offenses, and
the Act aulhonzed the prosecut~onof individuals who had no specific knowledge of the
at legedly crirninaI act." See Randall S. Abate & Danya E. Mancuso, Ii 's AII About What Yoti
Kirclw: TI!e Specrfic lrr tent Standnrd Shordd Goverrr "Knowing" Violntions of the C k n n Water
Act, 9 N.Y.U. ENVTL.
L.J. 304,314-3 15 (20013.
"" 741 F.2d 662 (3d Cir. 1984).
Id.

99
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criminal violations of the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA)
$ 3008(d)(2)(A) for treating, storing, or disposing of l?azardous wastes without
a permit.
On appeal, the defendants argued the statute only contemplared that
"owners" and "operators" are "persons" for purposes of RCRA liability
because they are the only individuals with the ability to obtain a
After reviewing legislative history, the Court determined Congress intended to
reach employees engaged in the treatment, storage, and disposal activities and
"did not expIicitly limit criminal liability to owners and
The Third Circuit concluded, relying on Dotferweiclz, that "in RCRA,
no less than in the Food and Dmg Act, Congress endeavored to contro1 hazards
that, 'in the circumstances of modem industrialism, are largely beyond selfprotection.
Despite then identifying the case as involving a public welfare
offense not requiring proof of mens ren, the Court opined that the statute
required knowledge of every element of the crime. However, the requisite
knowledge could be inferred due to the empIoyees' '3-responsible positions"
within the corp~ration.'~"
The next section reviews the environmental statutes, the associated
mens rea requirements for those statutes, and how those requirements are
integrated into applications of the RCO doctrine.
r1rlOS

V. ENVIRONMENTAL STATUTES' MENS REA REQUIREMENTS
The main federal environmental statutes require proof of howledge to
meet the scienter requirements of their criminal provisions. For example, in
the Clean Water Act (cwA),"~
it is a felon offense to knowingly violate a
condition of a permit issued under the Act. I
Likewise, this same conduct,
knowing vioIation of a permit, is aIso an offense under the Clean Air Act
( c A A ) . ' ~ In
~ the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RcRA), lo
person who knowingly transports any hazardous waste is subject to liability.
Finally, in the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and

Ys

'

Id. at 664.
Id. at 667.
to5
In'. at 665 (quoting Doire~uciclr,320 U.S. at 282).
Fd.
'07 Federal Water Pollution Conk01 Act, 33 W.S.C. 49 125 1-1387 (19721, Codifying Pub. L.
No. 92-500,86 Stat. 8 16 (1972) as amended. The FWPCA is generally referred to as the
Io3

I"

Clean Water Act.
lo'

fd. 9 1319(c)(2).

42 U.S.C. 6 74 13(c) ( 1 988).
"O The Solid Waste Disposal Act, as amended by The Resource Conservation and Recovery
Act, 442 U.S.C. g§ 6901-699k (19R8), codifying Pub. L. No. 94-580,90 Stat. 2795, 2796, as
amended.
' I Td. 5 6928(d)(l).
log

'
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Liability Act (CERCLA),' l 2 it is a felony to krtowingly fail to report the release
of a hazardous substance. l 3
The majority view, such that it is, holds that a bowing violation does
not require the defendant to have been aware of a law and to have intentionally
violated it; it only requires the defendant to have been aware of his conduct.
A person is usuaIIy treated as having acted "knowingly" when an act was
committed "voluntarily and intentionally and not because of ignorance,
mistake, accident or some other reason."'I5 A review of the specific statutory
offenses at issueH6 and an examination of the approaches to proof of
knowledge in the various U.S. circuit courts of appeal provide insight into the
different methods of meeting statutory mens rea requirements.

'

'

A. Environmental Statutory Provisions

' ''

I . Clean ~ i~ r c t

The Clean Air Act (CAA) governs stationary and mobile sources of air
pollution through a system of air quality standards contained in state
implementation plans. These plans are enforced through emission limitations
and permit requirements.
Criminal penalties for violations of the Act are imposed by 42 U.S.C.
3 74131~). The CAA makes criminal the unpemitted release of any hazardous
pollutant into air by any person."8 In addition, the CAA makes it criminal for
a person to knowingly violate state implementation plans and to fail or refuse
to comply with any compliance order of the EPA Administrator, the national
emission standards for hazardous air pollutants, or other requirements under
the Act. It is also a criminal violation for any person to (1) knowingly make a
false statement in a document filed, maintained, or used for purposes of
compliance with the Act; or (2) knowingly falsify, tamper with, or render
inaccurate a rnoilitoring device or method required to be maintained under the
~ c t l' . Finally, the CAA provides crilninaI sanctions for persons who either

'

"'The Cornprehens~veEnv~ronmentaIResponse, Compensation and Liability Act, 42 U.S.C.
'" Id. $ 9603(bj(3) as amended by The Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act of

$4 960 1-9675 ( 19881, codify~ngPub. L. No. 96-5610,94 Stat. 2767 (1 980) as amended.

1986 (SARA), Pub. L. No. 99-499, 6 109, 100 Stat. 15 13, 1612- 1633.
""ee LAFAVE,
suprn note 4, at 214; see REITZE, sllprn note 15,at 578 .
Brenda S. Hustis & John Y. Gotanda, The Responsibk Corpornfe Oflcer: Desigrmted
Felon or 1,egcll Ficlion.?, 25 LOY. Ctll. L. J. 169 (1 994) (quoting United States v. MacDonald
& Watson Waste Oil Ca., 933 F.Zd 35, 52 n. 15 (1" Cir. 1991)).
116
The primary laws reviewed in this article are: Clean Air Act, 42 U.S.C. 56 7401-J671q
(1990), Clean Water Act, 33 U.S.C. $9 1251-1387 (1972); Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act, 42 U.S.C. 49 6901-699k ( 1 988); and the Comprehensive Environmental
Response, Compensation and Liability Act, 42 U.S.C. $4 9601-9635 ( 1988).
E 17
42 U.S.C. $5 740 1-42 (19881, codifying Pub. L. No. 95-95,9 1 Stat. 685 (1977) as amended.
' ' ' s e e 42 U.S.C. .Ij 7413(c)(I) & ( 3 ) .
l9 See id. 3 74 13[c)(2).

"'

'
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knowingly or negligently release hazardous air pollutants when such a release
puts others in imminent danger of death or serious bodily injury. 'I0
Liability under the above provisions is dependent upon whether an
individual faIls within the definition of a "person."'2' As defined in the statute,
a "'responsible corporate ~fficer"'~?s
a LLperson."

The Clean Water Act (CWA) generally regulates the disclzarge of
poIIutants into the waters of the United States or into municipal wastewater
treatment systems. The statute also protects wetlands. Like the CAA, a permit
system serves as the main regulatory enforcement mechanism: discharges
cannot IawhlIy be made into the environment without a
The
criminal provisions of the CWA proscribe knowing and negligent conduct by a
c person."'25
The definition of "person'Yncludes a "responsible corporate
L

The CWA i~~iposes
liabi tity on persons who knowing1y discharge
pollutants into waters of the United States without a permit or who violate an
effluent !imitation, pretreatment requirement, or pemlit condition. 127 As with
the CAA, knowing false statements in a document filed for purposes of
compliance with the Act or knowing falsifications or tampering with required
monitoring devices are also criminal violations.' 2"~e CWA also provides for
criminal sanctions against any person who knowingly or negligently discharges
a polIutant into the waters of the United States that places others in imminent
danger of death or serious bodily injury."9 For the offense of failing to report
discharges of hazardous substances or oil into the environment, an additional
factor for consideration is whether the person is alleged to be tlle "person in
charge" o f a vessel or

I"

'"
'"

See id. 3 74 13(c)(4) & fi 74 13(c)(5).

Id. 5 74 13(c).
Id.$ 7413(c)(6).
123
Federal Water Pollution Control Act (EWPCA), 33 U.S.C. $3 1251-1387 (19721, codifying
Pub. L. No. 92-500, 86 Stat. 816 (1972) as amended. The FWPCA is generally referred to as

the Clean Water Act.
33 U.S.C. 8 1342.
33 U.S.C. 4 13 19(c)(l). (c)(2). Again, the term "person" applies to both individuals and
corporations. See 33 U.S.C. 4 1362(5).
' I 6 33 U.S.C. 9 13 19(c)(G).
127
33 U.S.C. $ 1342.
33 U.S.C. Ij 1319(c)(4).
12?3 U.S.C. 8 13 19(c)(3){A).
'TI 33 U.S.C. 8 132 l(b)(5).

"'
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3. Resource Cor~sewationand Recovety Act (~cR.4)'~'

The Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) governs the
reporting and record-keeping requirements related ta the storage, treatment,
and disposal of llazardous wastes. RCRA defines "persons" to whom the
criminal provisions are applicable as individuak as well as corporations and
does not exclude corporate officers or employees.'32 However, unlike the
CWA and CAA, RCRA does not expressly include responsible corporate
officers as "persons.""3
RCRA imposes criminal liability i~ponpersons who knowingly treat,
store, or dispose of hazardous waste at a facility without a permit or in
knowing violation of a permit.'34 A person who knowingly generates and
transports a hazardous waste either to an unpermitted facility or without the
required manifest faces criminal ~anctions.'~~
The Act also prohibits knowing
false statements or omissions in required documents or knowingly failing to
file such d~cuments;'~%nowin~
destruction, alteration, or concealment of
required records;'37hawing expod of hazardous wastes without consent or in
violation of agreements between the 'United States and the receiving country.'38
In addition, criminal liability may arise if a person was engaged in conduct
related to treatment, storage, or disposal of hazardous wastes that might present
an imminent and substantial endangerment: to human health or the
environment. 13'
4. Conzpr.ehensil?eE12vit-onmen fnl Response, Cornpensntio~nrrd Liability Act

(CERCLA)'4o

The Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and
kiabili ty Act (CERCLA)governs the cleanup of l~azardoussubstances from
abandoned sites and provides an emergency response system for the release of
hazardous substances. The criminal provisions of CERCCA apply to three
categories of violalors: (1) a "person in charge" of a vessel or facility, 42) a
131

The Solid Waste Disposal Act, as amended by The Resource Conservation and Recovery
Act, 42 U.S.C.A. 9$ 6901-699k (19881, codifying Pub. L.No. 94-580,90Stat. 2795, 2796, as
antended.
42 U.S.C. 5 6093{15).
In United States v. MacDonald & Watson Oil Co., 933 F.2d 35 (1" Cir. 1991). the First
Circuit refused to extend RCRA liability on the RCO doctrine.
'.'"2 U.S.C. $ 6928(d)(2).
Id. $ 692S(d)(G) and [d)(2).
'""ld. 5 6928(d)(3).
'37 111. 9 692X(d)(4).
I" I d . 5 692X(d)(G).
139
See 42 U.S.C. $$ G928(d)-(e), 6992d(b) & (c).
140
The Comprehensive Environmental Response, Conlpensation and Liability Act, 42
U.S.C.A. § $ 9601-9675 (1988), codifying Pub. L. No. 96-5610,94 Stat. 2767 (1980) as

"*

'"
'"

amended.
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"person" who fails to report a release, and (3) the "owner or operator" of a
facility.
Failure of a "person in charge" of a vessel or a facility to immediately
report a release of a reportable quantity of a hazardous substance is a criminal
~ffense.'~'Likewise, knowing and willful failure to report a release of certain
identified chemicals by a "person" is an 0ffen~e.l~~
CERCLA also calls for
criminal culpability for an "owner or operator" at the time of the disposal of a
hazardous waste, or the current owner or operator, who knowingly fails to
report the site to the EPA, or knowingly fails to maintain, destroys, or falsifies
required r e ~ 0 r d s . I ~ ~

B. Case Law Melts Rea Interpretations

With notable exception in the Fourth Circuit, the case law analyzing
environmental statutes tends to seduce the standard of proof required for a
knowing violation, This is mostly a result of the public welfare doctrine and
related concepts: that the pubIic cannot protect itself from the dangers of
hazardous s ~ b s t a n c e s 'and
~ ~ that persons involved with hazardous substances
'"have every reason to be aware that their activit Ees are regulated by law, aside
from the rule that ignorance of the law is no excuse."'45

I . United States v. weit z e 11~oft

'"

In U~litedStates v. W'eitzeahofi the defendants were managers of a
sewage treatment plant in Hawaii. The plant had a NationaI Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System permit for the discharge of suspended solids
and biochemical oxygen demand into the ocean.14' When waste activated
sludge began to accumulate at the plant, the managers gave instructions to
employees to systematically dispose of the sludge by pumping it into the
14'
142

See 42 U.S.C. 5 9603(b)(3).

Pursuant to the Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act, 42 U.S.C.
11001-50, which was added as part of the Superfund Authorization and Reauthorization Act
amendments. See id. 6 11045{b)(4).
143
42 U.S.C. 9 9603(c) & (d). AEthougli courts have not yet interpreted "owner or operator" in
a criminal context, possible application of the terms may be made by analogy to findings of
liability in civil cases that have addressed their appl~cab~lity.See infirr section V1 D 4
(discussion af such civil law findings by the U.S. Supreme Court in Unifed Srnfc.~v. Bc.\ffnods,
118 S.Ct. 1876 (1998)).
144
See United States v. International Minerals & Chem. Corp., 402 U.S. 558 ( 1 971).
14' United States v. Dean, 969 F.2d 187, 192 (6"' Cir. 1992).
146
35 F.3d 1275 (gfhCir. 19941,eel?. denied, 513 U.S. 1 I28 (1995).

$4

147
CWA 8 402 provides the permitting process that allows for the discharge of pollutants in
compIiance with the requirements of the Act. The section is titled, Nat~onal Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES); permits granted under this section are known as
NPDES permits.
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outfall pipe at the treatment plant which discharged directly into the ocean.
Because the sludge bypassed the effluent monitoring device, it was not
reported in the plant's discharge monitoring reports. Discharges between April
1988 to June 1989 violated the plant" average effluent limitation during most
af that time period.'4"t
trial, the managers were found in violation of CWA
309 for knowingly discharging pollutants in violation of their
On appeal, the plant managers argued that the court erred by not
requiring the government to prove they knew their actions, or failures to act,
were unlawful, and by not instructing the jury that it was a defense that they
believed the discharges were allowed under the plant's permit as an
appropriate bypass.
The Ninth Circuit held that the term "knowingly,"as used in the CWA,
does not require proof that a defendant knew their conduct was illegal.'5o The
Court found the term's use to be ambiguous, and afler considering the
legislative history of the 1987 amendment to the Act that changed the mens rea
from "willfully" to "knowingly," concluded that "[h]ecause they speak in
terms of 'causing' a violation, the congressional explanations of the new
penalty provisions strongly suggest that criminal sanctions are to be imposed
on an individual who knowingly engages in conduct that results in a permit
violation, regardless of whether the polluter is cognizant of the requirements or
even the existence of the
The Court's holding in Weitzer~fioffseems to apply a strict liability
standard.'52 This has caused concern for the regulated community as it means
individuals can be held liable for violating permit conditions (which can be
complicated and difficuIl to execute) even when they have a good-faith belief
in the legality of their aczions.lS3
Of even greater concern to some was the Court's conclusion that
environmental laws are public welfare statutes,
In an amended opinion, the
Court affirmed its previous opinion in Weitzenhofi but revised it to address the

14'
'49

Weitzenl~oK35 F.3d 1275 at 1282.
The relevant portion of 33 U.S.C. (j 13 19(c)(2) provides:
(2) Knowing violations
Any person who-Knowingly violates section . . . 13 1 I . . . of this title,
QT any permit cond~tionor limitation implementing any of such sections in
a perrmt ~ssuedunder section 1342 of this title by the Administrator or by a
State, OT any requirement imposed in a pretreatment program approved
under section . . . of this title . . . shall be pun~shedby a fine of not less
than $5,000 nor more than $50,000 per day of v~olation, or by
imprisonment for no1 more than 3 years, or by both.
~ ~ i t z e n ~35
o fF.3d
f
1275 at 1284.

"'
rCI.
"'SPEREITZE,SMPI.CInote 15, at 578.
'5'
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See CARR,ET AL., supr(1 note 14, at 208.
Id. at 209.
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applicability of ~tn~les''' to treatment of environmental statutes as public
welfare statutes.'56
As discussed above, Staples seemed to express concern about relaxing
the mens rea requirements for any crime, incIuding public welfare offenses,
where the defendant may face a substantial prison ~entence."~The Ninth
Circuit distinguished that case, however, noting that "mere ownership of a gun
is not sufficient to pface people on notice that the act of owning an
unregistered firearm is not innocent under the
Citing to discussion in
Staples of public welfare offenses as encompassing "those regulations that
govern handling of 'obnoxious materials,r 3 r 1 5 9 the Ninth Circuit found the
dumping of pollutants to be the kind of activity, unlike gun ownership, which
should put the owner on notice of their relationship to a public danger.'"

2. United States v. wilsoni6'
In United States v. Wilson, the Fourth Circuit sets out what may be the
most demanding test for proving a defendant "knowingly" committed an
environmental crime. This case also addresses a violatian of CWA $ 309, in
the context of a wetlands issue.
The defendants were convicted of discharging fill material and
excavated dirt into wetlands without a permit. 16' Over a five-year period, they
attempted to drain a number of properties during the land development phase
of a construction project. The properties contained lands which were later
identified as wetlands, yet no effort had been made to pursue permits to dredge
or fiIl them.
On appeal, the defendants challenged the jury instructions on two
bases: first they did not require proof the defendants knew their conduct was
unlawful, and second, they failed to require proof that defendants had a
"knowing" intent as to each o f the elements of the offense.' h3
The Fourth Circuit disagreed with the defendants' challenge that the
government, should have to prove awareness of the illegality of their conduct,
but agreed that the instructions did not adequately inform the jury that the
government's burden i s to prove knowledge with regard to every element of

5 1 1 U.S. 600 ( 1 994).
35 F.3d 1275 (9Ih Cir. 1994), cert. denied. 5 13 U.S. 1 128 ( 1 995).
lS7 Staples, 1 14 5.Ct. at 1799 (citing Liparota v. United Statcs, 471 U.S. 41 9,426 (1 985)).
15' W ~ i h e n h q f 35
t F.3d at 1285-1 286.
159
Id. (citing Staples, 1 14 S.Ct at 1798).
Id. at 1286.
161
133 F.3d 25 1 (4Ih Cir. 1997).
162
The CWA prohibits the discharge of dredged or fill material into the navigable waters of the
United States without a permit.
lS6

133 F.3d at 260.
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the ~ffense.'~' In what appears to be a misapplication of the Supreme Court's
analysis of the knowledge requirement in International Minerals, the Fourth
Circuit cites to Internatio~lalMinerals for the proposition that the use of
"knowingly violates" in the statute requires proof that the defendant must have
knowledge of the facts meeting each essential element of the offense.'65
In the case of a permit violation such as this, to sustain n conviction, the
government must therefore prove the defendant knew he did not have a
permit. I" (This requirement puts the Fourth Circuit in complete disagreement
with the Ninth Circuit's conclusion in Weitzenhoff that it is irrelevant "whether
the polluter is cognizant of the requirement or even the existence of the
,"'") Although Wilson states that requirement of proof that a defendant
knew that he did not have a permit is not to show that permits are available or
required, the effect of it is to require proof o f knowledge that the defendant's
acts were un~awful.'~"
This result appears to be squarely contradicted by the Supreme Court's
subsequent opinion in United Stares v. an.'^^ In Bryan, the Court
interpreted both "knowingly" and "'willfully" as used in the Firearms Owners'
Protection AC~,"' prohibiting unlicensed dealing in firearms. The Act
contained three provisions using the term "knowingIy" and one that used
?he defendant was found guilty of dealing in firearms without a
license in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 924(a)l(l)(D), the provision requiring a
"willfuI" violation.
At trial, the defendant made a motion that the jury be instructed that he
could not be found guiIty unless he had knowledge of the licensing
requirement. The trial court declined to instruct the jury in that way, instead
instructing that a person "need not be aware of the specific taw or rule that his

'" id.at 265.
16'
'6j

Id. at 262.
Id. at 264.

"'W ~ i f z e n h o f35i F.3d at 1284.

""ee
Wilson, 133 F.3d. at 264. Since the Court required proof of knowledge for all statutory
elements of the offense, it had to justify hew requiring proof of awareness of illegality of
conduct by knowledge that the defendant did not have a permit was not proof of knowledge of
the unlawfulness of the act. While the Court states that the purpose of the requiremen1 is to
preserve a mistake of fact defense, it appears to be a rationalizatron to rema~nconsistent with
tts interpretation of how " h ~ w i n g l y "in the statute requtred proof of knowledge to every
essential element of the offense.
16"24 U.S. 184 (1 998).
18 U,S.C. 5( 92211)(a).
17' Specifically, Title 1 8, U.S.C. 4 924(a)(l) provides in relevant part:
Except as otherwise provided in this subsection, subsectron (b), (c), or (f)
of this section, or in section 929, whoever(A) knowingly makes any false statement. . .
(B) lmowingly v~olatessubsection . . .
( C ) knowingly imports or brings into t.he United States . . .
(D) willfuIly violates any other provisions of t h ~ schapter,
shall be fined under this title, imprisoned not more than five years or both.

'"
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mistaken belief1'' that Performance Advantage was recycling the waste. As
stated by the Eleventh Circuit, "the degree of knowledge necessary for a
conviction under 42 U.S.C. (F 6928(d)(1), unlawful transportation of hazardous
waste, is the principal issue in this appeal."'"
The Court first considered the legislative history of g 6928(d] and
found that Congress had 'hot sought to define 'knowing' for offenses under
subsection (d); that process has been left to the courts under general
principles."'g2 he Court then turned to International ~ i n e r a l s ' ~ % n dfound
that this statute is not drafted in such a way as to make knowledge of the
illegality an element of the offense; in addition, the Court found that (i 6928(d)
was "undeniably" a public welfare statute.Is4 Accordingly, "it would be no
defense to claim no knowledge that the paint waste was n hazardous waste . . .
nor would it be a defense to argue ignorance of the permit requirement."1X5
Nonetheless, the Court found that the congressional purpose was to
require knowledge of the permit status. In this case, the word "knowingly" in
the statute immediately precedes the word "transports" and is not set out as a
modifier for all subsequent elements in an offense, yet the Court was willing to
interpret that Congress intended a showing of knowledge of the permit status.
The government's burden in proving this knowledge is met if the defendant
wiIIfully fails to determine the permit status. Furthermore, the "existence of
the regulatory scheme" and the inferences it raises of procedures and common
knowledge involved in the transportation and disposal of hazardous wastes will
also satisfy this burden.Ixh

180

There are some scenarios where a good-faith belief could give rise to a mistake of fact
defense. In Infer-nntionai Minerals, the Supreme Court found that in a case involving
"knowing" shipment of dangerous chemicals, a person who believed in good faith that he was
shipping distilled water when in fact he was shipping some dangerous acid would not be
covered. h~ler-~;ational
Mirlernl~,402 U.S. at 563-564. The court in Hayes also would have
applied mistake of fact, in principle, if the facts were that the defendant reasonably believed
that the materials were actually being recycled. Hayes, 786 F.2d at 1506. See also United
States v. Ahmad, 101 F.3d 386 (51h Clr. 1996) and United States v. Wilson, 133 F.3d 25 1 (41h
Cir. 1997).
'$9786F.2d at 1500.
I SI
Id. at 1502 (citing to S . Rep. No. 172, 96''' Coog., 2d Sess. 39 (1980), reprinted in 1980
U.S.C.C.A.N.
5019,5038).
""42
U.S. 558 (1971).
'84 786 F.2d at 1503.
I S 5Id

""d

at 1504-1505.
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VI. ENVIRONMENTAL CRIMINAL LIABILITY AND THE RCO
DOCTRINE
A. Application Approaches

There have been a number of different decisions applying the RCO
doctrine to environmental statutes, and almost as many methods of application.
Generally, the decisions follow three approaches: ( I ) the RCO doctrine does
not negate the mens Tea element of a crime; (2) the RCO doctrine applies, even
though there's ample proof of actuaI knowledge of the violation; (3) the RCO
doctzlne applies to find an accused guilty of a criminal violation as a result of
his position as a corporate officer. The U.S. Supreme Court has yet to weigh
in on the application of RCO doctrine to environmental statutes. I R7
I . The First Approach: United States v. MacDonald & Watson OiI Co. 188
The first approach is best demonstrated by UfziredStates v. MacDopluEd
& Watson Oil Co.. In this case, a corporate president, among others, was
convicted of vioIating RCRA (for knowing disposal of hazardous wastes
without a permit) and CERCLA (knowing failure to report the release of a
hazardous substance).1R9 At trial, the president argued that he had not
"knowingly" violated RCRA; and evidence was adduced that while he was
involved in the day-to-day operations of the company and was aware that the
company had improperly disposed of hazardous wastes in the past, he was not
aware of the particular vioIations at issue in this ca.se.19'
On appeal, the First Circuit examined the RCO doctrine, holding that
the president's position alone was not enough to prove his knowledge. Critical:
to the Court was that a person's status as a responsible corporate officer is not
a substitute for proof of knowledge for a crime with a specific knowledge
e ~ e m e n t . ' ~ ' The Court also distinguished ~otteaveich'~' and ~ n r k . " ~
Acknowledging that these cases stood for well-established Iaw in public
welfare statutes where there is not an express scienter requirement, the C o w
said, however, "we know of no precedent for failing to give effect 20 a

'"

See United States v. Johnson & Towers. Inc., 741 F,2d 662 (3"' Cir. 1984); United States v.
Dee, 912 F.2d 741, (4'"Cir. 19901, cert. dented., 1 11 S. Ct. 1307 ( 1991 ): United States v.
Frezze Bros., Inc., 602 F.2d 1 1 2 3 (3rd Cir. 1979), cert. denied, 100 S.Ct. 1020 ( 1 980); United
States v. Weitzenhoff, 35 F.3d 1275 (9th Cir. 1993), cert. de~ried,115 S. Ct. 939 (1995).
933 F.2d 35 (1" CCir.1991).
189
Id. at 50.
190
Id, at 50-51.
19' id.at 55.
'91
320 U.S.277 (1943).
I9"2l U.S.658 (1975).
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knowledge requirement that Congress has expressly included in a criminal

2. The second approach: United States v. Bri ttain'"
The second approach or "modified RCO doctrine" is epitomized in
cases where there was a showing of actual knowledge of wrongdoing on the
part of the defendant, yet notwithstanding that demonstration, the court relied
at least to some extent on the RCO doctrine. In United States v. Brittain, a
public utilities director was found guilty of discharging pollutants in vioIation
of the CWA, Raising the issue sua sponte, the Tenth Circuit found the RCO
doctrine applicable to the facts of this case.'" While the Court recognized that
the jury considered the defendant's specific conduct and not just his corporate
position, it stiIl discussed, arguably in dicta, that a responsible corporate
officer, "to be held crirninaIIy liable . . . weuId not have to 'willfully or
negligent]y' cause a . . . violation. Instead, the willfuIness or negligence of the
actor would be imputed to him by virtue of his position of responsibility."'07
The Court's views are generally consistent with the Third Circuit's opinion in
Johnson & ~owers'~'and are seen as one of the broadest applications of the
doctrine. 19'

3. T l ~ eThird Approach: United States v. ~ e e " '

The third approach, a "pure" appIication of the RCO doctrine, relies
upon an individual's corporate position as the basis for determining liability,
thereby dispensing with any statutory mens rea requirement. The analyses
from Johnson & Towers above and the Fourth Circuit in United States v. Dee
are prime examples of this category.
The "AbercIeen case," as Ut~itedStales v. Dee is commonly referred to
in the military, involved the prosecution of three, high-level, federal civilian
employees for violations of RCRA stemming from a multitude of offenses
related to the improper storage and disposal of hazardous wastes at Aberdeen
Proving Ground, a U.S. Asmy installation in Maryland. Although the RCO
doctrine is not mentioned in the opinion, the Court discusses the defendants'
positions as department heads responsible for ensuring that procedures relating
to RCRA were followed and that their subordinates were aware of and in
compliance with the procedures.20'
184
I9j

19"
Iq7

Iqs

'
0
°

933 F.2d at 51-52,
931 F.2d 1413 (louhCir. 1991).
id. at 14 19.
Id,
741 F.2d 662 (3d Cir. 1984).
SCEHustis & Gotanda, srtprcr note 1 E 5, at 174.
91 2 F.Zd 74 1 (4IhCir. 1990), cert deflied, I11 1.Ct. 1307 (1 99 1).
Id.at 747.

'"
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Relying on lntemntional ~ i n e r a l s ? the
~ ~ Court found that the
extremely hazardous nature of the substances203that were the subject of the
violations required that the government did not have to prove that the
defendants knew violation of RCRA was a crime nor that the chemical wastes
were listed as R C U hazardous wastes.204 The Court used the public welfare
rationale from International Mineruls to reject the defendants' argument that
they did not "knowingly" violate RCRA. When the public welfare analysis is
read together with the Court's continued attention to the positions of the
defendants and their responsibiIibies, this case can be seen as a pure application
of the RCO doctrine based on the positions of the responsible officials.

B. Recent Applications of the RCO Doctrine
I. United States v. ~ v e r s o n ~ ~ ~

In 1999, the Ninth Circuit decided U~7iferJStcrfm v. lverso~. Mr.
lverson was the founder, president, and chairman of the board of CH20, Inc., a
company that blended and distributed chemicals and chen~icalproducts. CR20
shipped the chemicals to customers in drums and then reused any returned
drums after cleaning them. During different periods between 1985- 1988 and
then again between 1992-1995, Tverson personally discharged and directed
employees to illegally discharge the wastewater that resulted from the drum
cleaning onto the plant's property, through a sewer drain at another property
belonging to the defendant, and through a sewer drain at tlie defendant's home.
At trial, the prosecution argued that lverson could be liable under the
CWA as a responsible corporate officer. The trial court instructed the jury that
Tverson couId be found liable as a RCO if he met the following criteria:
"(1) that the defendant had knowledge of the fact pollutants were being
discharged to the sewer system by employees of CH20, Inc.; (2) that the
defendant had the authority and capacity lo prevent the discharge of pollutants
to the sewer system; and (3) that the defendant failed to prevent the on-going
discharge of the pollutants to the sewer systern."20~versonwas convicted of
violations of the Clean Water Act and state and local lawm7 and sentenced to
one year in custody, t h e e years of supervised release, and a $75,000 fine.208
-

-

402 U.S. 558 (1971).
A11 three defendants were chemicaI engineers working for the United Stares Army and
assigned to the Chemical Research, Development, and Engineering Center in the development
af chemical warfare systems. 9 12 F.2d at 74 1.
'02

?04

Id.

'"162 F.3d 1015 (9IhCir. T949).
Id. at 1022.
'"The state and local laws are not federal offenses.
lo'

However, the CWA allows srates to
administer water pretreatment programs and, iT EPA approves a state's program, violations of
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On appeal to the Ninth Circuit, Iverson argued that a corporate officer
is only "responsible" when he exercises control over the activity causing the
discharge.'''
In addition, he also argued that the "responsible corporate
officer" instruction allowed the jury to convict him without finding a violation
of the CWA.'"
The Court's analysis tracked the development of the responsible
corporate officer doctrine through Dotteweich and Park and cited to
applications of the doctrine in other CWA cases.'" The Court reviewed
congressional actions in 1987, revising and replacing CWA criminal
provisions, "most importantly" making a violation of the CWA a felony rather
than a misdemeanor. Also important to the Court was that Congress made no
changes to the CWA "responsible corporate officer" provision, especial1y since
such changes came long after Pnld was decided. The Court stated, "[tlhat
being so, we can presume that Congress intended for Park's refinement of the
"responsible corporate officer" doctrine to apply under the CWA."~"
The Ninth Circuit found that the trial court" "responsible corporate
officer" instructions were not erroneous, seasoning that the "instruction
relieved the government only of I-laving to prove that the defendant personally
discharged or caused the discharge o i a pollutant. The government stilI had to
prove that the discharges violated thc Iaw and that the defendant knew that the
discharges were pollutants."21' The Courl found that under the CWA, a person
with the authority to control the activity that violated a provision is a
responsible corporate officer.214Furthermore, the Court held that "[t] here is no
requirement that the officer in fact exercise such authority or that the
corporation expressly vest a d ~ t yin the officer to oversee the
Thus, the opinion appears to hold that a potentially "innocent" corporate
officer could be held criminally liable based solely on his position of corporate
authority.
2. United States v. Ming FIong2l6

The Fourth Circuit was the first circuit court to interpret the RCO
doctrine after ~verson.''~ In Utlired Stares v. Ming Iiong, Hong operated a
those regulations are treated as federal crimtnal offenses. See 33 U.S.C. $ 1342(b) and
I3 19(c)(2).
J v ~ l s o n 162
,
F.3d a t 10 19.
Id. At 1022.
' ' O Id. a t 1026.
''I SCEUnited States v. Brittain, 931 F.2d 1413, 1419 (lothCir.) and Frezzo Bsos., Irrc., 602
F.2d at 1 130 (3rd Cir. 1 979). Sce Ivn:r.o~?.
162 F.3d at 1 024 and n.3.

"'
'"

162 F.3d at 1024.
1d. at 1026 (emphasis in original).
2 ' 4 Id. at 1025.
? I S Id.
'Ih 242 F.3d 528 (4' Cir. 2001).

?''

'I3
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wastewater treatment facility that discharged untreated wastewater in violation
of the facility's discharge permit. Heng was convicted of negligently violating
pretreatment requirements under CWA 5 1319(c)(l )(A)."' On appeal before
the Fourth Circuit, he challenged the district court's treatment of him as a
responsible corporate officer; specifically, he argued that the government
failed to prove that he was a designated officer of the company; and, in the
alternative, if this was not requited, that he did not exercise sufficient control
over the company's operations to be responsible for the v i o ~ a t i o n s . ~ ' ~
The Fourth Circuit held that the government did not have to prove the
defendant was a designated corporate officer: "[tlhe gravamen of liability as a
responsible corporate officer is not one's corporate title or lack thereof; rather,
the pertinent question is whether the defendant bore such a relationship to the
corporation that it is appropriate to hold him criminally liable.""'
Hong had
acquired the wastewater treatment facility in 1993 and subsequent1y made
several changes to the name of the company, eventually calling it Avion
Environmental ~ r o t r ~ Despite
. ~ ~ ' his avoidance of formal association with the
company and not being identified as an officer of Avion, Hong controlled the
company's finances and played a major role in its
Furthemore,
he was involved in the purchase of a wastewater treatment system and had
knowledge that the system was ineffective in treating the facility's wastewater
and was regularly present at Avion while discharges open1y occurred.223
The Court found these facts, when considered with the defendant's
substantial control of corporate operations, provided ample evidence that Hong
had the authority to prevent the illegal discharges. In this decision, the Court
favorably cited to Ivermn '.r "responsible corporate officer" analysis. 224

C. Application of the RCO Doctrine to Federal Officials
Notwithstanding the fact that none of the cases discussed in this section
use the words "responsible corporate officer." they cvidcnce application of the

'"The analysis in the Iverson decision was followed again in the Ninth Circuit in United
Sintes v. Cooper, 1 73 F.3d 972 (9th Cir. 19991, cert. denied ,528 U.S. 10 19 (1 999),and in the
Eleventh Circuit in United Stofes v. Ifinsen, 262 F.3d 12 17 (1 1 th Cir. 2001), cerf. denied, 122
S. Ct. 2326 (2002).
242 F.3d at 529-530.
Id. at 530.

"'
'"
22')

ld. at 53 1.

"' Id. at 529.
222

While not listed as a corporate officer of Avion, the defendant maintained an office on thc
premises at Avion. reviewed marketing reports. suggested marketing strategies, controlled
Avion expenses, and signed a Iease as president of Avion. S ~ id.
P
223
Id. at 532.
224
After discussing D ~ f ( e ~ - w e i cand
h Purk, the court cites ro Ir~ersonas setting out the
principles for determining when an individual is a responstble corporate oficer under the
CWA. See icl. at 53 1.
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RCO doctrine to federal agency employees in the conduct of their oficial
duties. 225 While a federa1 employee or agency official may not "'receive a
benefit commensurate to the riskwZ2'in the form of salary or dividends enjoyed
by a corporate official, or the same authority to effect policy within their
organization, they will be treated as corporate officers in relation to an illegal
activity over which they occupy a supervisory position and have control
authority. Hence, like a corporate officer, these individuals are deemed to have
stepped out of their official capacity when tlaeir conduct rises to the level of
criminal activity.227 While there may be some latitude for the actions of
federal officials in the performance of official duties, there i s no blanket
immunity from criminal prosecution.22"
I . So~jereig~r
Imm zirrityJ0Jficicrl Immunity
The criminal liability of federal employees, to include military
personnel, for violations of environmental laws is also affected by principles of
sovereign immunity and official immunity. Sovereign immunity is a judicially
created doctrine that makes the United States, absent an express waiver of
sovereign imrnuni ty by Congress, immune from all s u i t ~ . ~ ~ b h e hsovereign
ere
immunity has been waived and federal officials are prosecuted in their official
capacity, the doctrine of official immunity may protect them from state
criminal prosecutions, so long as they were performing official duties.'" This
concept is based on the Supremacy Clause of the U.S.
and is
traced to the seminal case of re ~ e n ~ 1 e , ~ ~ ~
In Neugle, the Supreme Coud held that a U.S. deputy marshal, while
performing his official duties defending a Supreme Court justice, could not be
prosecuted by California for having killed someone who attacked the justice.
The Court stated that if a marshal "is held in the state court to answer for an act
which hc was authorized to do by the law ofthe United States, which it was his
duty to do as marshal of the United States, and if En doing that act, he did no

Patrick 0. Cavanaugh & Christopher Harris. Environtnt.nta1 Crinres rind the Responsible
Go~~err~menr
Oficial,NAT.RESOURCES
AND ENVT.23 (1991).
226
See ge~lernl/yMargaret K. Minister. Federn1 Facilities and rhe Deterrence Failure of
Err vir-on~?reritalLnws: The Case Fur Criminal Prosecl~tionof Fcderrrl Employees, 18 HAW.
ENVTI.. L.REV. 137, I 74 (1 994).
"' S P Dee.
~
912 E.2d at 744.
"R See id.
?'
SPP J a m s P. Calve, Errlfl-nnm~nmlCrirncs- Upping the Ante for Noncomplinnrc wifh
Mil.. L.REV. 279 (1991 ).
See Susan L. Smith, Sliicrlds fbl- rhe King's M ~ r r : Oj-ficicirrJll r l l r ~ r r n i r ynrld Ofher Obsfuc!esto
EjJ~crrvr P~-o.s~rrflor~
~ ~ F P C J EOflcinls
~UI
for Er?v~ronneni~E
Crimes, 16 COLUM. J. ENVT.L. 1
~ 1 1 ~ l l a l 7 l l l ~ IJf2l~s,
1 1 f f ! ~133

""

( 1 Q9l).

"'

U.S. CONST.art. Vl, c1.2.

"'135 U.S. I (1890).
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more than what was necessary and proper for him 20 do, he cannot be guilty of

a
The Court, discussing the supremacy of the federal government over
the states, quoted Tennessee v. ~ a v i s ' ' ~regarding the importance of official
immunity: "[Tlhe general government . . . can act only through its officers and
agents, and they must act within the States. If, when thus acting, and within
the scope of their authority, those officers can be arrested and brought to trial
in a state court . . . the operations of the general government may at any time
be arrested at the will of one of its members . . ."23' The standard that has been
applied following Neagle is a two-part test: ( I ) was the federa1 employee
performing an act authorized by federal, law; (2) were the actions of the
employee necessary and proper in the performance of the authorized act.13"
In application to the rosec cut ion of environmental crimes, the doctrine
would likely preclude a state criminal prosecution against a federal official as
long as that individual's actions met the test as set out above."' However, if
the prosecution was based on the failure of the employee to perform a required
duty, or negligence in the performance of that duty, a responsible corporate
officer analysis could then apply to the employee's actions as official
immunity would not preclude prosecution.
2. Considerations re Milifmy Mew hers

The concept that the RCO doctrine creates a duty on the part of a
superior in a position af authority to be aware of and accountable for violations
within their span of control is a theme central to military command
principles. 238
"[Tlhe requirements of public welfare statutes and the
responsible corporate officer doctrine fit perfectly within the philosophy of
command. They emphasize authority and responsibility as the basis of
imposing criminal liability; the key elements of command arc authority and

233 ~
'34

r i at
. 75.
100 U.S. 257, 262-263 (1879) (quoting Martin v. Hunter's Lessee, 14 U.S. 304, 363

(3816)).
235
Id. at 61-62.
See Smith, s ~ p s onote 230, at 38 (citing to Kentucky v. Long, 837 F.2d 727, 744 /61h Cir.
1988) for the modem application of the doctrine).
237
In a federal prosecutron for federal crimes, "[tlhe supremacy clause concerns which give
rise to Neagle-type immunity are not implicated." United States v. Dee, 912 F.2d 741, 744,
n.7 (1990).
"The Supreme Court, in essence, has found that corporate officers have a duty to know
about the violations within their dominion and control, and that lack of knowledge is no
defense" Jane F. Barren &Veronica M. Clarke, Perspecfives nrr the Kno~~ledge
Requirement
of Section 65'28(d) of RCRA a3er United States v. Dee, 59 GFO. WASH.C. REV. 862, 883
236

(1991).
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responsibility.97239 The failure to take measures within a commander's
authority may rcsult in the commander's culpability for the actions of his
s~bordinates.~~'While there have been no prosecutions against military
members under the RCO doctrine, the possibility certainly is present and has
been a suggested client counseling topic for military legal c o u n s e ~ . ~ ~ '
3. The Federu I OficioI Cases; Estcl hlishing a "Responsible Federa-crl
Ernploj7ee Doctrine"
a. United States v.

As mentioned above, the case of United Stares v. Dee involved the
prosecution of three high-ranking federal civilian ernployees of the United
States Army. The Fourth Circuit never used the words "'responsible corporate
officer doctrine," however; the case is generally accepted as having applied
it.243 The Court instead said the defendants were responsible for the control
and maintenance of the chemical storage facilities, and, therefore, they could
be liable for the poor management of the hazardous wastes therein and the
associated criminal ~ffenses,"~
The important aspect for federal employees and agency officiaIs is that
federal employees are not exempt from liability under RCRA; in fact, a federal
employee, when sued in his official capacity is still an "individual" under the
definition of a "person" in RCRA.~" Furthemore, the Court stated that
"[elven where certain federal officers enjoy a degree of immunity for a
particular sphere of official actions, there is no general immunity from criminal
prosecution for actions taken while serving their office."24" While the Dee
case may be the leading decision for what has also been called the "responsible
federal employee doctrine,"247there are two other circuit court cases that have
applied the RCO doctrine to federal employees as well.

Uq See Calve supm note 229, at 301, 346. See also Timothy Wu & Yong-Sung (Jonathan)
Kang, Crirninol Ciahilip ,for- the Acfions qf Stihnrdinntes -- The Doctrine of Command
R e s p w ~ s i b i land
i ~ its AnnTogues iin Uwitsd Stales Law, 38 HARV.INT'L C.S. 272 (1 997).
240 See Calve, supra note 229, at 301.
24' See Brian J. I-Iopkins, En vironmerrtal Crimes: Receltt Case Law nnd Prrrctice, 1 9 A.F. L.
REV. 1, 18 (1996).
z4"12 F.2d 741 (4thCir. 1990), cert det~ied,1 11 S. Ct. 7307 (1991).
243
See gcneral/y Margaret K. Minister, sitpro note 226.
244 Dee. 9 12 F.2d 74 1.748-749.
245 1d. at 744 (citing R C U 5 6903115)).
246 Id.
Spe g ~ n ~ r o lMinister,
[v
sl~prnnote 226.
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b. United States v. carrZ4'
In the first of these, United States v. Carr, the Second Circuit Court of
Appeals focused on who is a "person in charge" under CERCLA. Mr. Carr
was a maintenance foreman employed by the Army at Fort Drum, Carr
directed a work crew to dispose of waste paint cans in a pond in violation of
CERCLA. After learning from his subordinates that the cans were leaking into
the man-made pond, Can instructed the employees to fill in the pond with dirt.
He was found guiIty of failing to report the unauthorized release of the
hazardous substances in the cans. Carr argued that he was not a "person in
charge" due to his "relatively low ~-ank."~~"~he Court found that, "Congress
intended . . . to reach a person--even if of relatively low rank--who, because he
was in charge of a facility, was in a osition to detect, prevent, and abate a
release of hazardous substances."*j
Again, although not specifically
mentioning the RCO doctrine, the Court used the typical "'control" language af
the public welfare cases to express a "responsible relation" between Carr and
his ability to prevent the hazard, just as in Dorfeaueich.

r

c.

United States v. ~ u r t i s ~ ' '

The most recent case involving a federal employee to be reviewed at
the circuit leveI was United States v. Czirtis. Mr, Curtis was the Fuels Division
Director at Adak Naval Air Station. He was found guilty of discharging
pollutants in violation of the CWA. Specifically, he directed his employees to
pump jet fuel into a pipeline that he knew would leak. The pipeline ultimately
leaked fuel into a stream.
Mr. Curtis argued that he was not a "person" under the CWA because
federal employees were not included in the definition of a "person" liable for
prosecution under the A C ~ The
. ~Ninth
~ ~Circuit reasoned that the defendant's
claim for immunity was no different than the claims made by the defendants in
~ e e The
. ~ Court
~ ~found "clear and unambiguous7~~ngressional
intent to
bring federal employees within the jurisdiction o f persons who are subject to
criminal liability under the statute.254 "ln accord with the statutes'plain
meaning. individual federal employees acting within the course and scope of

880 F.2d 1550 (zndCir. 1989).

""Id. at 1554.
25Cl
"I

988 F.2d 946 (9Ih Cir. 1993).

'"Id. at 947.
""d.

at 947-94 8.

'" Id. a t 948.
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their employment are subject to criminal prosecution for violation of the Clean
Water A C ~ . " ~ ~ ~

D. Criticisms Of The RCO Doctrine
I . Prtrported EIimincrtiolr afMens Rea Requirements
Although the RCO doctrine has been a feature of the American legal
system at least since the early 1 9 4 0 ' s , ~ ~it~ Ilas also been frequently
criticized.2s7 Usually, criticisms of the doctrine attack its effect on any
required rnetls ven element.258 However, in no application of the RCO doctrine
to an environmental statute has the requirement for proving mens rea been
done away with; the requirement for knowledge of the underlying acts is still
required and can be inferred as a result of the corporate officer" position and
authority. The decision always remains with the factfinder whether the
defendant had the criminal intent required. Conversely, a strict liability crime
would not require culpability or even an awareness of conduct an the part of
the w r ~ n ~ d o e r . ' ' ~
2. Lesser Governnreat Burden of Proof for Felony Convictions

While the public welfare doctrine, with its strict liability elimination of
scierrfer requirements, has traditionally been applied to misdemeanor statutes,
the environmental statutes to which the RCO doctrine i s being employed are
felony statutes with express knowledge requirements. Some see this latter
development as a violation of a defendant's right to due process due to the
imposition of significant penalties and the lowering of the government's
burden to prove guilt.'60
On these grounds, there is considerable debate about the applicability
of the public welfare offense doctrine to environmental statutes.26' The
Supreme Court even hints in 3aPles2" that punishing a violation of a public

Id. at 949,
See Dottemeich, 320 U.S. 277 (1 943).
lS7See Finn, suprn note 88: Richard G. Singer, The Myth o f f h e Docrrine qf the Responsible
Corpornte Oflicer, 6 TQXICSL. REP. 1378 (1992); Richard J. Lazarus, Mens Rea in
Errvimnmentnl CI-irninalLaw: Rending Supreme Court Ten Lenv~s,7 FORDHAMENVTL.L.J.
861. 866 (1996).
See Finn, stlpm note 88 at 548.
L A F A V E , s~tpl-nnote 4, at 242-243. "Requiring the government to prave onIy that the
defendant acted with awareness of his or her conduct does not render a cnm~nalprovision] a
[
strict liability offense." United States v. Sinskey, 119 F.3d 712, 717 (8' Car. 1997).
See Keith A. Gaynor, ct al., Improving Fairness in Environrnen~aJEnforcement, 7 TQX.
L.
REP. 1029, 1031 n.84 ( 1 993).
2bl
See nlso Lazarus, .rupm note 257 at 866.
2G2 21 1 U.S. 600 (1994).
255
256

'"

""

:
'

'"
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welfare statute as a felony may be inappropriate.2G3However, as mentioned
the Court was unwilling to decide that particular issue.
Subsequently, in ~ ~ e i t z e n h o f fthe
, ~ " Ninth
~
Circuit distinguished Stapie,~and
found that it was appropriate to consider an environmental felony statute under
pub1ic welfare principles.
Another aspect of the felony offei~sedebate is congressional intent,
particularly after the CAA and CWA were amended to include a "responsible
corporate officer" as a "person." While it can be argued that "Congress'
repetition of a well-established term carries the implication that Congress
intended the term to be construed in accordance with pre-existing
interpreltations,"2h" when those amendments were made, tlze statt~tesdid not
include felony violations. Regardless, if Congress was concerned about
application of the RCO doctrine to felony violations, perhaps it would have
amended the statutes, but it has not. It remains unknown whether such inaction
represents a general rnaIaisc or, instead, encouragement for a broader reach of
environmental criminal liability.
3. Need for. Lenity in rhe Face ofStarrlro~?~
Anrhigltip

The complex n a t ~ r e of
~ "environmental
~
law incl~ldesmuch ambiguity
and raises the possibility that, as a minority of courts have suggested, the "'rule
of lcnity" should be applied to environmental criminal statutes.'" Under that
rule, when a statute is ambiguous, it should be interpreted in favor of the
defendanL2" "The purpose of narrowly construing criminal statutes is that, if
they are ambiguous, a person would not have adequate warning that his or her
conduct is deemed i l ~ e ~ a l . "However,
~'~
the n ~ l eof lenity only applies when
there is a grievous ambiguity or uncertainty in the statute and when, "after
seizing everything from which aid can be derived, we can make no more than a
guess as to what Congress intended.""'
I"

Id.at 616.

264

See sztpr-n, text accompanying nn. 59-6 I .
F.3d 1275 ( 9 ' k i r . 1994). c e ~denied,
.
51 3 U.S. 1128 (1995).
See Bragdon v. Abbott. 524 U.S. 624 (3998).
267
"For those who dare to study, teach, or practice environmental law, ~ t scomplexity is
virtually a mantra." Riclrard J. Lazarus, Mc>etillg /he Der~toltrf.~
qqftrrcgrc~rro~r
it; rhc Evohrrion
of E~~vi~~orzmoirnl
L ~ M , Rrforrrtirlg
:
E I I L ~ ~ O I ~Criminnl
I H C I TLr1n1.
~ O ~83 GEO. L.J. 2407, 2428

""55
266

(1995).
?I,#
See Jonathan Snyder, Bock to Rt~ality. IYIrrrf "Kr;o~l~iltgI>)"
Reol/,v Mc.irt~.s
nrrd the Irrhe1.er7rly
Sltbjec/iw Nnt1tr.e qf the Merl~nlSmlc Rc>quire~nt.rliin Environnrr~nf~~I
O - i ~ ~ r i Lnw,
~ ~ n l S MO.
E~vrr..L. & pol,'^ RFV. 1, 11-12 (2002) (discussion of "rule o f lenity" and appl~cationto
environmental criminal provisions).
See / I J C I S O I Z ,162 F.3d at 1025.
270
See Snyder., srrprm note 268, at 12.
Muscarello v. United States, 1 18 S.Q. 191 I ( I 998) (quoted in herson, 162 F.3d at 1025,

""

"'

n.8).
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4.

RCO Doctrine Conflicts with Supreme Court Environmenfal Civil Liability
Standards

Liability under the RCO doctrine depends upon a defendant's corporate
position and concomitant authority to control activities. In light of the
Supreme Court's decision in United Stntes v. ~ e s t f o o r l s , ~it~ appears
'
the Court
might reject such a broad approach to imposing environmental liability on
corporate officers based on a lack of "actual
In this civil liability
CERCLA case, the Court would not extend liability to a parent corporation
absent direct articipation by the parent in the subsidiary's activities related to
the offense."
While defining "operator" under CERCLA, the Court presented a
definitional component that could potentially derail a criminal case based on
the RCO doctrine: requirement that an operator be directly involved in
activities relating to the violation as opposed to merely being in a position to
do something about itF7' While CERCLA defines an "operator'bas "any
person . . . operating a facility;''2" "the Court in BesrfDods would require more
specificity related to "managing" or "directing" the activities thern~elves.~'~
The Besfuoocls test for "owner" civil liability under CERCLA was
extended to the CAA in United States Dell ' ~ ~ u i l l n in
~ ' 'the Third Circuit.
There, the Court followed the Besfoods test, applying that opinion's logic to a
different environmental statute because of the shared purposes and language
between the ~tatutes.~'%s Jverson was decided after Bestfaoh, the Ninth
Circuit apparently did not find its holding with regard to corporate parentsubsidiary relationships to have any bearing on their interpretation of the
relevance of the RCO doctrine in the context of an individual's criminal
liability.

t'

J.J.

VII. CONCLUSION

When an individual, whether corporate officer, sewage treatment plant
manager, or military installation commander, is in a position of authority over
dangerous activities that are highly regulated, the majority of courts will find a
way to make them responsible for those activities, most likely through an
entwining of the public welfare offense and RCO doctrines. Despite the

"'118 S.Ct. 187fi (1998).
'73

Id. at 1886.

"' Itl. at 1887.
175 Id.

3 9601 (2Q)(A)(ii).

'76

42 U.S.C.

'77

id. at 1887.

27R

150 F.3d 329 (3"I Cir. 1999).

"'Jd, at 334.
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appearance of courts' wilIingness to impose a strict liability standard, in fact,28"
the RCO doctrine has not been appIied in the absence of at least some evidence
of knowledge on the part of the corporate actor. The extent of knowledge
required varies somewhat among the circuit courts of appeal.
As a matter of policy, the application of the RCO doctrine that best
factors in a

the expectations of the public for protection from
hazards, and

the responsible party's knowledge of and ability to
control the activity
would seem to be the best methodology for determining criminal culpability.28'
It will be up to the courts, ar Congress, to determine how that policy is
implemented given the required knowledge elements of the various criminal
violations within the environmental statutory regimes. "In such matters, the
good sense of prosecutors, the wise yidance of trial judges, and the ultimate
judgment of juries must be tr~sted."~'

See United States v. Brittain, 931 F.2d 1413, 1419 (loth Clr. 1991); United States v.
Johnson & Towers, Inc., 74 1 F.2d 662 (3d Cir. 1984); United States v. Dee, 9 12 F.2d 741, (4Ih
Cir. I990), cert. denied., 11I S. Ct. 1307 (199 1).
28 1
See Wartman and De Monaco, supra note 18.
'$' Dottetweich, 320 U S , at 285.
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ASBESTOS: A LEGAL PRIMER FOR AIR
FORCE INSTALLATION ATTORNEYS

I. INTRODUCTION
At virtually all military installations, asbestos will sooner or later
create environmental, safety and legal issues. In years past, asbestos was
so widely used in construction materials that it is presumed present in
structures built prior to 1980.' The stahtes and regulations that today
address the potential hazards of asbestos are part of a complex, piecemeal
and overlapping scheme to control toxic substances in general. The
purpose of this article is to provide a basic familiarization with asbestos,
highlight relevant statutory and regulatory provisions, illustrate their
application to asbestos remediation, discuss the degree to which federal
facility operators are subject 20 potential civil and criminal liability, and
suggest ways in which proactive stances may be taken lo precIude any
such liabilities.

IT. ASBESTOS
Asbestos is a naturally occurring silicate mineral fiber, the most
comnlon type of which is white; others are blue, gray or brown.' The
different types include chrysotile, amosite, crocidolite, tremoli te,
anthophyllite and actinolite. Chrysotile is the most common type of
asbestos, and makes up approximately 90%-95% of all asbestos contained
in U.S. buildings.-'

* Lt Cnl James Y. C a n n i m (B.S.,New Me-~icoState Urr iver-si@;J. D.,Utr~ver:vi!y of NCWJ
Mexico School of Law: L L.M. (Environmental Lnw), George Wrrshingrolt U n i v ~ r s i p
School of Law) is the Regionn! Counsel at the Alr. Force Regionol Enlirwlr~rentnlO f f i ~
in Allallla, Georgia. He IS n meniher of the New Mexico Bm:
1
See 29 C.F.R. $4 191O.T001(b) and 1926.1101(b) (2003). A d ~ , f n c t oban nn some
asbestos manufacturing began in the late 1970s due to a large volume or asbestos product
liability lawsuits and EPA"s 1979 announcement that it would begin pronlulgating a rule
to ban asbestos. See g~~la.ol@
Rita L. Wecker, Case Conlment: A "Hm-d Look" rrf a So0
At~rr1y.sr.s. Corrmiori ProofFirti?rgs v. E~lviron~nentnl
Prorrcfiu~rAge~zuy,4 B.U. PUIL INT.
L.J. 145 (Spring, 1994). See rrlso Advance Nolice of Proposed Rulemak~ng,44 Fed. Reg.
60,06 1 (October 17,1979).
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Office of Air Quality and Slandarcis
Factsheet, Ashestor: I-Ieolth orld Exposlrrc, a1
l~ttp://www.epa.~ovlopytlas~stosll~ealth.pdf.
' EPA Asbestos Factsheet, nr http:~Jwww.epa.y~v/oppt/asbes~osJasbc~pdf.

'

Asbestos is resistant to heat, corrosion, and fiction, and has a high
tensile strength and s t i f f n e ~ s . ~These properties make it a seemingly
superb insulating and construction material. Hence, asbestos is commonly
found in wallboard, panels, ceiling
floor tiles, roofing material (e.g.,
felt, flashing and paint), cement-asbestos siding and piping, fire doors,
elevators, brake shoes, gaskets, mastic, caulk, paint and laboratory
equipment leg., hoods, oven gaskets, gloves and bench tops)."
When locked into a surrounding matrix where the asbestos fibers
are not capable of becoming airborne, asbestos i s said to be "n~nfriable."~
Alternatively, asbestos is "friable" when its matrix is sufficientIy
degraded that it can be crumbled to a powder with hand pressure, thereby
causing a potential release of asbestos fibers into the air.' Asbestos is
hazardous when its fibrous particles become airborne, creating the
possibility that they may be inhaled or ingested.' Exposurc to very high
levels of airborne asbestos has been linked to asbestosis, characterized by
scarring of the lungs; mesothelioma, characterized by cancer of lungs,
chest and abdominal cavity lining; as well as lung and gastrointestinal
cancers. ' O Illness typical1y occurs 1 5-40 years following exposure."
Microscopic asbestos fibers can be made airborne through any
number of activities relating to asbestos containing material: (ACM)."
Asbestos fibers may become airborne through "contact," "seentrainment"

rd.

'An experienced asbestos management and environmental engineer advises that asbestos
is fairly uncommon in ceiling tiles, which are typically mistaken for asbestos because of
asbestos containing material (ACM) above them dropplng fibers. Telephone interview
with Michael Redfern, AETCfCEVQ (Jan. 27,2003).
4
See EPA Asbestos Factsheet, Where Can Asbestos Be Found?, at
http://www.e~a.~~ov/opptintr/asbestos/asbuses.pdf.
See also EPA Asbestos Factsheet,
Asbesto.~in (he Home,of littp:~~'~www.epa.~ovJasbestos/ashome,litin
I#I.
7
29 C.E.R. $5 1910.lOfll(b) and 1926.1 101(b) (2003). Secnlso EPA Asbestos Factsheet,
Beir~oliiion
Practices
Under
ThP
dsbeses.los
NESHA P,
al
h t t p : / / w w w . e p a . ~ o v / r e ~ i o n 0 4 / a i r / a s b e s t ~ e n l i s h l i t iNonfriable
.
asbestos materials
are classified as either Category I or Category II material. Category I material is defined
as asbestos containing resilient floor covering, asphalt roofing products, packings and
gaskets. Id. Asbestos containing mastic is also considered a Category T material. Id.
Category 11 material is defined as all remaining types ofnan-friable ACM not incIuded in
Category I that, when dry, cannot be crumbled, pulverized or reduced to powder by hand
pressure. Id. NonfriabIe asbestos cement products such as transite are an example of
Category I1 material. Id.
Id.
9
See EPA Asbestos Factsheer, supra note 3.

id.

lo

Id.

IT

29 C.F,R. 5 1910.1001(b)(2003). Defining ACM as materia1 containing greater than
I % asbestos.
l2
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or '"fallout." Contact includes striking, cutting and drilling ACM.I3
Reentrainment refers to the sweeping, dusting or unfiltered vacuuming of
asbestos dusts.I4 Fallout refers to old and deteriorated asbestos fibers
becoming airborne due to damage or destnrction of the bonding agent used
to hold the ACM together.'"
The simple presence of ACM in a structlire does not necessarily
require its abatement or active management. Schools are an exception,
where more extraordinary effort may be required to prevent any exposure
to chiIdren.'V~enesally, abatement is only mandated where there is a
threat to human health, usually in the form of potential exposure to
airborne asbestos.17
Threats to human health can frequently be found in building
demolition and renovation because such activities often result in ACM
contact and reentrainment." Additionally, maintenance workers such as
civil engineers, craftsmen and custodians are at risk of potential exposure
fmm fallout because their work routinely puts them in places such as
boiler and machinery rooms where asbestos is frequently present in old
insulating materials and machine parts." Hence, these personnel must be
trained in the recognition and proper handling of friable asbestos.20
l3fd. See also 29 C.F.R.(j 1926.1101(b)(2003); and Demolition Praciices Uucler the
Asbestos Nexhap,supm note 7.

IffId.
' " ~ o m ~ a r ~ the requirements EPA promulgated per its authority under the Asbestos
Hazard Emergency Response Act (AHERA) at 40 C.F.R. $ 763(a) (requiring local
educat~onauthorities to identify and manage both friable and nonfriable ACM) with the
regulations EPA issued under the Clean Air Act {CAA) at 40 C.F.R. 61, Sbpt. M
(allowing intact asbestos to be left in place).
l 7 See ANDREW N. DAVIS& PAUL E. SCHAFFMAN, THE HOME ENVIRONMENTAL
SOURCE~OOK
45 (1996).
I8
Approximately 5.7 million cubic feet of regulated asbestos-containing material
(IEACM) is disposed of annually from demolition and renovation operations. EPA,
Common
Questions
on
the
Asbestos
NESHA P
at
hnn:l/ww.epa,rrovlregion04/air/asbestoslasbaa.htm.
'"ee
EPA kudY of Ash~sros-Con~ninit~g
Materials in Public Buildings, A Report to
Congress, Cat. No. 3C.2bE (February, 19581, cifetlin 134 Cong. Rec. S. 3 1 55 (1988).
'"bile most states have training and accreditation programs, OSHA also maintains
national training materials. See Environment, Health and Safety Online, Training
Matrrrinls
fur
OSHA 3
Ashesios
Stonhrdx,
nt
http:l/www.ehso.com/Asbestoslasbesttm.~hp. This training covers exposure limits,
materials that are presumed to contain asbestos, specrfic procedures for floor care, brake
and clutch repair, and duties of building owners like identification, record keeping,
notification, signs and labels, awareness training for employees who will perform
l~ousekeepingactivities in asbestos containing areas and rned~calsurveillance. Id. EPA
also has accreditation requirements. For removal of non-intact, friable asbestos in
buildings, EPA requires accreditation training for workers and supervisors alike. See 40
C.F.R Sbpt. E, App. C (2003). This training is identical to that required by the
l5

111. APPLICABLE STATUTES AND REGULAT1ONS

The primary legal authority governing toxic substances generally is
the Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA)," enacted by Congress to give
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) the ability to track the
75,000 industrial chemicals currently produced in the United States or
imported from other countsie~.~'A1though TSCA does address asbestos,23
in practice, regulations issued pursuant to the Occupational Safety and
Health Act (OSHA)24and the Clean Air Act (CAA)Z"lay a larger role in
contrdling asbestos remediation issues. Accordingly, this articIe will next
examine the OSHA and the CAA, with other applicable statutes and
regulations to follow.
A. Occupational Safety and Health ActZb

While the Occupational Safety and Health Act does not contain
specific provisions on asbestos, it provides the Occupational Safety and
HeaIth Administration the authority to issue regulations for workplace
safety.27 In the asbestos arena, the most important OSHA regulation
incorporates a Construction Standard for A s b e s ~ o s . ~It~ appt ies to
individuals involved in construction, renovation and demolition activities.
It establishes a permissible exposure limit (PEL) of 0.1 fibers per cubic
centimeter of air (flcc) as an eight-hour time-weighted average and an
excursion level of 1.0 flcc averaged over a sampling period of 30

Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA) for Class 1 and I1 work, but it must be
obtained from an EPA approved course provider. Id.
" 15 U.S.C. $9 2601-2671 (2003).
See Toxic Substances Contra! Act (TSCA) Inventory Update Rule Amendments, G4
Fed. Reg. lG5,46,734(August 26, 1999)(cod1fiedat 40 C.F.R. pt. 7 10).
23
TSCA addresses asbestos primariIy through the Asbestos Hazard Emergency Response
Act (AHERA). 15 U.S.C. $9 2641 - 2656 (2003).
' 9 9 9U.S.C. $5 65 1- 678 (2003).
IS 42 U.S.C. $6 7401 - 7671q (2003).
29 U.S.C. # $ 65 1- 678 (2003).
27 ~ d(i.651.
29 C.F.R. 6 1926.1 101 and 29 C.F.R.
1910.100F(b) (2003). The Construction
Standard for Asbestos contains four classifications of work in the definition sectlon: Class
I is the removal of thema[ system insulation, prestimed asbestos containing material
(PACM) and surfacing material containing more than 1% asbestos; Class IF is the removal
of all other ACM; Class FIT regulates maintenance and repair operations disturbing
asbestos: and Class I Y regulates housekeeping and custodial operations where employees
contact ACM or PACM but do not disturb tt. The permissible exposure limit (PEL) is
defined at 29 C.F.R. 1826.1 I0 P {c}(2003).

''

''
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minutes.29 It also establishes engineering controls30 and personal
protective equipment requirements for individuals involved in asbestosrelated work, and outlines requirements for medical surveillance and
record keeping,
The other OSHA regulation that bears close scrutiny is the General
Industry Standard for Asbe~tos.~' It establishes the same PEL and
excursion limit as outIined in the Construction Standard. The scope of the
General Industry Standard applies to all occupational exposures to
asbestos not specified in the Construction Standard." For example, it
would apply to custodians who perfom equipment maintenance in areas
where ACM is present or to vehicle maintenance workers who work with
brakes that contain ACM.I3
Notably, OSHA does not directly apply to federal facilities. Its
provisions, however, have been made applicable via a mandate in
Executive Order (EO) 12,196, directing that all federal agencies have
occupational safety programs.-"' Unless alternative standards have been
approved by the Secretary of Labor, these programs must abide by OSHA
standards.

The Air Force has implemented EO 12,196 through Air Force
Instruction (AN) 91-30 1, Air Force OccupationnI and Environmenral

29 C.F.R. 8 192G,1101(c)(l) (2003). An excursion limit is a short-term Iirnjt of 30
minutes whereas the exposure limit is based on 8 hours. The excursion limit is higher
than the exposure limit because the excursion duration is for a much shorter period (i-e.
Tor short periods, it is allowable for an empIoyee to breathe in higher levels). I-Towever,
according to EPA, there is no "safe" amount of asbestos. See EPA Asbestos Factsheet,
slrprn note 3.
311
Engineering controls include measures such as vacuuming and wetting down dust,
storing debris in leak tight containers, enclosing areas with plastic sheeting, as well as
ventilating and filtering work areas. See 29 C.F.R. 6 1926.1 101(g) and 29 C.F.R.
5 1910.10Ol(f)(l) (2003).
'I The General Industry Asbestos Standard includes: PEL at 29 C.F.R. 8 1910.1001(c)
(2003); Signage at 6 191 0.1 001(j)(3); Employee Information at 6 1910.1001Cj)(2);
Labeling at $ 191 0.1001Cj)(4); Employee Tralning at (E 19I0.100 1 (j)(7); and Record
Keeping at 3 I910.1001(j)(2).
32
29 C.F.R. 4 1910.1001(a)(2) {"This section does not apply to construction work as
defined in 29 C.F.R.
4 1910.12(b) (Exposure to asbestos in constn~ctionwork is covered
by 29 C.F.R.8 1926,l 101)"). A good way to seek clarification in instances where the
regulations are unclear 1s OSHA's website, which contains Standard Interpretation and
29

CompIiance
Letters
nF
http-/~www.osha.~ov/pIs/oshaweb/owassch.searcl~
Ibrnl?~doc w~c=~NTERPRETATIO
NS&p toc Fevel=O&p keyvalue=ll9960328.html.
33
See
OSHA
Fact
Sheet
on
Asbestos
at
1
(2002),
a!

http://www.osha.~ov/OsliDocJdata~AsbestosFacts/asbes~os-factsheet.ndf.
"" Exec. Order No. 12,196 55 1-201 and 401,3 C.F.R. 6 145 ( 1 980).
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Safety, Fire Protection, and Healfh (AFOSN) Program3' and AFOSH
Standard 48-8, Controlling Exposures To Hazardous Materials.'"
Attachment 9 to AFOSH Standard 48-8 specifically covers OccupationaI

Exposure to Asbestos.
Another key Air Force asbestos regulation is AFI 32-1052, Air
Force Faciliw Asbestos Mcrnagement, requiring bases to conduct facility
asbestos surveys and develop Asbestos Management and Operating
P I ~ ~ s .Other
~ ' relevant Air Force instructions include, AFT 32-7040, Air
Quality Cor~~pliance,~~
AFI 32-7066, Environmental Baseline Swrvevs in
Real Estate Trnnsnctions'hnd AFT 48- 119, Medical Service
Environmental Qualily Programs.'"
B. The CIean Air Act4'
In 1970, the Clean Air Act (CAA) authorized EPA to identify
hazardous air pollutants and establish risk-based National Emission
Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAPs) for new and existing
s ~ u r c e s . ~ V T hfollowing
e
year, EPA identified asbestos as a hazardous
pollutant: and in 1973, promulgated the Asbestos NESHAP." Virtually
all states have been delegated authority to administer the federal asbestos
NESHAP program, tho~~gli
EPA still retains program oversight a~thority.~''
35

Air Force Occ~ipntional nud Environ~rtet~trrlSnfiiy. Fire Protection, and J ~ c ~ r . r ~ l t J ~
(AFOSH) Prugra~n, AFI 9 1-30 1 (June 1 , 1 996). nvnilnblc nt htrp://www.epublishin~.af.mil/~11bfi1e~/af/9
l/afi9 1 -301/afi9 1-301 .pdf.
36
Controlling Expo.rzrres To I-lnzadous Mnterials, AEOSH Standard 48-8 (September 1,
198J),
available
nt
htt~:llwww.e-nublishin~.af.mil~~ubfiles!af~4~~afoshstd48X/afoshstd48-8.pdf.
37
Air. For-ce FnciliW Ashestox Mmagcmcnt, AFI 32- 1052 (March 22. 1994). nvaili~bleut
h~://www.e-publishin~.af.mjI/pubfiles/af~32/afi3210521afi32-1052.pdf.
38
Air Qlrnli/,y Conlplinnce, AFI 32-7040 (May 9, 1994), nrailnhle nf hm://www.e-

publishin~.af.mil/p~bfiles/afJ32/afi32-704O/afi32-704O.~df.
~ n v i ? ' o ~ ~ r ~ l e nBnsc>iirle
trrl
Srtl-vcia it? Hen! Estrrte Trrr~r.sncriot~.~.
AFI 32-7066 (Aoril 25,
7066,pdf.
610
MedicnI Ser-vice Environ171~1lfirIQtirrlilv Progr-nnrs, AFI 48- 1 19 (July 25, 1994).
avrrrlahle nr htrp:l/www.e-publ~shinS.af.~nillpuhfileslaf~48~af-i48-119!afi4X-1
l9.pdf.
" 42 U.S.C. 49 7401 - 76719 (2003).
j2 42 U.S.C. 6 7412 (2003).
43
Comlnon Quesrro~?son t h Asbestos
~
NESHAP, sltpm note 18. Also under its Clean Air
Act (CAA) authority, EPA has promulgated specific standards for asbestos, including the
Asbestos Training ~?eq?rir.erne~~fs-Modd
Accrr~difnhow Plan at 40 C.F.R. 9 763, Appendix
C (2003) and Rtrlk Sr~nrpli~~g
Regrrivement.~for Srwfircirlg Mnferial, 40 C.F.R. $3 763.86763.87 (2003).
44
As of 1990, 45 states were delegated authority. See Common Qttestion.r W I I the
Asbestos NESHAP, slcpl-n note 18. 1n 2000, EPA pron~ulgateda revised nile on worker
protection, amending the worker protection n ~ l eto cover state and local govemrncnt
employees. Sc~cAshesios Mforkel- Pr.or~rtio~r,
65 Fed. Reg. No. 22 1, 692 10 (November
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The asbestos NESHAP establishes standards for renovation or
demolition activities where certain threshhold quantities of regulated
asbestos-containing materials (RACM)45 are present>6 The standards
minimize the release of asbestos fibers through specified work practices to
be foIZowed in the processing, handling and disposal of ACM.47
Additionally, the regulations require the owner of the building or the
contractor to notify applicable state and local agencies or EPA regional
offices before all demolition or renovation of buildings that contain a
certain threshold amount of asbe~tos.'~
C. The Toxic Substances Control A c f 9

In relation to asbestos, TSCA and its implementing regulations are
primarily concerned with schools: the identification of ACM in schools,
school response actions to ACM once discovered, and the training and
accreditation of those who colrduct school abatement action^.^' More
recently, TSCA's training and accreditation provisions have been extended
to certain work performed in public and commercial buildings (i.e., nonschool building^).^'
I . Toxic Suhslstance Co~rtrolAct and Schools
Under the autholity of TSCA, EPA issued the "Asbestos-inSchools Rule" in May, 1982. This was the very first regulation to mandate
control of asbestos, and it applied only to schools.
A more comprehensive law, the Asbestos Hazard Emergency
Response Act (AHEM), was passed in 1986.5' It, too, primarily applies
to schools, including Deparlrnent of Defense elementary and secondary
n??re?~di?~g
40
15, 2000), nvnilnhlr n! l~rtp://www.epa.gov/o~~tin~/asb~~t~~lwpr,pdf,

C.F.R. 3 763, Sbpt. G (2003).
M C M is defined as, "(a) fr~ableashes~osmaterial; (b) Category I nonfriable ACM that
has become friabk; (c) Category I nonfriable ACM that will be or has been subjected to
sanding, grinding, cutting or abrading; or (d) Category 11 nonfriable ACM that has a high
probability of bccoming or has become crumbled, pulverized or reduced to powder by the
forces expected to act on the materra! 111 the course o f demolition or renovation operations
regulated by this Sbpt." 40 C F.R. 9 61.14 1 (2003). For a discussion of threshold
quantities, see i17ji.aSection [V.B. of this text.
CCO~Q
~ ~~ IIO~ ~S ,011
~ ~IIEC
O ,U
$ S ~SL ' J I O SN E S H A P , szrpl-n note 18.

'5

"
I7

Jrl.

48

Id.

49

15 U.S.C.

$ 8 2601 - 2671 (2003).

'"See 40 C.F.R. pr. 763 Sbpt. E (2003).

''Asbestos S G ~ I D OHazard
~
Abatement Reauthorization Act { A S H A M ) , Pub. L. No. 10 2 637, I00 Stat. 4589 (19901, n~?rcnriillg
AITBRA. 15 U.S.C. $$ 2641 2656 (1988).
'' AHERA, Pub. L. NO. 99-519, I00 Stat. 2970 (1986) (at 15 U.S.C. $9 2641 2656
-

-

( 1986)).

F. Safe Drinking Water Act7'
The Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) addresses asbestos in that,
under SDWA authority to regulate drinking water contaminants, EPA has
issued a maximum contaminant level for asbe~tos.'~
G. Resource Conservation and Recovery

The Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) iinposes
requirements for hazardous waste handling. Although asbestos is not a
listed hazardous waste, it may be deemed one under RCRA as a widely
recognized severe human health risk." Thus, RCRA's hazardous waste
disposal provisions may be applied to asbestos disposal.
H. The Federal Wage System: Pay Entitlement for Wage-Grade
Employees Exposed to Airborne Asbestos7"
As a part of the Federal Wage System, Congress has authorized
Environmental Di ffesential Pay (EDPI as additional pay for government
wage-grade employees subject to unusuaFl y severe working conditions or
hazards.77 Congress tasked the Office of Personnel Management (OPM)
with determining the particular conditions or l~azardsfor which EDP may
be paid. Accordingly, OPM has dcfined a multitude of such situation^.^'
They fa11 into two categories: those payable for a hazard per se and those
payable only i f the hazard has not been "practically eliminated."" EDP is
authorized for exposure to airborne concentrations of asbestos. Asbestos
EDP is payable only in the event such exposure has not been "practEcaIly

and Polltttion Pt-everrtiorr Rguiremcn!~,58 Fed. Reg, 4 198 1 (August 3, 1993) (making
EPCRA reporting mandatory).
72 42 U.S.C. $ 3 300f- 300j (2003).
The Mzlxirnum Contaminant Level for asbestos is found at Title 40 C.F.R. 5 141.51
(2003), and is equivalent to 7 m~llionfibers (greater than 10 microns in lcngth) per liter of
water.
7' 42 U.S.C. $6 6901 - 6992k (2003).
'"~ee, e.g.,Metal Trades, lnc. v. United States, 8 T 0 F. Supp. 689, 695 (D. S.C. 1992).
This subsection was supplied by Lt Go1 Todi Carnes, presently the Depltty Staff Judge
Advocare, Space and MissiIc Center, Los Artgeles Air Force Base, CaI~fornla. It i s based
upon verbatim extractions she authored in pleadings that were tiled in the case of
American Federarion of Government Employees. Local 1617 and United States
Deparbinent of the Air Force. San Antonio Air Logistics Center, Kelly Air Force Base,
San Antonio, Texas, Case No. 0-AR-3469, 5 8 F.L.R.A. 13 (September 1 I , 2002) [on file
with AFLSAIJACLICLLO].
77 5 U.S.C. $ 5343(c)(4) (2003).
78
See 5 C.F.R. $532.5 1 1, Sbpt. E, App. A (2003).
Id.

''

''
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elirninatcd"" through the use of, for example, personal protective
equipment.
The Federal Labor Relations Authority (FLRA) recognizes and
consistently follows the holding by thc United States Court of Appeals for
the Fedcral Circuit in O'hreall v. United Stotes, 797 F.2d 1576 (Fed. Cir.
1986). The QtNenll Court detemined that a condition precedent of
asbestos EDP entitle~ncntis the establishment of a quantitative level of
airbon~easbestos concentrations, Ihe exceedence of which would indicate
a failure to have "practically eliminated" the hazard, thus warranting
UnZil very recently, Izowever, there has been no
payment of EDP,"
federal-widc standard ibr this tlreshold quantitative leveIns"
Setting the threshold quantitative level has historically been a
matter for individual agencies to determine, subject to negotiation if there
was a union that desired it. Arbitration sometimes served as a method of
determination-but only as a means of last resort. The F L U has said,
"'[i]11 the absence of a mandated quantitative level set by applicable Paw or
regulatioii or othcnvise agreed to by the parties.' the arbitrator is free to
determine the quantitative level of exposure for the payment of EDP."'"
WiQl passage of the National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA)
of 2004,X"the threshold quantitative Ievel became set by applicable law. It
is no longer subject to determination by unilateral agency action, collective
bargaining, or arbitration. In section 1122(a) of the NJJAA a f 2004,
Congress adopted as the threshold quantitative level the asbestos PEL
promulgated pursuant to the OSHA. Hence, the OSHA PEL for asbestos
is now the federal-wide quantitative tltreshold for the payment of asbestos
EDPaK5

at Part 11, Sbpt. E, App. A (Category 16).
Allen Park Veterarls Administratton Medical Center and American Federation of
Government Employees Local 933,34 E.L.R.A. No. 1 68 ( 1 990).
Compare 5 U.S.C. $ 5545(d) (1993) (In 1993, Congress authorized Hazardous Duty
Pay (HDP) Tor general schedule employees; and, as it I~adpreviol~slywith environmental
differential pay (EDP) for wage-grade employees, tasked OPM to promulgate appropriase
regulations. OPM not only promulgated an identical 8% differential pay for exposure to
asbestos ror general schedule employees, it also tied the payment of HDP to the OSHA
PEL. 5 C.F.R. 5 550.903, App. A (2003). Hence, there has historically been a
government-wide standard Tor asbestos HDP payments ta general schedule employees.)
33
U.S. Dept. of the Army, Red River Army Depot Texarkana, Texas and American
Federation of Government Ernployecs Local 3961, 5 3 F.L.R.A. No. I I (1997) citing
Allen Park, sripro note X 1 .
"Nat~onal Defense Authorization Act of 2004, Pub. L. No, 108-136, I 1 7 Stat. 1342
"'!if.

"

(2003).

" Cd 9 1 122(aa) (to be codified at 5 U.S.C.(j 5343(c)(4)). This statutory standard also

applies to HDP for general schedule employees. Id. 5 1 122(h) (to be codified at 5 U.S.C.
5 5545(d)). This was true even before passage of the NDAA of 2004. See sirprn note 82.
For more ~nformaflonon the OSHA PEL, see supm text accompanying note 29.

In the event an installation receives a union grievance seeking
payment of asbestos EDP, they should contact the Air Force Legal
Services Agency's Central Labor Law Office (AFLSNCLLO)
immediately. These cases can quickly mushroom into class action cases
and require headquarters oversight at the earliest opportunity.
I. Miscellaneous Statutory and Regulatory Provisions
Individual state laws containing versions of the above federal
provisions also may apply to federal fa~ilities.'~States can issue standards
that are more stringent than federal standard^.^"
Also worth mentioning, the Department of Transportation has
promulgated 49 C.F.R. Chapter 1, establishing labeling, packaging and
transportation requirements for ACM."
IV. STATUTORY & REGULATORY APPLICATION TO
ASBESTOS REMEDIATION
A. Covered Structures

The definition of "EaciIity" under EPA's NESHAP ruIe is quite
broad. Office, industrial, residential structures and even ships are
"facilities," whether public or private." Residential buildings which have
four or fewer dwelling units are not considered "facilities" unless they are
part of a larger installation. For example, a military base, company
housing, an apartment or housing complex are qualified facilities. 90
B. Asbestos Threshold Levels Triggering NESHAP Work Practice
Standards for Demolition and Renovation Projects
Asbestos NESHAP regulations must be followed for all demolition
and renovation of facilities having at least 80 linear meters (260 linear
feet) of RACM on pipes or 15 square meters (160 square feet) of RACM
on other facility components. NESHAP regulations also apply where at
least 1 cubic metes (35 cubic feet) of RACM is removed from facility
components where the length or area could not be previousIy measured."

86

For a discussion on the subject of waiver of federal sovereign immunitr, see infra
Section V.A of this text.
87 See, e.g,,40 C.F.R. $ 63.90(2000).
49 C.F.R. Ch. 1 (2003).
89
See Common Questions orr the Asbestos NESHAP, sstrprn note 18.

Jd.
..
Id.
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These amounts are known as "threshold" amounts?' All demolition and
renovation is subject to the Asbestos NESHAP insofar as owners and
operators must determine if, and how much asbestos is present at the siteng3

C, Notification of Renovation or Demolition
Notification is a written notice of intent to renovate or demolish.
For all demolitions, notification must be given to the appropriate
regulatory agency, even in the absence of any known asbestos at the site.94
For renovations, the notice requirements apply if the quantitative amounts
of RACM mentioned in subsection B above are met.
The owner or operator makes required notifications to the
delegated state or local pollution control agency in the area or the EPA
regional office, depending on what authority has been delegated."' Some
EPA regions require that both the EPA regional office and the Iocal agency
be notified, while some require notice only to the delegated state or local
agency." If the program is not delegated, notification should be made to
the EPA regional office. The EPA Asbestos NESFFAP regulation requires
ten working days-advance notice. Most state regulations have identical
advance notice provisions.'7
Substantively, notifications must contain certain specified
information, including but not limited to, scheduled start and completion
dates, location of the site, names of operators ar asbestos removal
contractors, methods of removal, arnol~ntof asbestos and whether the
operation is a demolition or renovation.'"
D. Required Training and Certifications

AppSi cable training and certification requirements depend upon the
type of asbestos work being performed. There are four classes of asbestos
work.'' Class I work includcs removal of thermal system insulation (like
pipe insulation and tank insulation) and asbestos surface coatings (like
fireproofing and popcorn ceilings). OSHA training and certification
requirements apply to all employees who remove insuIation or surfacing
asbestos. Asbestos workers require 32 hours of initial training with 8
hours' annual refresher training. This training must be consisten1 with the
-

-

"'40 C.F.R. 6 61.145(b)(2003).
Iri.
Id.
'lr
See E P A , A.<'l'lr.sfo,r-Gc.tre~~~I,
U! hlrp:./~\+cwrv.epa.ri~v/eaflh
1 1*6/6pdlasbcstos/asb~enI.
htm.
n3

'IS

90
'I1

See id.

Sep The Ashes~osInfornzer, s ~ ~ p lnote
- a 54.
q8 4 0 C.F.R. ff 6 1. I45(b) (2003).
w
See szrprn note 28.

EPA Model Accreditation Plan (MAP). Asbestos supervisors require 40
hours of initiaI training with 8 hours of annual refresher training. At least
one person on the project must be certified as an asbestos supervisor. I w
Class I1 work involves removal of other types of asbestos material
such as flooring, roofing and transite. There are regulatory requirements
for training and certification of all employees who remove asbestos
flooring, roofing, ceiling tiles, transite, gaskets or other asbestos
containing materials that are not thermal insulation or surfacing materials.
For instance, eight hours o f training is required in the specific asbestos
material that the employee will be removing (i.e., roofing or flooring).
Employees also need an annual eight-hour refresher class. If more than
one kind of Class 11 material is to be abated in an asbestos project, a
certified worker or supervisor must perform the work.'0T
Class III work involves repair and maintenance activities that
might disturb asbestos materials. For example, replacement of a steam
pipe fitting might mean disturbance of the asbestos containing insulation
covering the fitting. A11 situations involving Class III work must be
abated by Class I or Class TI trained personnel prior to the project. Class
UI training must be consistent with EPA MAP requirements and include at
least 16 hours of "hands-on" training. lo'
Class IV work includes maintenance, housekeeping and custodial
activities in areas that contact, but do not disturb ACM. As defined by
OSHA, it includes cleanup of dust, waste and debris from Class I, I1 or I11
work, A two-hour training session is required that must be consistent with
EPA requirements for training of local education agency maintenance and
custodial stafc lo'

E. Required Physical Measures for Handling RACMW4
I. Nan-Friable Asbestos
As earlier mentioned, the presence of asbestos in a building does
not mean certain danger. As long as ACM stays in good condition,
exposure is unlikely. Non-friable asbestos that poses no immediate threat
of release generally need not be removed.

looSee

40 C.F.R. pt. 763, Sbpt. E, App. 6 (2003). See also 40 C.F.R.

$5 1926.I101 and

1910.1001 (2003).
lor

Id.

'04

40 C.F.R. 5 763.92(a)(l) (2003).
Far a definition of "RACM,'\see supra mte 45 and accompanying text.

'" 40 C.F.R. $ 763.92(a)(2) (2003).
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2. Friable Asbestos

If it is necessary to abate the ACM, there are three approaches:
removal, encapsulation and en~losure.'~"The type of asbestos and the
potential danger involved must: be determined before deciding which of
these methods to use.'"" Removal includes, inter alia, "the taking out or
the stripping of substantially all ACBM [asbestos-containing building
material] From a damaged area."'07 Encapsulation is "the treatment of
ACBM with a material that surrounds or embeds asbestos fibers in an
adhesive matrix to prevent the release of fibers, as the encapsulant creates
a membrane over the surface . . . or penetrates the material and binds its
components together." "' Enclosure involves setting "an airtight,
impermeable, permanent barrier around ACBM to prevent the release of
asbestos fibers into the air."'09
Any actual handling of RACM must be undertaken by trained and
certified workers. During most asbestos work, respirators and highefficiency particulate air (HEPA) filters must be used to abate airborne
asbestos fibers."Vdditional personal protective equipment, such as a
hood, gloves and fill1 body suit may also be necessary."'
3. Requirement for ACM Removal Prior to
Demolition or Renovation Activities
Although asbestos may be in a non-hable state, demolition and
renovation activities present the possibility of appIying something more
than mere hand pressure to ACM with a resuIting discharge of asbestos
fibers into the air. Even if ACM i s not damaged during the course of
-

-

C.F.R. $763.83 (1994).
lo6 See, e.g., 29 C.F.R. 5 1926.58 (1994). For example, "[alsbestos insulation should be
removed: (a) when it is breaking away from the base; or /b) when the insulation is likely
to be abraded or otherwise damaged; or (c) when the surface is very fsiable; or (d) when
the resultant concentration of airborne asbestos dust is above the exposure limit." Martin
S. Hall, Ashesros: Fatal Fiber or Fiber Phobia - The Purchaser's Perspective, 79 ILL. B.J.
228, n. 1 ( I 99 I). When ACM does not fall into one of the above categories or is not
likely to be "disturbed," a program of encapsulation or enclosure m a y be economically
preferable. id.
lo' 40 C.F.R. Cj 763.83 (2003).
los Id.
logId.
see 29 C.F.R. $9 1910.1001 and 1926.1 101 (2003). See also, Dept. of Labor (DoL),
Beftes Protection Agrrinsf Asbesros in the Workplace, Factsheet 92-06, aF
http://www.~p.okstate.edu/c1~s/t1~ai11in~oshasbes.htin.
If air sampling shows that na fibers
arc airborne. filters and masks may not be required. High-efficiency particulate air
(HEPA) filters are capable of trapping and retaining at Ieast 99.97 percent of a11 monodispersed particles of 0.3 micrornefers in diameter. 29 C.F.R. § 1926.1101(b) (2003).
lo' 40

"'

II

' ld.

demolition or renovation, such activities are likely to result in ACM waste,
and all asbestos waste must be appropriately handled.
For these reasons, all RACM must be removed from a facility
being demolished or renovated before any disruptive activity begins. The
RACM must be kept adequately wet112to prevent fiber reIease before,
during and after removaI operations. Finally, demolition and renovation
activities must be conducted in a manner producing no visible emissions to
the outside air.ri3

F. Air Force Oversight Over Contract Abatement Operations
Though much ACM remediation on Air Force installations i s done
by contractors, this does not mean the Air Force has no responsibility or
potential liability. From a contractual point of view, it is important both to
manage and oversee work to ensure it is properly done and to have
contract safeguards concerning compliance and indemnif cation.
Air Farce contracts, however, often make the contractor
responsible for occupational health and safety. These contracts usually
contain the standard Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) cIause stating
that the contractor shall comply with 29 C.F.R. $6 1926 and 1910 on
OSHA workplace safety. The FAR also requires that contractors include
similar clauses in any s~bcontracts."~ In such cases, the Base
Environmental Engineer (BEE) does not ful fiEl his normal function. 'I5
' I 2 EPA defines "adequately wet" to mean "sufficiently mix or penetrate with liquid to
prevent the release of particulates." EPA, A.~bestosNESHAP Adequately 1V.r Gzrirfrmce,
No. EPA34011-90-013, or ~ : / / w w w . e p a . ~ o v / r e g i o r l 0 4 / a i r / a s b e s t o s / a w .If
n visible
emissians are observed coming from ACM, then that material has not been adequately
wetted. Id.
'"PA,
Ashes~os/NEsHAP Reg~~lnled
Ashestos Contniniq Mnterri.rls Gzridonce, nt
http://www.epa.~ov/re~ion4/airlasbestos/asbmatl.htm.
It' 48 C.F.R. (i 52.236-13 (2003).
115
See DoD Sofey and Occupa~BnalHenbh (SOH) Progmni, DODT 6055.1, par. 2.5
(August 19, 1998). The DODI generally does not apply to DoD contractor personnel and
contractor operations. Id. at para. 2.5. Additional details are given in enclosure E5 of the
DODF. In peacetime operations performed in the United States, the contractor is
responsible directly to the federal or state occupational safety and health authority for the
safety and health nf cont~actor employees. Id at E5. DoD safety and health
responsibilities in contractor plants and contractor opcrations on DoD property are
generally limited to helping to ensure the safety of DoD owned eqmpment, protection of
the production base, protection of government property, protection of on-site DoD
personnel and protection of the public. Id. A contractor is responsible for the safety and
health of employees and protection of the public at contractor plants and work sites. Id.
See nlso &{my, USAF Mi.~hup Prevention Program, AEI 91 -202, para 3.5 (August 1,

1998):

AF Safety personnel must not put anything in a contract that establishes
a requirement for the Air Force to protect contractor employees or their
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While the BEE and base safety personnel do not normally monitor
contractor employees because of the potential environmental liability if
RACM is disposed of improperly, the quality assurance personnel
monitoring the contract should still he ~ i g i l a n t . " ~

G. Required Workplace Record Keeping
I . Workplace Monitoring - Airborne Asbestos Levels
The employer must keep an accurate record of all measurements
taken to monitor employee exposure to asbestos. This record includes: I )
the date of measurement; 23 operation involving exposure; 3) sampling and
analytical methods used, as well as evidence of their accuracy; 4) number,
duration and results of samples taken; 5) type of respiratory protective
devices worn by workers; 6 ) name and social security number of each
worker; and 7 ) the results of all employee exposure measurements.'" This
record must be kept for 30 years.'I8
In both general industry and construction, worker exposure must be
limited to 0.2 fibers per cubic centimeter of air (0.2 flcc), averaged over an
eight-hour work shift.'") The excursion or short-term limit is one fiber per
cubic centimeter of air (1 f/cc) averaged over a sampling period of 30
minutes."Vn general industry, employers must conduct initial monitoring
for workers wlzo may be exposed above 0.1 f/cc.1 2 ' Subsequent monitoring
must be conducted at reasonable intervals, but in no case longer than six
-.

equipment. Likewise, do not include anything in inspection or
surveillance programs to give the perception that the Air Force is
supervising or observing contractor personnel to provide for their
personal safety or to ensure the safety of their equipment.
See also, Safety, Genet.rrl htdiafrial Op~rotions,AFOSHSTD 9 1-66 (October 1, 1997)
('"This standard appl~esto all US Air Force industrial operations . . . This standard does
NOT apply to contractors working on Air Force installations, including contractors who
use government f~~rnishecl
equipment and facilities. They are responsible for the safety
and health of their personnel.").
116
Environmental liability could arise in relation to the CAA Asbestos National Emission
Standard for Hazardous Air Pollutant (NESHAP) or under the Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act.
' I 7 29 C.F.R. 65 1910.1001and 1926.1101 (2003). See also, Controlling Exposures To
IJnzardow Motel-inls, AFOSH Standard 48-8, Attach. 9 (September 1, I997), avnilable at
http://www.e-~ublIshin~.af.miIlpubfiles/af/48/afoshstd4S-8/afafashstd48-&.pdf.
Sec oiso
Better h-otecrion Agnitz.rr Asbestos i r ~the Warkplnce, supm Note 1 10.
I18
Irl. To avoid confusion, the OSHA standards apply to contractors performing work on
rmlitary installations whereas the AFOSH standards apply to military and Air Force
civilian personnel performing asbestos work. The standards are very similar.
119
Berrer- h-otectron Agoinsr Asbesio,~in [he Workplnce,supra note 1 10.
I20

Id.

l Z i Id.

months for employees exposed above the action level. '" In construction,
daily monitoring must be continued until exposure drops below the action
level (0.1 f/cc)."' Daily monitoring i s not requircd where employees are
using supplied-air respirators operated in the positive pressure mode.'"

In general industry, personnel assigned to positions involving
exposure to airborne concentrations of asbestos at or above the action level
or the excursion level must have a preplacement physical e~amination.''~
The physical examination must include a chest X-ray, medical and work
history, and pulmonary function tests."" Subsequent exams must be given
annually and upon termination ef employment, thougl? chest X-rays are
requircd annually only for older workers whose first asbestos exposure
occurred more than 10 years ago."' In constn~ction,examinations must be
made available annually for workers exposed above the action level or
excursion limit for 30 or more days per yeas, or who are required to wear
negative pressure r e ~ p i s a t o r s .Chest
' ~ ~ X-rays for construction workers are
given at the discretion of a physician.'"
H. Waste Disposal Requirements

Asbestos must be properly bagged in double-seal containers with
pre-printed asbestos warning labels. ACM waste must be disposed of at a

12?
123

Id.
In'.

Id. The term "positive pressure" implies that the pressure within the respiratory inlet
covering. fi.e., the facepiecc, hood or helmet) is somewhat greater than outside pressure
and that any air movement will be outward. Since air contaminants are unlikely to travel
against air flow, it ~ollowsthat positive pressure devices should provide high levels of
protection. Larry Janssen, Whar is a Positiw Pressut.e R ~ s p i l a i o r ,3M Jon HEALTI-I
HII;IILIGI~TS,
Vol.
I.S(J)
(1 9771,
avurlnb!~
11i

I1ttp://mi~ltimedia.mmm.co1nI1n~~~~Jm~dia~eb~~~~er.d~n?OO9OOOJI~T45O7RaO~iDaOOOA85
lx9999z.
I25
Retier Profecfiotl Agui~rsf Asbestos In the Worh-plnce, srpl-n nore 110. SLJCalso
AFOSI-L Standard 48-8, szrprn note 3 17.
Id
Id.
118
A negative pressure respirator is a mask that does not maintain overpressure, it merely
filters air being breathed in. See 40 C.F.R. 5 1926.1 10T(h)(3)(1)(2003) for specific
requirements on the type of mask required for different airborne asbestos levels.
Disposable masks are not allowed when working with ACM. Id.
' 2 " ~ t f ~Pror~clio?l
~
Agrlirls! Asbc~fosI n IITPWorkpince, strpl-n note 1 E 0.

"'
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landfill approved for a~bestos.~""CM waste that is not bagged must be
kept adequately wet.'" ACM waste in the context of demolition and
renovation includes RACM waste and materials contaminated with
asbestos, including disposable equipment and clothing.'32

When ACM wastc is transgort-ted off-site, the owner or operator of
a source whosc activities produce thc waste, the waste getlerator,'" must
provide the wastc site Iransporter, operator or owner with a waste shipment
record (WSR).'"
The original should be turned over to the transporter
along with the waste shipment, although the generator shouFd retain a copy
signed by the transporter acknowledging receipt of the waste shipment for
record keeping.Ir5
The owner or operator of the waste disposal site must send a signed
copy of the WSR back to the waste generator within 30 days and attempt
to reconciIe any discrepancy between the quantity of waste listed on the
WSR and tlie actual amount of waste received.''' If, within 15 days of
receiving the waste, the waste site owner or operator cannot reconcile the
discrcpancy, the problem must be reported to the same agency that was
notified of the demolition or renovalion.';'
A waste generator must retain copies of all WSRs, including WSRs
signed by the owner or operator o f the waste disposal site where the waste
130

The waste disposal site must be operated in compliance with 40 C.F.R. I$ 61. Sbpt. M
(2003).
440 C.F.R. $ 61. I50{a){3) (2003).
Category I or Category 11 nonfriabfe ACM that has been contaminated by RACM and
cannot be decontamir~nted(e.,r., bulk buildins debris) must be treated ns ACM waste.
Category 1 or Category [I ACM that does not meet the definition of RACM after a
demolitioil er renovation, and is not contaminated with M C M , is not ACM waste and is
not subject to the wetting requirenlent of 40 C.f .R. 3 61.150(a)(3) (2003).
See
Demoliriorr Procrices W?rtiel- TIw Asbe.s~osAtESl-IA P, stlpra note 7. Category I or JI
nol~friablcACM that is not subject to 40 C.F.R. 5 61.140(a)(3) would strll have to be
disposed of in a landfill accepting building debrls, a landfill that opcrates in accordance
with 40 C.F.R. 61.154 (2003) or at a facility Illat operates in accordance with 40 C.F.R.
5 6 1.155 (2003). Icl. Thrs waste material would not he allowed at any facility that would
sand, grind, cut or abrade the non-RACM waste or otherwise turn it into M C M waste,
such as a cement recycling facility. Id. In add~tion,if Category T or TI nonfriable ACM is
sanded, ground, cut or abraded during drsposal at a landfill before burial, it is subject to
the NESHAP. Id.
Waste gcnerators include asbestos mills, manufacturers, fabricators, demolition,
renovation 2nd spraying operations. 40 C.F,R. $8 61.149 and 150 (2003).
114
See The AJ h~,\~tos
l~lfin?it'r,
.w~prnnote 54.
135
See EPA F ~ e l dGuide, Repol-rirlg nud Record K c ~ p z t ~Rcql~ir-~~?rr?nfs
g
For Wnstt.
Dis,no.~al,nf http://ww w.eea.~ov/re~ion4/nir/a~~,cstos/1i~aste,htm.
[lh
See Tire Asheh*fos Infot.r?i~r,
strpl-n note 54.

'"

''

"'
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Id.

was deposited, for at least two years.'38 The WSRs should be kept in

chronological order in a secure, water-tight file."' Entities are expected to
provide copies of WSRs upon request of the responsible agency and to
make the WSR file available for inspection during normal business
hours. Id0
1. Transferring Properties with ACM to Parties Outside of
the Department of Defense

Prior to property disposal, all available information on the
existence, extent and condition of ACM shall be incorporated into the
Environmental Baseline Survey or other appropriate document to be
provided to the transferee.I4' Department of Defense (DoD) policy is that
"unless it is determined by competent authority that the ACM in the
property does pose a threat to human health at the time of transfer, all
property containing ACM will be conveyed, leased, or otherwise disposed
of 'as is' through the Base Realignment and Closure (BRAC) process."142
Under certain circumstances, property can be transferred even with
ACM that poses a threat to human health. Removal or abatement is not
required if the building is scheduled for dernoIition by a transferee,
occupation of the building is prohibited prior to demolition and the
transferee accepts responsibi1ity. '41
V. CIVIL ENFORCEMENT ISSUES
A. Sovereign Immunity

Most major environmental statutes allow EPA to delegate
permitting, oversight: and enforcement responsibiIities to the states. This
ensures national consistency o f minimum standards while providing
flexibility to the states in implementing rules. Under this arrangement,
known as "cooperative federalism," the federal government establishes
statutory minimum standards and procedural requirements, and states
develop implementation and enforcement programs subject: to federal

See Reporting and Record Keeping Reqzrirement~,supra note 135.
139

Jd.

'4'~emarandurnfrom OSD-ES (Subject: Asbestos, Lead Paint and Radon Policies at
BRAC Psopert~es) (October
3 1,
1994),
limited nvnilobility ot
https://aflsa.ia~.af.mI/GROUPS/AIR
FORCEJENVLAWIDOD-asb-LBP-radon-

BRAC.doc.

Id.
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approval and 0 ~ e r s i g h t . l ~Ultimately,
~
under this system, either a state or
EPA may seek to take enforcement action for an aIIeged rule violation,
Before a state may take enforcement action against a federal entity,
there must be a specific waiver of sovereign immunity permitting such
action. S t d i n g in the early 1970's, Congress began including waivers of
sovereign immunity in federal poIIution abatement statutes as it created
statutory programs delegating significant standard setting, regulatory and
enforcement powers to the states.
When faced with a state enforcement action, one should always
closely scrutinize the issue of sovereign immunity. Sovereign immunity
waivers must clearly and unequivocally permit the action the state seeks to
take. Hence, even if there is a waiver of sovereign immunity for some
purposes, it may not cover the specific action at issue, This is particularly
true in the area of financial penalties.'45
Unlike the states, it would appear that EPA faces no such sovereign
immunity hurdles in seeking to take enforcement action against federal
agen~ies.''~
For example, as discussed in a 1997 Department of Justice
opinion concerning the CAA, there is a "clear statement" in the CI4A
provisions and legislative history to provide the EPA authority to levy
punitive penalties against federal agencies. I*'
B. Enforcement Actions Under the Toxic Substances Control Act

While TSCA waives sovereign immunity for requirements and
fines against federal facilities for lead-based paint,t48it does not do so for
asbestos or other toxic substances, Without the waiver of federal
sovereign immunity, state laws or regulations promulgated wholIy under
their TSCA authority do not appIy to fcderal facilities.

-

See, e.g., Stephen Breyer, Olrr Democratic Consti~~~tion,
77 N.Y.U. L,REV. 245 (May
2002), nvnilnhle ar t i t t v : / / w w w . n v u . e d ~ ~ / p a ~ e s / l a w r e v i e w / ~
144
DOEv. Ohio, 503 U.S. 607, 615 (1992); Unltcd States v. Mitchell, 445 U.S. 535, 53839 (1980); and Eastern Transporkation Go. v. United States, 272 U.S. 675, 686 (1927).
14b
EPA Assessment of Pc~~alties
Aggoinsr Fe(ferrzJ A g e ~ r c i ~for
s Viohfion of the
Uniiergr~~,nd
Stor.crgc Tnrl k Requlr.eme~~ts
of itre Resource Conservation and Recnveq~
Act, OLC LEXTS 20 (June 14, 20001, nvnilnble a? I~np:llwww.usdoi.~ov/olclustop~.ht~
(U.S. Drpt. of Justice (DoJ) appears to say that sovereign immunlty does not apply
between two federal agencies in an enforcement action).
Adminj.~~rative
Asses.m~entoJ Civil Pennlries Against Fcrlelnl Agencies U I I ~ Pthe
IClean Air Acl, OLC LEXIS 29 (July 16, 1997), uvailr~hle at
http:/lwww.usdoi .govlo!clcleanair op.hj~.
'44

'"

"715U.S.C. 5 2688 (2003).

C.

Enforcement Action Under the Occupational
Safety and Health Act

As mentioned earlier, OSHA does not directly apply to federal
agencies because there is no section in the statute directing application to
federal facilities. However, OSHA applies through EO 12, I 96.IJ9 This
executive order implements the statute by imposing a duty an the
Department of Labor to assist federa1 agencies in devef oping occupational
safety and health pr~gt-arns.'~'
While OSHA inspectors can inspect DoD workplaces with
finctions comparable to those in private industry,I5' there is no authority
for OSHA inspection of military personnel or "uniquely military
equipment, systems, or operations.""' This includes operation of aircraft,
ships, missiles and radar sites.
When an OSHA inspector finds a violation in areas they do inspect,
an enforcement action cannot be issued. Instead, the inspector "promptly
issues a report to the head of the agency."'" The report shall describe the
nature of the findings and may make recommendations ror correcting the
violation.'"'"VSHA can inspect DoD contractors with full enforcement
powers. 15'

D. Enforcement Action Under the Clean Air Act
States can also regulate asbestos under the CAA, and depending on
the jurisdiction, may be able to assess punitive pcnaltics. Courts have
taken varying views on the waives of sovereign immunity in the CAA. In
the 9"' and 6"' Circuits, CAA fines are payabIe.ISVn tlte 11"' Circuit, Air
Exec. OrderNo. 12,196,45 Fed, Reg. 12,769,3 C.F.R. 8 145 (1980).
Exec. Order No. 12,196 4s 1-201 and 401. Del, has promulgated 29 C.F.R. pt. 1960
(2003), which contains the B a s ~ cProgram Elements for OST3A. See 60 Fed. Reg. 34851
(July 5, 1995) for most recent promulgation of mle.
''I 29 C.F.R. ff 1960.3 1.
152
Exec. Order No. 12,196, suprcr note 149 at 8 1-101 ("This order applies to all agcncres
of the Executive Branch except military personnel and irniqilely mrlitary equrpment.
systems, and operations.").
I r 3 Id at
1 -401(1). OSI-IA inspectors m a y focus on cmployce pmtecttve measures and
equipment, training, n ~ n n ~ t o r i nand
g other regtilalory requirements identified in Vnlulnc
29 of thr C.F.R. A n BPA or state env~rn~lmental
deparrmcnt inspector may focus on
notification. protective measures, disposal a~itlother requirements rdcntified 111 40 C.F.R.
pt. 61. There is substantial averlap in what OSHA and EPA cover.
Id.
OSHA Enforcement authority i s derived from powers provided by 29 U.S.C. $9 658 659 (Procedure for Enforcement), 662 (Procedures to Counteract Imminent Dangers), and
144

Is0

+

666 (Penalties) (2003).
I56
Memorandum by Deputy As5istnnt Secretary oi'thc A I Force
~
fur Environment, Safety
and Occupational I1ealtl.1, Ail. Fut*cc Policjp ojt {he P r ~ ~ ~ nofo rFf i r m n ~ l dPcnnlrres ,for.
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Force policy i s to resist fjnes.l5' Depending on case-by-case analysis, fines
may be payable in other circuits."'
Hence, in many states the
environmental regulators may have an enforcement vehicle for levying
penalties for asbestos violations.
E. Enforcement Action Under the
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
Another enforcement tool that may be available, depending on the
facts surrounding the violation, is RCRA. The Federal Facilities
Compliance Act of 1992 waived sovereign inlrnunity for punitive fines for
R C U solid and hazardous waste ~iolations.'~"ence,
there is full
authority for regulation and enforcement as long as the asbestos in
question is a sokid or hazardous waste.'60 However, asbestos is not a listed
hazardous waste, and is much more likely to be regulated under the CAA
Asbestos NESHAP, TSCA or OSHA.
VI. CRIMINAL LIABILITY
The late 1990s saw a large increase in the number of criminal
prosecutions for asbestos violations. 'I Individual government employees
sflould be mindful that they may be subject to s u c h p r ~ s e c u t i o n . 'They
~~
are not normally protected by whatever degree of sovereip immunity the
federal government may possess, and may even have to provide for their

Vjolnrions of the CI~irn Arr- Act (CAA), (July 17, 2003). li~llrted nlwihbili!l,

nf

httos://aflsa.inr.;zf.mil/GRO1!PS/AIRI ~ O R O E ~ ~ ~ N V L A W I P ~ ~ ~ I T ~ ~ ~ ~ % ~ O O ~ " J ~ ~ O F
ndu/o20Pcnalties%?OforY~2JCAA.pdf, Sec nlso Uilrted Slates v. Tennessee Air Pollut~on
Control Board, 185 F.3d. 529 (6th. Cir 1399).
lsi
of Fir1 es and Prtlnlrit.\, sup?-nnote 15 6.
d ir Fo~.cePoliq? t l ~ ePrryrn~r~r
158 /d,
I"' pub. L. No. 102-386 (October 6, 1992), n~nerlrlirlgfederal facility language at 42
U.S.C. 6 6961 and the definition of "person" at 4 G903(15).
IW
See Meml Trarles, 810 F. Supp. 689 (holding drat asbestos IS a statutory hazardous
waste in the context sf a Navy contract appeal where the issue was whether asbestos
could be characterized as a RCRA hazardous waste).
ibl
~~
ill F ~ I I CCn//cc?ed
S
From Crit~ri~wl
Poll?~fns,
SPP EP.4 RP~I)I-I.SR C C O Hig/tx
ASnFsTos & LFADAIIATFMEN 1- RIY.. March 10. 1997. at 1; and Traci Watson, Todojj:\
EP.4: Yorr P o l l ~ ~ f We
c . h-osocritc., USA TonhY, May 2 1. 1998, at A5 (discussing increase
in criminal env~ronmentalpmsecutions and noting 300% increase in environmental
investigative force).
""re,
e.g., United States v. Dee, 912 F.2d 741 (4th Cir. 1990)(supervising c~lgineer
rcspsnstble for operations and KCRA compliance at the U.S. Army chemical research
laboratory convicted under R C U for "know~ngly. . . storring]. or dispos[ing] of . . .
hazardous waste . . .without a permit").

own defense if the prosecution is federal or if it is determined they acted
outside their scope of empl~yment-''~

While TSCA establishes criminal penaIties for asbestos abatement
violations,'64 as a matter of practice, most criminal prosecutions for
asbestos violations are charged under the CAA. Alternatively, as
discussed in Section IIIG above, asbestos may be covered under RCRA.l6-'
Also, in the event asbestos debris i s discharged into United States waters, a
criminal prosecution under the Clean Water Act may arise.""'
A. Required Mens Rea

Like most environmental crimes, the prosecution does not have to
prove knowledge of tho proscriptive statute or regulation, but merely that
the pollutant involved was prohibited. For example, in h i r e d States v.
Weintmub, Intent was satisfied by knowledge of the presence of asbestos
rather than the particular type of asbestos to which work-practice standards
applied. I" J
i United Stares v. Buckley, intent required for crimes relating
to asbestos emissions and failure to notify authorities was established
simply by knowledge of the prohibited acts, not of the statutes or health
hazards. I" Finally, in U.S. v. Drjlenfino, a debris pile of ACM left by the
defendant was sufficient to sustain a CAA conviction where the defendant
had knowledge that the debris contained ACM). 16'
B. Sllpervisory Liability: U. S. v. Pearson"'
Thomas Pearson was convicted of C AA vi~lations.'~''In 1995,
Pearson was employed by a Navy contractor as a certified asbestos
supervisor to remove asbestos from the central heating plant at the
lb3 See Civil Litigation, AFI 51-301, para. 1.3 (July 1, 2002). DoJ will not defend an
individual against a federa1 criminal action. For state criminal actions, DoJ will only
defend employees who acted within the scope of employment.
15 U.S.C. $ 261 5(b) (2003).
I65
Metal Trades. 8 10 F. Supp. at 695.
166
See, e.g., Unlted States v. Technic Services, No. 01-30057 (9'h Cir. Dec. 23, 2002)
(Alaska asbestos removal contractor convicted of air and water pollutio~ioffenses and
obstruction of justice).
l f i J United States v. Weintramb, 273 F.3d 139 (2nd Cir. 2001).
'68 United States v. BuckIey, 934 F.2d 84 (6th Cir. 1991).
United States v. Dipentino. 242 F.3d 1090, I096 (9th Cir. 2001 ). For other illustrative
asbestos cases, see United States v. Louisville Edible Oil Prods., Inc., 926 E.2d 584, 588
(6th Cir. 1991); United States v. Fern, 155 F.3d 33 Z 8, 1325-26 ( 1 I th Cir. 1998); United
States V. Todinson, 1999 US. App. LEXIS 16758 (9th Cir. 1999); United States v.
Chau, 293 F.3d 96 (3rd Cir. 2002); United States v. Shurelds, 1999 U.S. App. LEXIS
3521 (6th Cir. 1999).
"O United States v. Pearson, 234 F.3d 1225, 1229 (9th Cir 2001).
I" 42 U.S.C. $5 7412-7413 (1990).

"'

'"
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Whidbey Island Naval Air Station. Under CAA regulations, asbestos must
be wetted before removal.'" Contrary to this requirement, Pearson's
removal site had dry asbestos ''all over the place," air circulation machines
were clogged and bags of asbestos were outside the containment area."3
Pearson was charged with two counts of knowingly causing
asbestos removal in violation of the CAA.17* Pearson argued that he was
not involved with the asbestos removal and was only il~volvedwith the
demolition phase."' The district court provided instructions on the
definition of "supervisor" for the jury to make a finding."VItimately,
Pearson was acquitted on one count and convicted on the other. He was
sentenced to ten months' confinement and three-years' supervised
probation.'"
On appeal, Pearson argued that the district court applied the wrong
definition of "supervisor," and that "he did not have enough authority to be
liable as a isupemisor' under the CAA."'" Both the district court and the
Ninth Circuit applied the '"substantial control" standard, which requires a
defendant to have the "ability to direct the manner in which work is
performed and the authority to correct pr~blerns.""~ Becar~se a
"supervisor" is not necessarily the individual wilt11 the highest authority,
the Ninth Circuit held that the district court did not abuse its discretion in
instructing the jury to apply the "substantial control" standard in
determining Pearson's Iiability as a super~isor."~
Pearson contended that because he was an employee carrying out
orders, he could not be held liable as an operator under the CAA's criminal
provisions unless he was in h o w i n g and willful violation of the Act."'
Although the Ninth Circuit: agreed that a jury could reasonably find that an
individual who qualifies as a supervisor under section 7412 also could
qualify as an employee under section 7413(h), Pearson failed to raise and
meet his burden of establishing that he was only an employee because he
contended no involvement in the asbestos clean-up.18"ence,
the district

"90
C.F.R. § 61.141 (2001).
Pearson, 274 E.3d at 1229.
4d. at 1228.
175
hi. at 1229.

'73
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See 42 U.S.C. Ij 7412 or $ 7413 (1990) for definition of "supervisor."
Pcai-son, 274 F.3d alt 1231.

I RO

Id. at 1233.

IRI

Id. at 1232. A n employee "who is carrying out his normal activities and who is acting
under orders from the employer'Yis not liable under the CAA's criminal provisions as an
operator except for knowing and willfbl violations. 42 U.S.C.
5 74 P 3(h)(1990).
IS' Id. at 1232.

court did not err in excluding instructions to the jury on the issue of
whether Pearson acted as an ernpl~yee.''~

VII.

DEALING WITH ASBESTOS PROACTIVELY

As previously mentioned, AFI 32-1052, Air Force Facility
Asbestos Management, requires Air Force bases to conduct facility
asbestos surveys and deveIop Asbestos Management and Operating
PSans.''' The Management Plan should include an inventory of buildings
surveyed with known ACM and be closely scrutinized during
Environmental Compliance Assessment and Management Program
assessments to ensure accuracy."' It can be an invaluable resource tool,
but is only as good as it is accurate.
Remember that any grievance filed for asbestos EDP on behalf of
wage-grade employees should be immediately coordinated with
AFLSAJCLLO. Their timely involvement will ensure that the case is
appropriately assessed and adequate preparations are made for a response.
Lastly, where installation property is being transferred outside
DoD, one should ensure that Environmental BaseIine Surveys give notice
of the presence of any asbestos to subsequent owners.Is7 This can be a
pivotal point in later disputes over liability for ACM remediation and
disposal costs.
VIII. CONCLUSION
Asbestos can cause significant environmental issues with pre-

1980s structures. There are many potentially appIicable environmental
statutes and regulations. To assure compliance and avoid civil or criminal
penalties, attorneys should proactively ensure that any asbestos
remediation requirements have been properly analyzed and incorporated
into management and abatement planning.

la3

Id.

1 84

See The Environmental lmpocr Analysis Proces-s, AFI 32-7061 (March 1 2,2003). The
rocess may also be found at 32 C.F.R.8 989 et. seg (2003).
" ' A i r Force Paciliw Rrhextos Mnnnge~nent,API 32-1052 (March 22, 19941, m~niinblenr

http://www.e-publishing.af.mil/pubfiles/af/32a32-1052/afi32-1052.~df.
I 86 Environmental Compliance Assessmen f and Mnnngcmenr Progrctm (ECA MP), AF I 327045 (July 1, 3 998).
117

An Environmental Baseline Survey may be required in accordance with
Envirorlrnenrnl Baseline S u n q ~in R e d Esrare Trnnsnctiorl.~,AFI 32-7066 (April 25,
1994).
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ENVIRONMENTAL LAW AND NATIONAL
SECURITY: CAN EXISTING EXEMPTIONS
IN ENVIRONMENTAL LAWS PRESERVE
DOD TRAINING AND OPERATIONAL
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I. INTRODUCTION
The Department of Defense (DoD) has become increasingly concerned
in recent years about the impacts of growth and environmental requirements en
training and operations. ColIectively these diverse impacts have come to be

known as encroachment.'
Examples of encroachment abound and have been extensively reported
in the media.' The Marines at Camp Pendleton, CaIifornia are prevented from
digging foxholes and are forced to drive vehicles single file through protected
habitaL3 The Air Force at Nellis AFB, Nevada has stopped flying with live
ordnance to the South because of the development of extensive housing just off

Colollel Everett Willnrd (B.S., Virginia Tech; J.D., Urrh~ersityof Mississippi School of l a w ;
(Environrnerrto1 Law), George Wn.rhingro17 U t ~ i v ~ r s i pi.7) crtr~+entlyChief of
Envirorlmentcrl Lnw n r d i ~Combat
.
Commnnd. He is a menzher of [he Yirginin and Mississippi
Bms. Lieufenanf Colo~rel Torn Zimmermnn (B.S.E.E., U.S. Air Force Academy; J.D.,
University qf Virgirria, LL. M. {Enviro~lrnentalLaw) George Wmhingron University) is
currenrb the Stqff Judge Advocnie for lire 3Mh A i r Base Wing, Anclersen, Guam. He is a
rrlember. of tile Pennsylwnia Bnl: Lierrtenunt Colonel Eric Bee (B.S..
Clemson Univerxify;
J.D., Univer.~ityof Georgin. SL.M. {Environrncntol Law), Pnce University) is crrn-entb the
Staff Jrrdge Advocnte for the 35rh Figlrter Wilrg, Misnwa AB, Jnprrn. HP is n member qf the
Georgia Bm: The views reflected in this article are those of the authors; they do not reflect
those of the Air Force or Department of Defense.
I
DOE) defines encroachment as the clumuIative result of any and all outside influences that
inhibit necessary training and testing. Deputy Under Secretary of Defense (Readiness) Dr.
Paul M. Mayberry and Deputy Under Secretary of Defense (Installations and Environment)
Mr. Rayrnand E. DuBojs Jr., Testimony to the House Armed Services Committee on Range
Encroachment (May 16, 2002) (available at http://www.defenseIink.miYdodgc/Irs/docs/test0205- 16MayberryDuBois.rtf)[her~inqfier
Mayberry/DuBois testimony].
See, e.g., George CahIink, Green Troops, GOV'TEXECUTIVE(Oct 2002).
See Jeanette Steele, CORPS ' WAR WITH LA W; Marines snv protection of species hul-ts
co~nhntIrniriing, SAND~EGO
UNION-TRIB., Sep. 26, 2002, at A l .
*

LL.M.
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the end of the runway.4 The Air Force has also restricted operations on the
Barry M. Goldwater Range to protect the breeding season and habitat for the
endangered sub-species known as the Sonaran ~ r o n ~ h o m . ' A proposed
expansion to the Channel IsIands National Marine Sanctuary and a proposed
change to sanctuary regulations have threatened to restrict the Air Force's
satelIite launch operations at Vandenberg AEB, California. The Navy has
nearly ceased operation on the Vieques Island ranges in Puerto Rico due to
Clean Water Act litigation and political pressure. The Navy also has serious
concerns about the impact of its latest sonar on marine mammals.' The Army,
like all the services, has had to perform expensive "work arounds" to preserve
training initiatives. Examples are Fort Bragg, North Carolina, where much has
been spent to safeguard the red-cockaded woodpecker7 and Fort Irwin,
California, where protecting the Desert ~ortoise' has adversely impacted
realistic training.
In an effort to combat this encroachment, in the 2002 legislative
session, DoD proposed legislation known as the Readiness and Range
Preservation Initiative (RRPT).'
The RRPI came under heavy fire from
environmental groups1' but ultimately resulted only in a narrow exemption
from the Migratory Bird Treaty Act, discussed infra.
In March of 2003, DoD directed the service secretaries to "develop
procedures that wiII ensure such cascs are brought to DoD's attention
sufficiently early in the regulatory or judicial process so that the Secretary may
act to request (or in the case of the Endangered Species Act, direct) an
appropriately tailored exemption before milj tary preparedness is affected.'"
DoD again submitted legislation for the 2003 s e s s i ~ n and
' ~ on the 24th of
November, President Bush signed the "National Defense Authorization Act of

-

United States General Accounting Office Repart on Military Training: DoD Lacks a
Comprehensive Plan to Manage Encroachment on Training Ranges, at p. 11 (June 2002)
(available at http:/lwww.gao.gov/new.items/dO2Ci14.pd9.
MayberryKIubois testimony, sllpsn note 1 at p. 9.

'

ld.
See, e.g., Linda Kanarnine, Fort Brogg Defense i.~.forthe Birds, USA TODAY.
Aug. 10, 1995
at 7A.
in M ~ j a v e ,Tortoise and Plant Delay EErpnr~s~on
o f A v r i ~ yBnse, N.Y.TIMFS,Jan. 1, 2002 at
A 16.
9
Maybeny/Dubois testimony, supr-n note 1 at p. 11.
'"ee Eric Pianin, Bird hrc.vts and Bmnh Rnrrges; Hill Neals Prrci 10 E.rcf~rpfPcnfnpnn ,fiorrl
Law Protecting S p ~ c i r sWnsr
,
!. Posr, Oct. 23, 2002 at A9.
Memorandum from Deputy Secretary of Defense to THE SERVICE SECRETARIES
(Subject: consideration of Requests for Use of Exlstlng Exemptions Under Federal
Enviro~lmentalLaws) (7 Mar 2003) [on file wit11 authors].
I2
See Eric Pianin, E?~v~rorrrnen~n!
E.remptions Solighr, WASII. POST, Mar. G, 2003 at A2 1. See
also Ariel Sabar, Pepltngon Seeking E/lvirnnnlor/nl Exenlprions, BALTIMORI:.
SUN.Jan. 19,
2003 at A12.
7
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2 0 0 4 " ' ~with changes to the Endangered Species Act and the Marine Mammal
Protection ~ c t . ' ~
While this article will not attempt to present comprehensive solutions
to encroachment, it will briefly describe the existing national security
exemptions in our environmental laws and give examples of their use. It will
also look at common law privileges that might afford DoD some relief.

IT. EXEMPTIONS IN ENVIRONMENTAL LAWS

A. RCRA (42 U.S.C. 569611a)): Presidential exemption for one year
(additional one gear exemption with new determination) - report to
Congress required
The Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA)" gives the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) authority to regulate the treatment,
storage, transportation, and disposal of hazardous waste from cradle to g a v e . I'
EPA has done so wit11 an intricate permitting program that can make
compliance complex and burdensome for the regulated cntity. Of more
importance to this article, however, are the rcgulatory requirements for
biannual inventories of hazardous wastes generated and the requirement for
EPA and state inspection of hazardous waste facilities. These requirements
often pose the largest concerns for national security at DoD facilities because
inspectors need to observe the processes that generate the hazardous wastes
and because their reports are public records.
With that backdrop, it i s appropriate to cxplore RCRA's provision for
potential exemption:
The President may exempt any solid waste management racility o f ally
department, agency, or instrumentality in the executive branch from
compliance with such a requircrnent if he determines it to be in t l ~ e
pararnoul~tinterest of the United States to do so. Na such exemption shall be
granted due to lack of appropriatron tinless the President shall have
specifically requested such appropr~ationas a part of the budgetary process
I7

National Defense Authorization Act of 2004, Pub. L. No. 108-136, 1 17 Stat. 1392 (2003 ).
Section 318 of the Natlonal Defense A~~thorization
Act of 2004 amends 5 4(a)(3) of the
Endangered Species ACT(16 U.S.C. $ 1533(a)(3)) to prevenz thc Secretary of Interior from
designating DoD land as critical habitat if tlre land has a written integrated namral resource
management plan under the Sikes Act. I t also adds "impact on national security" to the
Secretary's considerations under 9 4(b)(2). Icl at 4 3 18. Section 319 changes the Marine
Mammal Protection Act's definition of "harassment" for n~ilitaryreadmess activities (to be
codif ed at 16 U.S.C. 13621i8)) and adds an exemption provlslon for actions "necessary for
national defense" (to he codified a t 16 U.S.C. 6 137 1). I t also addresses incidental takings in
31 9 (to be codified at 16 U.S.C. 1371(a)(S)),
military readiness activities. Id at
" 42 U.S.C. $$ 6901-6992k. RCRA amended the Solid Wastc Disposal Act, and one will
occasionally see citations to that original law.
16
S P getiernlllq
~
40 C.F.R. $5 260-268.
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and the Congress shall have failed to make available such requested
appropriation. Any exemption shaIl be for a period not in excess of one year,
but additional exemptions may be granted for periods not to exceed one year
upon the President's making a new determinat~on.The President shall report

each January to the Congress all exemptmns from the requirements of this
section granted during the preceding calendar year, together with his reason
far granting each such exemption, 1 7

This Presidential exemption to RCRA has rarely been invoked and there has
been litt!e litigation concerning it.
An example, however, of such litigation is found in a Department of
Energy argument that i t s Oak Ridge facility should not be required to obtain a
RCRA permit. The U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of Tennessee
held that the facility must either get a permit or apply for a presidential
PossibIy the most famous invocation of RCRA's presidential
exemption occurred with regard to a classified Air Force operating location
near Groom Lake, Nevada. That situation began as two cases, Frost v. ~ e r r y "
and Doe v. ~ r o w n e r . ~ ~ ~ a i nint ithe
f f sBrowner case were employees at the
site seeking to force the EPA to carry out its mandatory requirements under
RCRA. Specifically, they wanted the agency to inspect the location. In Frost,
a former employee's widow and others brought suit lo compel the Air Force to
compIy with its obligations under R C M . ~ '
To make a very long story shod, EPA was granted summary judgment
on most of plaintiffs' claims in the Browrrer. case because it had already
conducted an inspection and received an inventory from the Air Force by the
time of trial. The inspection report and the inventory were classified, however,
and the court found that this classification conflicted with RCRA's tj 3007b
public disclosure requirements.I2 The court ordered the EPA Administrator to
either declassify the report or seek a presidential
Before resolution of the case on appeal, EPA sought and received an
exemption from President Clinton as follows:
I hereby exempt the Air Force's operating location i ~ e n r Grooni Lake,
Nevada from any Federal, State, interstate or local provision respecting
2.S.C. 3j 696 1 (a).
Legal Environmental Assistance Foundation, Tnc. v . Hodel, 585 F. Supp. 1 163, 1167 (E.D.
Tern., 1984) (finding that DOE'S hazardous waste was suhject to RCRA and that the agency
should seek a presidential ~xcmptionfor national security i f they could not apply for a permit).
161 F.R.D. 434 (11. Nev. 1995).
20
902 F. Supp. 1240 (D.Nev. 1995).
?I
The suit contained eleven claims for relief alleging the Air Force's improper treatment,
storage, and d~sposalof hazardous waste. These includcd improper bi~rningof hazardous
'-4

''

waste.
II

-" Bmw?zer, 902 F. Supp.

at

1252. See

ava~lab~lity).
13
902 F.Supp. at 1253.
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42 U.S.C.

5 6927(b)(1) (providing

for public

conmol and abatement of solid waste or hazardous waste disposal that would
require the disclosure of classified information concerning that operating
location to any unauthorized person. Presidential Determination No. 95-45,
60 FecI. R P ~52,823
.
(Oct. I 0, 1995).13

The Ninth Circuit upheld the exempiion in the face of plaintiffs' arguments
that the President could only exempt a facility from certain sections of RCRA
but could not exempt documents by their status. The Court held that Congress
left to the President's discretion what was in "the paramount interest of the
United ~ t a t e s . " ? ~That interest was the prevention of disclosure of classified
information to unauthorized persons.
The companion case, Frost, never reached the merits. The Court
ultimately found the plaintiffs would never be able to state a claim because
much of the requested discovery was classified.26 The Air Force was not
required to answer plaintiffs' discovery requests because of the state secrets
privilege, which will be discussed iufru under common law exemptions.
B. CLEAN AIR ACT: Presidential exemption (42 W.S.C. 5 7418(b)) for
one year if in "the paramount interest of the United States"; hazardous air
pollutants exemption (42 U.S.C. § 112(i)(4)); no exemptions for new source
performance standards
I . Reftigees to Forf Allen
The Presidcntial exernptio~~
for Clean Air Act (CAA) requirements has
been invoked in one situation involving the relocation of Haitian and Cuban
ref~~gees
to Fort Allen, Puerto Rico. From April to June 1980, approximately
114,000 refugees entered the United States, and the government was struggling
to cope with the problem of overcrowding in refugee camps." As part of the
solution, the United States planned to relocate some of the refugees to Fort
Allen. a United States Naval Communications Center that was due to be
transferred to the Puerto Rico National ~ u a r d . "
In the summer of 1980, the state" and local residents filed suit seeking
to stop t h e transfer of refugees, alleging that the intended relocation violated,

'' Kasza

v. Brotvner, 133 F 3cl 11.59, 1173 (9Ih Cir. 1998). The President renewed this
dcterminatton on 28 September 1996 (Presidemial Determination 96-54, 61 Fed. Reg. 52679
( 1 996)) and 26 September 1997 (Presidentla1 Delcrmination 97-35, 62 Fed. Reg. 52647
(19971). It has been renewed each year slnce then.
" Kcl~csn,133 F.3d at 1 173-74.

Frost v. Perry, 91 3 F. Supp. 1459, 1467 (13. Nev. 1995),
Puerto Rico v. Muskie, 507 F. Supp. 1035, 1040 (D.P.R.
1981).
Colon V. Carter, 507 F. Supp. 1026, to29 (D.P.R. 1980).
29
In this section and most laws o l the United States, "state" means any of the several states,
including the District of Columbia and P ~ ~ e rRt oi m . Puerto Rico is referenced here.
'7

"
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among other statutes, the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA),~' the

Solid Waste DisposaI Act (SWIDA),~~
and the CIean Water Act ( c w A ) . ~
In~
response, the President signed Executive Order 12244 exempting "each and
every particular emission source located on Fort Allen . . . from compliance
with the provisions of the [Clean Air ~ c t . 1 " ~ ' The Executive Order also
exempted Fort AlIen from CWA, SWDA and Noise Control A C ~
requirements. The U.S. District Court for the District of Buerto Rico held that
the Executive Order was "a valid exercise of Presidential Powers
notwithstanding its invocation by a party Defendant after the commencement
of this litigation."35
It should be noted that with respect to the SWDA exemption, the
District Court subsequently reversed its ruling, holding that '"he exemption
from the SoIid Waste Disposal Act . . . is limited in scope and does not
encompass the full range of the proven consequences of the refugee activities
at Fort ~llen."~?he Court reasoned that because the statutory exemption only
exempted solid waste management facilities and because Fort Allen did not
have such a facility, requirements relating to solid waste producing activities
were not exempt.37 The District Court's holding was vacated by the First
Circuit Court of Appeals because a settlement rendered the ruling
However, the District Court's ruling stands as a warning to environmental
practitioners that a waiver must be drafted carefully to ensure its scope reflects
the underlying statutory authority and encompasses all anticipated activities.
2. Other Exemptior~sin !Ire CAA

In addition to being able to exempt any federal agency from the
requirements of the CAA, the President may, "if he determines it to be in the
paramount interest of the United States to do so, issue regplations exempting . .
. any weaponry, equipment, aircraft, vehicles, or other classes or categories of
property which are owned or operated by the Armed Forces of the United
States . . . and which are uniquely military in naturc."'"he
President must
reconsider the need for such regulations at three-year intervals. The President
has not invoked this provision.

30

42 U.S.C. 48 4321-4347.

42 U.S.C. 66 6901-6992k.
Federal Water Pollution Control Act, 33 U.S.C. $4 125 1- 1387.
33 Exec. Order No. 12244, 45 Fed. Reg. 66,443 (1980). President Reagan issued a similar
Executive Order a year later, Exec. Order No. 12327,46 Fed. Reg, 48,893 ( I 981 ).
34 42 U.S.C. $4 4907-4918.
35 Colon v. Carter. 507 F. Supp. 1026, T 032 (D.P.R. 1980).
3"ue~-to Rico v. Muskie, 507 F. Supp. 1035,1048 (D.P.R. 19x1).
77
id. at 1048-49.
38 Marquez-Colorlv. Reagan. GGX F.2d 61 1, 614 ( 1 s t Cir. 1981).
2
"
' U.S.C. $ 741 8(b).
3'

32
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Scattered throughout the text of the CAA are a variety of other
provisions that may be used to exempt specific national security activities. For
example, CAA section 604(f3 allows the President to exempt the use of certain
ozone depleting substances if consistent with the Montreal Protocol, if
adequate substitutes are not available, and if such use is necessary to protect
national security interest^.^' Other national security provisions in the CAA
have a similar, narrow focus. 4 I
Regulations implementing the CAA also have exem tions related to
national security. For example, a conformity determination4 i s not required,
generally speaking, for actions in response to emergency situations such as
terrorist acts and military rn~bilizations.~~
Also, tactical vehicles may be
granted an exemption from new vehicle standards and diesel fuel standards.44
Environmental practitioners are encouraged to check applicable CAA
regulations for exemptions that may be applicable to the military.

P

For a number of years, the DoD CAA Services Steering Committee
(SSC) has recommended that installations with Title V permits seek to include
a national security provision in their pernlits. The national security provision
suggested by the CAA SSC exempts emissions that result from surge
conditions that are in response 20 a national security emergency. The Naval
Air Weapons Station, China Lake, has a national security provision in its Title
V permit. The pennit states, in relevant pad, that "[wlhen a national security
emergency occurs, the resulting surge conditions shall not he considered in
determining compliance with permit terms."'3c' The pennif states that the
Commanding Officer is responsible for determining when a national security
emergency exists. However, if the surge condition lasts far longer than 30
days, the Secretary of tlae Navy must approve continued use of the exemption.
Installations should consider including an emergency exemption in their Title
V permit if there is likely to be a significant emissions increase due to a
national security situation.

''42 U.S.C. 5 7671c(0.
41

See, c.g., 42 U.S.C. $ 7522(b)(3) (EPA may exempt new motor vehicles or engines for
reasons of national security); 42 U.S.C. 9 7586(g) (facilities selling artemative fuel need not
be open to the publ~cdue to security concerns); 42 U.S.C. 5 75R8(e) (vehicles may be
cxempted from fleet vehicle program based on national security).
42 U.S.C. 2 7506(c).
43
See40C.F.R. 5 51.852, 51.853(d), (e).
44 40 C.F.R. 3s 85.1708, 80.602.
" 42 U.S.C. $9 765 1 -7G-S 1 o. A Title V permit is an operating permit for stationary sources
issued pursuant to Title V af the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990, Pub. L. 101-549, Title
V, 104 Stat. 2399,2635-48 (1990) (codified as amended at 42 U.S.C. 7661).
46
Great Basin Unified Air Pollution Control District, Permit #:V-l A, general condition t 6 [on

"

file with Mr. Leslie H . Reed, Jr., AFLSAIJACE].
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4. Requesting Variancesfrom State or Local Air Boards

Some state or local air regulations contain provisions aflawing a person
to apply for a variance from regulatory requirements. Although variance
procedures are not exclusively for 'hational security," they are an alternative
that should be considered if mission requirements dictate.
Variance procedures differ from state to state. Far example, sections
42350-42362 of the California Health and Safety Code allow a person to apply
for a variance from "the rules and regulations of the [air] district."" In order
for the variance to be granted, a hearing board must make six findings of fact,
including, among others, that the applicant is or will be in violation of a rule,
regulation, or order; that, due to conditions beyond the reasonable control of
the petitioner, requiring compliance would result in either an arbitrary or
unseasonable taking of property or the practical closing of a lawful business;
and that during the period of the variance, the petitioner wilI reduce excess
emissions to the maximum extent feasible.4R
During the 2000-2001 energy crisis in California resulting in rolling
blackouts across the State, Onizuka Air Force Station (AFS) sought a variance
from a permit limiting the use of its back-up generators. Under Oniz~tka
AFS's CAA permit, the back-up generators were only allowed to operate far
approximately 16 hours during a 12-month period in the event commercial
power and natural gas supplies were lost. Faced with the prospect of rolling
blackouts and a questionable supply of natural gas, Onizuka AFS applied for a
variance to ensure that it would have power to perform its satellite control
mission. After a hearing, the Bay Area Air Quality Management District
Hearing Board granted the variance.
A note of caution before seeking a state or local variance: although a
state may have establisl~ed variance procedures, the United States
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) does not recognize such procedures
as a legitimate way of complying with the CAA. Thus, even though a state
may grant a variance, EPA can still take enforcement action for the underlying
violation. Therefore, before pursuing a variance, environmental practitioners
should be mindful of the risk involved. Air Force practitioners should seek
MAJCOM and Air Staff concurrence prior to seeking a variance.

-

47
48

Cal. Health and Safety Code 3 42350(a).
Cal. Health and Safety Code 42352(a).
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C. ENDANGERED SPECIES ACT: Nationa! security exemption (16
U.S.C. 1536 0)) and Endangered Species Committee review
(1 6 U.S.C. I536 (e)(2))

Section 7(a)(2) of the Endangered Species Act (ESA)~'requires federd
agencies to consult with the Fish and Wildlife scrvice5' to ensure planned
actions are not like1y to jeopardize the continued existence of any endangered
or threatened species or to result in the destruction or adverse modification of
critical habitat."
Section 7Cj), however, provides a unique national security
52
exemption.
A federal agency, the governor of the state where the action will occur,
or any permit or license applicant may apply to the Secretary of Interior, who
will consider the exemption request initially. If, in the Secretary's opinion, the
action would likely jeopardize species or habitat, the exemption request will be
considered by the Endangered Species ~ommittec" for final determir~ation.~~
This Committee reviews applications to decide whether to grant an exemption
from the requirements of section 7(a1(2).'~
The Committee employs a high threshold standard for exemptions,
specifically: (E) there are no reasonable and prudent alternatives to the agency
action; (ii) benefits of the action clearly outweigh the benefits of conserving
the species and habitat, and the action is in the public interest; (iii) the action is
of regional or national significance; and (iv) there have been no irreversible
commitments of resources.56 Finally, reasonable mitigation and enhancement
measures must be establishedn5'
Ultimately, the Secretary of Defense (SECDEF) can overcome the
Comlnittee standard by directing the Committee to grant an exemption if he

4q
50

16 U.S,C. 5 1536 (a)(2).

For marine species, one must consult with the National Marine Fisheries Service.
16 U.S.C. 3 1536(a)(2).
I6 U.S.S.C. 5 1536Cjj.
53 The Endangered Species Committee is composed of seven members: the Secretaries of
Agriculture, the Army, and the Interior (serving as Chairman), as well as the Chairman of the
Council of Econom~cAdvisors, the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency,
the Administrator of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, and one
individual, selected for each hearing by the Secretary of the Interior and appointed by the
President, representing the affected state or states. I6 U.S.C. (j 1536(e)(3).
54 16 U.S.C. 5 1536 (g)(l).
35
16 U.S.C. 5 1536 (a)(2). The six standing members of the Committee and one selected by
the President for each affected state may hold hearings and secure information to carry out
their duties. 16 U.S.C. 5 1533.
'"6 U.S.C. $ 1536 (h){l)(A).
16 U.S.C. § 1536 (h)[l)(R).

"
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finds i t necessary for reasons of national security.58 This power has never been
exercised, but it appears to be virtually unlimited. "Virtually," because the
provision immediately preceding it states that "notwithstanding any other
provision of this chapter, the Committee shall be prohibited from considering
for exemption any application made to it . . . if the Secretary of State . . .
certifies . . . that the granting . . . would be in violation of an international
treaty ~bli~ation."~"eftl~er has this provision ever been tested. Both of these
unusual exemption provisions have the "notwithstanding any other provision
of this chapter" language.
IF a situation materializes where the two conflict
and SECDEF and the Secretary of State cannot agree, the President will like1y
have to resolve the conflict.
Though the SECDEF's national secusity exemption has never been
invoked, practitioners seeking to invoke it wiIl benefit from a brief description
of the Committee process and the cases considered to date. The ESA was
originally passed in 1973 without any provision for the Endangered Species
Committee. The statute's lack of flexibility in calling for almost absolute
protection of an individual species from extinction resulted in controversy.
The controversy arrived in the form of a small non-descsipt fish that stopped
the constrr~ctionof a dam. The fish, of course, was the snail-darter, and the
dam was the Tennessee-Tellico. It was this seeming]y irreconcilable conflict
between survival o f a species and a federal infrastructure project that led
Congress in 1978 to add provisions for the cabinet-level Endangered Species
Committee (ESC) in an effort to mediate future conflicts between economic
and environmental interests.6'
If at least five of the seven members of the Committee find that the
appIicable criteria, as specified in the ESA, have been satisfied, an exemption
will be granted, the text of which will specify the appropriate mitigation and
enhancement rnea~ures.'~This exemption is perrnancnt and irrevocable unless
the Secretary of the interior finds the action will result in the extinction of
another species not considered in the exemption application.b2 While
removing the absolute inflexibility of the 1973 Act, the ESC utilized a very
demanding balancing test in the event of an "irresolvable conflict,"" o m that
was very difficult to satisfyno5
58

"Notwithstanding any other provision of this Act, the Committee shall grant an exemption
for any agency action if the Secretary of Defense finds that such exemption is necessary for
reasons of national security." 1 6 U.S.C. $ 1536 (j).
59 16 U.S.C. 5 1536(i).
Id.
16 U.S.C. $ 1536 (o(1).
62 16 U.S.C. $ $ 1536 (h)(l), (h)(l )(B).
16 U.S.C. 6 1536(h)(2)(B)(i).
Endangered Species Act Amendments of 1978, Pub. L. No. 95-632, (i 2(4), 92 Stat. 2751
(amending I G U.S.C. 3 1532 ( 19761).
65
The Carter Admimstration conducted cornprchcnsive surveys of Department of the Interior
files and determined that, of more than 4500 potential conflicts, only three Iiad been

"
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Shortly after it was formed, the Committee was quickly labeled the
"God Squad" or "Extinction Committee." The body first considered
exemptions for the Tellico Dam project in Tennessee and then for the Gray
Rocks Dam on the Laramie River in Wyoming. bb In the Gray Rocks Dam
case, the Committee granted the exemption; in the Tellico Dam case, it did
not."' For the Tellico Dam case, the Committee carefully reviewed the
evidence and considered the benefits of the dam and the costs associated with
obIiteraling the Little Tennessee River. These costs included eradication of the
snail darter and the loss of the riverside way of life. They concluded
unanimously that the continued existence of the snail darter outweighed the
completion of the Tellico am." Rather than exempting the dam outright,
Congress amended the ESA in 1978 mandating both the balancing test and the
Committee described in the previous paragraph.
In the Gray Rocks case, a dam project in Wyoming threatened
whooping cranes in Nebraska. The Corninittee voted unanimously to grant an
exemption, with enforceable mitigation and enhancement measures imposed to
reduce the threat to the birds. Tllese measures provided for the establishment
of a conseavation trust fund to maintain critical habitat, and monitoring of
water withdrawals from the dam. To date, that is the only application for
exemption that has been fully granted." Thus, from 1978 until 1991, the
Committee met twice and granted one exemption.
In 1991, the Secretary of the lnterios became involved in another issue
that would eventually caIl the Committee back into session. The question had
been smoldering in litigation for years. 70 At issue were 44 proposed Bureau of
Land Management (BLM) timber sales in Oregon and the spotted owl that
made its home in thc trees to be harvested. The issue pitted the timber
ecoilorny and way of life against the spotted owl and the old-growth ecosystem
of the Pacific Northwest in what was largely a battle o f biology and politics.
BLM and the Fish and Wildlife Service are both federal agencies under
the supervision of the Department of Interior. Although they have separate
areas of responsibility, the nature of those responsibilities (land, plants,
--

administratively irreconcilable and, in each of these three cases (including Tellico), the federal
agency involved had refused to discuss project adjustments that would have alleviated the
conflict. Tenn. Valley Auth. v. Hill, 437 1J.S. 153 (1998). See Zygmunt J.B. Plater. hr the
I.Vakc of ?Ire Stmil Dorm-. Atr Gn~irnnmentnlLaw Paradigm and its Conseqirmces, 19 U.
MVIICH.
J.L. REFORM805, 828 n.82 (1986) (providing in-depth analysis of Tdliso Dam issue).
"76 U.S.C. 4 1 539 (i)(I) (Supp. I11 1979).
b3
See Jared des Rosiers, T l ~ eExe~nptionProcess U t z d ~ the
r E~zrlnngercdSpecies Act: How the
"God Squad" Works and IVltv, 66 NOTRE DAMEL. REV. 825, 845-46 (199 1).
68
GEORGEC. COGGING, CHARLES
WtLKERSON, & JOHND. LFSSHY,FEDERAL
P~JBLIC
LAND
AND RESOURCES LAW805 (3'"d.
1993).
69
id, at 806.
For a description of the litigation, see. e.g., John Lowe Weston. The Enhrtgererl Species
Cornmirtee and rhc Norrhern Spotfed Owl: Did fhe "God Squad" Play God?. 7 ADMIN.L.J.
AM. U. 779 (1993).

"
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animals, and the use of land) means their policies are inextricably linked.
Early in 1992, as directed by Manuel Lt~jan,Secretary of the Interior, BLM
developed a recovery plan. Several months laier, Interior formulated its own
somewhat Iess protective preservation plan. The Fish and Wildlife Service
found that the timber sales would "likely jeopardize" the continued existence
ofthe 0 ~ 1 . ~ '
Secretary Lujan took the issue to the Committee, and on May 14, 1992,
in a five ta two vote, the Committee granted an exemption for about onequarter of the BLM timber sales and denied the request for the ren~ainder.'~
Both plans were greeted with little support from either side, and the
controversy raged on. This was the last time the Committee afficiaIly
convened.
D. MIGRATORY BIRD TREATY ACT (MBTA)

The Migator- Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) 73 was, until recently, a piece
of legislation little known to miIitary practitioners or anyone else. It was
passed in 1918 to codify the contents of numerous bilateral and multi-lateral
treaties prohibiting the taking of migratory birds.74 The statute was designed to
criminalize common practices that colrntries had begun to realize were
decimating migratory bird p o p u l a t i o n s . 7 ~Act
~ c provides in pertinent part:
Unless and except as permitted by reguIatioos made as hereinafter pravided
in this snbchapter, it shall be i~nIawfi~l
at any ttme, by any means or in any
manner, to pursue, hunt, take, capture, kilI, attempt to take, capture, or kill,
possess, offer for sale, sell, offer to barter, barter, offer to purchase,
purchase, deliver for shipment, ship, export, import, cause to be shipped,
exported, or imported, deliver for transportstion, transport or cause to be
transported. carry or cause to be carried, or receive for shipment,
transportation, carriage, or export, any n~igratorpbird . . .

.'"

No1 only is the Act's language extensive but Ihc Pist of covered species
is staggering. Even species sucll as raptors and cattle egrets-though they don't
migrate off the parcel on which they were born-arc covered by the Act.
Air Force practitioners initially paid the Act little heed because several
different W.S. circuit courts of appeal had held that the federal government was

" ld. at

808.

" Id. at 806.
'' 16 U.S.C. $5 703-7 12.

74 For a 1 ist oS treaties and spec~cscovered. see 50 C.F.R. 3 10.13
'"hrouShout
rhe count-ry in the early 20"' century. huge rnuzzIe loading guns known as
cannons were nscd to kill hundreds aF ~vild birds n i t h a single ?hot. This practlce is
dramatized in 3ames Michener's novel, CIi~.~.srrpenke.
'"6 W.S.C. 2 70.7.
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not subject to the MBTA.'~ Accordingly, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
(FWS) ceased giving
to federal agencies for intentional taking of
migratory birds. These intentional takes were of the type undertaken through
the Air Force's Bird Air Strike Hazard (BASH) program to rid flightlines of
birds dangerous to flying operations when they couldn't be controlled in other
ways. 7')
The D.C. Circuit altered the MBTA playing field in July of 2000. In
Humane Sociev v. ~ l i c k t n a n ,the
~ ~ court held that MBTA proscriptions
applied to a Department of Agriculture effort to eradicate the nuisance of an
exploding population of Canada Geese. This case was a surprise to
Government practitioners but at least there were regulations that might allow
an installation to get a permit for intentional takes, 81
The tougher situation involved unintentional takes. For the Air Force,
unintentional takes arise in two principal ways: bird deaths on power poles
and bird deaths from activities on ranges.
In an effort to deal with these
situations, President Clinton signed an Executive orderx2 requiring federal
agencies to work with FWS to mitigate the negative impact of unintentional
takes. It stopped short of requiring permits, however, because FWS had no
regulations to grant permits for unintentional takes. Up until that time, they
had used their enforcement discretion to avoid the issue when there were
insignificant impacts to birds.R3
The Navy ran afoul of the unintentional take issue in 2002 when the
U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia held the Navy was violating
the MBTA by unintentionally taking migratory birds while bombing a range in
the Farallon de Medinilla islands. 84 In a subsequent case,B5 the Court found it
7 9 ~generally,
e
Newton County Wildlife Ass", v. United States. 113 F.3d 110, 115 (8th Cir.
1997) (concluding that the Forest Senlice is not a "person" for purposes o f the MBTA): Sierra
Club v. Martm, 110 F.3d 1551 (11'" Cir. 1997); Curry v. United Stares, 988 F. Supp. 541
(W.D. Penn. 1997).

7 9 0C.E.R. 5 2 1.
See generally, AFI 32-7064, integrated Natural Resource Management (Aug 1, 1997), 7 6.6;
AFI 9 1-202, USAF Mishap Prevention Program (Aug 1, 1998); AFPAM 9 1-2 12, Bird Aircraft
Strike Hazard (BASH) Mgrnt. Techniques (April I , 1997). On September 12, 1997,
USAF/ILE issued a policy directmg installations to, among other things, comply with the
treaties, follow the Natlonal Environmental Policy Act, 42 W.S.C. $3 4321-4347, and make
every effort to use non-lethal means, before intentionally taking any rnigratary birds.
Memorandum fiom HQ USAFIILE to ALMAJCOMISEICE and USAEAISEICE (Subject:
Interim Pol~cyon Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA)) ( 12 Sep 1997) [on file with authors].
217 E.3d 882 (B.C. Cir. 2000) (dealing w ~ t hMRTA 5 703, not the criminal provisions of
$ 707).
at
See 50 C.F.R.
4 2 1.
82
Exec. Order No. I3,I 86,66 Fed. Reg. 3,853 (2001).
83
Center for Dialogical Diversity v. Pirie. 191 F. Supp. 2d 161, 168 (D. D.C. 2002), vncored
and remanded rrs moot, Center for Biological Diversity v. England, No. 02-5 163 consolidated
with No. 02-5180, 2003 U.S. App. LEXIS I 1 l O (D.C. Cir. 2003) (lipon amendment of the
MBTA).
191 E. Supp. 2d 161 (D.D.C. 2002)-

"
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had no choice but to enjoin the Navy (and the Air ~orca)" from using the
range. This decision precipitated a Congressional response. Section 315 of the
Fiscal Year 2003 Defense Authorization AC~"makes the MBTA inapplicable
to the incidental taking of birds during "military readiness activities"" 8llti I
such time" as the Secretary of lnterior writes regulations, wit11 the concurrence
of SECDEF,
exempting "mililary readiness activities." This legislative
initiative was part of a larger package of DoD legislative proposals that will be
discussed ir$w.

'"

E. CLEAN WATER ACT (cwA):" Presidential exemption (33 U.S.C.
9 13231a)) for one year if in "the paramount interest of the United States";
exemption may he renewed; not available for new sources subject to
national performance standards (33 U.S.C. 8 1316) or subject to toxic and
pretreatment effluent standards (33 U.S.C. $1317)

The President has only invoked this exemption in connection with the
relocation of Haitian and Cuban refugees to Fort Allen, Puerto ~ i c o . ' ~
However, the Supreme Court recognized the validity of the exemption in
Weinberger v ~omero-~nrcelo." In that case, the district court held, in part,
that the Navy's release of ordnance into the waters surrounding Vieques
Island, Puerto Rico, constituted the discharge of a poll~~tant
without a permit in
violation of the vial at ow ever, the district court refused to enjoin the Navy
from further training.

''Ctr. for Biological Diversity v . Pirie, 201 E. Supp. 2d 1 I3 (D. Q.C, 2002).
R6

Tlre Air Force submitted evidence to the court that the Air Force used the range about 25%
of the time and that 57% of its training ordnance in the Pacific theater was dropped on that
range. Air Force Brief, Centerfor- Biolo~icalD i w r ~ i Q11 Pirie [on file with authors].
Bob Stump National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2001, Pub. L. No. 107-3 14,
5 3 15 (2002).
XK
( f ) MILITARY READmESS ACTIVITY- (1) In this section the term
'military readiness activity' includes--{A) all training and operations of the
A m c d Forces that relate to combat; and (B) the adequate and realistic
testing of rnilirary equipment, vehicles, weapons, and sensors for proper
operation and suitabilrty for combat use. (2) The term does not include--(A)
the routine operation of installation operating support ftmctions, such as
adrninlstrative offices, military exchanges, cornm~ssasies,water treatment
facilities, storage facilities, schools, housrng. motor pools, laundries,
morale, welfare, and recreation activ~ties,shops, and mess halls; (R) the
operation of industrial activities; or (C) the constsuction or demolition of
facilities used for a puTose described in subparagraph {A) or {B).
/I!. at $ 3 1 S(f),
89
The Act requires regulations not Inter than one year after enactment. /d at $ 3 1 5(d)(I ).
90
Id at $ 3 15(d)(2).
01
Federal Water PoIlutian ContruE Act, 3 3 U.S.C. $9 125 1-1387.
92
See sripra sect~anTI. l3.(CAA sectlon).
93 456 W.S. 305 (1982).
4d at 309.
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The Court of Appeals for the First Circuit reversed, hotding that the
CWA required the coufi to enjoin the unpennitted discharge.":' The First
Circuit relied, in part, on the availabiIity of the Presidential exemption to
support its holding that the district court must issue an injunction, stating that
the Navy was free to request a Presidential exemption if the injunction would
significantly interfere with the Navy's training9"
The Supreme Court reversed and held that the district court had
equitable discretion whether to issue an injunction for a CWA violation. In its
opinion, the Court explained that the Presidential exemption did not support
the concIusjon that the district court must enjoin the Navy for an unpemitted
discharge. The Court reasoned that the exemption serves a different and
compIementary purpose from an injunction, specifically "that of permitting
no,zcompliance by federal agencies in extraordinary circun-~stances."~~
In Natural Resources Defense Corrrrcil 17. Wntkins, 954 F.2d 974 (4th
Cir. 1992), the Fourth Circuit addressed the Presidential exemption in the
CWA. The Court observed that by virtue of the exemption, the 'Xxecutive
Branch possesses ultimate unilateral authority to prevent any compromise to
national security concerns."" The Court went on to state that the Supreme
Court's Ronrero-Barcelo decision illrzstrated that the Presidential exemption
"could completely isot ate a non-complying federal facility from the purview of
the courts.''99
Like the CAA, the CWA allows the President, if he determines it to be
in the paramount interest of the United States, to issue regulations exempting
from compliance wit11 effluent standards any weaponry, equipment, aircraft,
vessels, vehicles, or other classes or categories of property which are owned or
operated by the Armed Farces of the United States and are uniquely military in
nature.Io0 The President must reconsider the need for such regulations at threeyear intervals. The President has not invoked this provision.

F. NEPA: Relief from the requirements of the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) versus an actnaI exemption;
Administrative Procedure Act (APA) $701 (b)(l )(g)
I . NEPA and the APA
NEPA section l02(2)(C) requires fcderal agencies undertaking major
federal actions significantly affecting the quality of the human environment to
include a detailed statement by the responsible official on the environmental

" Romero-Rarcelo v. Brown, 643 F.2d 835, 862 ( I st Cir. 198I).
" /Id
07

Rorner.0-Bnrc~lo,456 U.S. at 318.
Natural Resources Defense Council v. Watkins, 954 F.2d 974,982 (4th Cir. 1992).
9P
Id. at 983.
IM
33 U.S.C. 5 1323(a).
9R
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effects of the action and potential alternatives to it.'" The statute does not,
however, provide a cause of action to plaintiffs wanting to enforce it against
fedeta1 agencies. The Administrative Procedure Act ( M A ) provides that
cause of action.
A plaintiff wanting to sue the Government for violating NEPA does so
under sections 703 and 704 of the APA.'" These provide for judicial review
of final agency actions for which there is no adequate remedy in a court.
Section 706(2)(A) of the APA provides the standard of review. It states in
pertinent part that "the reviewing court shall . . . hold unlawful and set aside
agency action, findings, and conclusions found to be . . .arbitrar# capricious,
an abuse of discretion, or othenvise not in accordance with law."'
The M A , however, has a sort of national security exemption. Section
70E(b)(I)(G) excludes from the definition of agency "military authority
exercised in the field in time of war or in occupied territory." Courts have
interpreted this clause narrowly. Although they are loath to interfere in
command relationships'04 or the military's decisions on training and
equipping,'" they have not given military departments much deference when it
comes to application of other statutory schemes.'""

2. The CEQ and "Emergency Circumsrances"
Outside the APA, NEPA has no other statutory exemption for national
security. Rather, the courts and the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ)
have found certain leeway in the language of the stahtte. As one court stated,
'Thus, while Congress hoped to compel the considerations of environmental
concerns in significant federal actions, Congress also recognized that 'essential
considerations of national policy' could prevent the meticulous application of
NE?A."'~~CEQ has indeed promulgated regulations to take emergencies into
account. For example, one regulation states:
Where emergency circumstances make it necessary to take an action with
significant environmental impact w~thoutobserving the provisions of these
regulations, the Federal age~lcytaking the action should consult with the
Council about aItemative arrangenlents. Agencies and the Council will limit

lo'

42 U.S.C. $4332(2)(C).

lo' 5
'03

U.S.C. §$703-04.

5 U.S.C. 706(2)(A).

Chappel! v. Wallace, 462 U.S. 296 (1983).

lad

"'Gilligan v. Morgan, 4 13 U.S. 1 (1 9731.

(D.C.

'06 Seeae.g., Doe v. Sullivan, 938 F.2d 1370
Cir. 1991) (holding that plaintiffs' challenge
to a Health and I-luman Services rulemaking that allowed the military to use investtgational

drugs was outside the military authority exception).
'"'Valley Citizens for a Safe Env't v. Vest, 22 ELR 20355 (D. Mass. May 6, 1991) citing
Kleppe v. Sierra Club, 427 U.S. 390, 421 (1476) (Marshall, J. d~ssenting)(because NEPA is a
livagueIy worded statute." courts have the responsibility to give meaning to NEPA provisions).
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such arrangements to actions necessary 2 0 control the immediate impacts of
the emergency. Other actions remain subject to NEPA review.'"

A case at Westover AFB during Operation Desert Storm tested the
emergency circumstance concept. In 1987, Westover Air Force Base issued an
Environmental Impact Statement @IS) to evaluate the likely effects that the
presence and operation of C-5 transport aircraft would have on the
e n v i r ~ n m e n t . ' ~he
~ EIS provided that no military activity would be routinely
scheduled between 10:OO p.m. and 7:00 a.m., but in September 1990, the Air
Force began flying on a 24-hour schedule due to events relating 20 Operation
Desert ~torm.'" CEQ determined the situation in the Middle East constituted
an emergency within the meaning of its regulations and allowed the Air Force
to operate the flights.
Plaintiffs, a group desirous of quiet around the base, challenged CEQ's
authority to allow such arrangements in an emergency and the application of
the regulation to those circumstances. The court upheld CEQ's authority to
both issue emergency regulations and its application 20 Westover. Notably the
court reflected that NEPA requires compliance only "to the fullest extent
possible,""f indicating an EIS is not mandatory in all circumstances. Further
it held that the decision by CEQ and the Air Force to characterize the Westover
situation as an emergency was reasonable given the hostile and unpredictable
Persian Gulf crisis.'
It is interesting to note that the parties in Westover
never contended that an ETS was essential under all circumstances, The
disagreement was over what constituted an emergency sufficient to circumvent
the EIS requirement.

''

3. Ofher Upliyare Sifr~ntions.Waivers, and Classrfied Actions

In addition to the CEQ emergency exemption, practitioners should look
to Air Force guidance on the subject."'
AFI 32-7061, The Air Force
Environmental Impact Analysis Process ( E N ) , as promulgated at 32 C.F.R.
9 989, recognizes that "unique situations may arise that require [different]
EIAP strategies."' l 4 It cautions, however, that "[tlhese situations may warrant
modification of the procedures," but should only be considered when the
resulting process "would benefit the Air Force and still comply with NEPA
and CEQ regulations."' j 5

'09

40 C.F.R. Ij 1506.11.
Valley Citizens, 22 ELR 20355.

?I0

id.

'Os

""2 U.S.C. 5 4332.
"%alley Citizens, 22 ELR at 20365.
11'" S ~ also
P Exec. Order No. 12,114,44 Fed. Reg. 1957 (1 979).
332 C.F.R. 6 989.34(a),
' I r Id

'"
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A related exception allows for emergency or immediate actions where
time does not allow immediate compliance with CEQ regulations.
applying this exception, the courts do nbt simply pemit DoD agencies to
bypass NEPA. They wiI1, however, allow a military department to make a
decision without going through the pubtic notice and comment portions of the
law. An Air Force example of this occurred during the F-15 beddown at Luke
AFB in the 1970s. In that case, the Ninth Circuit held that exigencies of
national defense required deployment actions prior to a final EXS. In
sanctioning such actions, the Court relied on the fact that decision makers had
reviewed a completed, though not final, EIS prior to makin their decision.' I'
Another case worth noting is Crosby v. Young.] It stands for tlse
proposition that CEQ has the requisite authority to allow an agency, in this
case thc Department of Housing and Urban Development, after making
alternative arrangements with CEQ, to approve urban development funding
before completion of an EIS. The Court found that CEQ had the authority to
interpret the provisions of NEPA to accommodate emeriency circumstakes.
Another case involved a fact situation in which Congress mandated a timeline
shorter than the time it wouId take to accomplish an EIS. The Court held that
the agency had little choice but to comply with the mandate and that this was
an emergency situation. 119
In addition to emergency provisions, there is a waiver provision in the
regulations.120 These waivers must be approved at the Secretariat level and
cannot contravene NEPA or CEQ regulations. The waivers can, however,
substitute more suitable procedures than those in the regulations or a1low for
experimentation in certain situations, 12'
Classified actions get special treatment: under Air Force and CEQ
~ 1 1 e s . l ~In~ the 1 95 1 case of Weinbsrger v. Catholic Action ujHawaii/Peace
Education ~ r o j e c r , 'the
~ ~ Supreme Court rrpheld the district court's decision
concerning classified information. ~1ainti"ffssued to require the Navy to
prepare an ETS for alleged plans to store nuclear weapons in a proposed facility
in Hawaii. The Navy Izad completed an Environmental Assessment for

5

C.F.R. 4 989.34(b).
Wesfside Praperty Owners v . Schlesinger, 597 F.2d 1214, 1218 19th Cis. 1979).
' I 8 Crosby v. Young, 512 F.Supp. 1363,1386 (E.D. Mich. 3981).
I" C o h ~ n
v. Prlce Commission, 337 F.Supp. 1236,1242 (S.D.N.Y. 1972).
"O In order to deal with unusual circumstances and to allow growth in the NEPA process,
SAFMTQ may grant waivers to those procedures contained in this part not required by NEPA
or the CEQ Regulations. Such waivers sIlaIl not be used re Limit compliance with NEPA or the
CEQ Regulations but only to substih~teother, more suitable proced~iresrelative to the context
of the particular action.
Such waivers may also be granted on occasion to allow
expcrimentatlon in procetllrres in order ta allow growth in the EIAP. This authority may not
bc delegated. 32 C.F.R. 9 389.36.
Id,
t507.3(c).
121 See 32 C.F.R. 5 989.26; 40 C.F.R.
I21
Weinbcrger v. Catholic Action of I-IaweiiPeace Educ. Project, 454 U.S. 139 ( I 981).
""2
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construction of a weapons storage facility. Those documents, however, were
classified, as the facility was capabIe of storing nuclear weapons. The lower
court decided that NEPA applied to the Navy's actions, but that given national
security provisions and the Navy's own regulations,i24the Navy had complied
with NEPA to the fullest extent possible. The circuit court of appeals
disagreed, requiring the agency to prepare and release a hypothetical EIS for
the operation of a facility capable of storing nuclear weapons.
The Supreme Court overturned the appeals court decision, finding
that a hypothetical EIS was a creature of judicial cloth and not mandated by
statute or regulation. The Court acknowledged the twin goals of NEPA: a)
ensuring federal agency decisionmaking utilized environmentat considerations;
and b) informing the public that those environmental matters had been
considered, stating these two aims were compatible but not necessarily
coe~tensive."~ Thus, NEPA contemplates that in a given circumstance a
federal agency might have to include environmental considerations in its
decisionmaking process, yet withhold public disclosure.'" The Navy still
needed to consider environmental consequences in its evaluative process, even
if it was unable to meet NEPA" pubbc disclosure goals due to the classified
nature of the material and the exemption found in Freedom o f Information Act
Exemption 1.'27
4. NEPA in Summaly

In the final analysis, there is no per se national security exemption in
NEPA. Practitioners need to understand that the APA may disallow NEPA
causes of action against the Air Force in certain situations. The regulations
also provide some flexibility to NEPA's procedural requirements in certain
emergency situations. A careful analysis of the facts will be necessary in each
case.
G. EXEMPTIONS IN OTHER STATUTES

I . Comprehensive Environmenfal Response, Compensation, Liability Act
(CERCLA)

The President may issue orders regarding response actions as may be
necessary to protect national seczrrity. Such orders may include an exemption
-

Navy Security Classification Guide for Nuclear Weapons. Navy SWOP 55-1 (1974); Dept.
of Navy, OPNAV Instruction 572 1.l C (1975).
Weinberger, 454 U.S. at 14 1.
'26 42 U.S.C. $4332 (2)IC).
'27 Weinberger, 454 U.S. at 145. FOTA exemption 1 states: "(b) This section does not apply to
matters that are - (E)(A) specifically authorized under criteria established by an Executive
order to be kept secret in the interest of national defense or foreign policy and (B) are in fact
properly cIassified pursuant to such Executive order." 5 U.S.C. 3 552(b)(1).

'"
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from CERCLA and the Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know
Act (EPCRA).'~~
(While Congess authorized an exemption from EPCRA,
EPCRA, on its face, is not applicable to federal agencies; E P C M is applicable
to federal agencies through Executive Order 13,148.)
2. Toxic Stdhsrances Control Act (TSCA)
The Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency shall waive
compIiance with TSCA upon a request and determination by the President that
the waivcr is necessary in the interest of national d e f e n ~ e . ' ~ "
3.

Safe Drinking Water Acl (SDWA)

The President may exempt facilities for one yeas if in "the paramount
interest of the United ~ t a t e s . " ' ~ "Exemption may be renewed.
4. Cons~alZone Management Act (CZMA)

If a federal court finds illat a federal activity is inconsistent with an
approved state coastal zone management program, the President may exempt
that activity if he determines the activity is in the paramount interest of the
United states.'''
5. Marine Protection, Rescorch, and Sanctrraries Act (MPRSA)

The MPRSA gives the Secretary of Commerce authority to designate
Marine Sanctuaries and to promulgate regulations to protect them.'j2 The head
of a federal agency may decide not to implement Department of Commerce
alternatives regarding agency activities that may injure marine sanctuary
resources if the agency head issues a written statement explaining the reasons
for such a d e ~ i s i o n . ' ~ '
5. Sikes Acr Exemption

An installation's Integrated Natural Resource Management Plan
(NXMP) may substitute for a critical habitat designation under the E S A . ' ~It~

5 9620G); 42 U.S.C.
15 U.S.C. 5 2621.
"'42 42.S.C. lj 3003-6.
13' 16 W.S.C. 5 f456(c)(l){B).
16 U.S.C. 5 1439.
16 U.S.C. 3 1434{d)(3).
16 U.S.C. 6 1533(a)(3)(B)(1).
12'42 U.S.C.

$6 11.001-1 1,050.

12'
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must also provide for "no net loss in the capability of military installation lands
to support the military mission of the in~tallation."'~~

In the event of a declaration of war or the declaration by the President
of a national emergency, "the Secretary of Defense, without regard to any
other provision of law, may undertake military construction projects. . .
necessary to support such use of the armed forces."136 The President
authorized the use of this provision in Executive Order 13,235, November 16,
2001.
111. COMMON LAW EXEMPTIONS
A. The State Secrets Privilege

As described supra in the RCRA section, the Groom Lake litigation
concerning hazardous waste management at a classified operating location was
stopped in its tracks by the state secrets privilege. '37 The Ninth Circuit Court
of Appeals has described the state secrets priviIege as a common law
evidentiary privilege alIowing the government to deny discovery.'38 Courts
should generally try to disentangle sensitive fiom non-sensitive inf~nnation,'~'
but must remain wary of seemingly innocuous information fitting into a Iarger
mosaic.140 Once the privilege is invoked, it is absolute, irrespective of
plaintiff's showing of necessity. 4 '
The plaintiffs in the Groom Lake litigation argued that RCRA should
control over a common law remedy. They argued that RCRA's presidential
exemption represents Congress' codification of the only nationaI security
exemption from the hazardous waste statute,'42 The Court rejected this
argument, noting that the privilege has constitutional underpinnings, has been
established in the rules of evidence for over two hundred years, and may well
be at the head of the list of common law privileges.'43
The plaintiffs next argued that the state secrets privilege, as asserted by
the Air Force in these cases, was overIy broad. The privilege was supported by
an unclassified declaration signed by Sheila Widnall, Secretary of the Air
16 U.S.C. 5 670a(b)(I).
I0 U.S.G. (i 2808.
See Kasza v. Browner, 133 F.3d 1159 (9IhCir. 1998).
Id at 1165, note 1 citing United States v. Reynolds, 345 U.S. 1 (1953).
Knszu, 133 F.3d at 1166.
I4O

'"

Id.
"m.

I"'

Id at 1 167.

' ' b e e id. at 1167-68;

see also HaIkin v. Helms, 598 F.2d 1 (D.C. Cir. 1973).
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~ o r c e14"~vera~
.
classified declarations were also fi 1ed with the Court for in
camercr review-one from Dr. Widnall and one from the Vice Chief of Staff,
The court Sound a11 the declarations sufficient and not overly broad. Of note,
the uncIassified decIaration applied the mosaic theory to what it described as
"security sensitive environmental data." As Dr. WidnaIT stated:
The folIowing are examples of why certa~nenvironmental data is sensitive to
the national security. Collection of information regarding the air, water, and
soil is a classic foreign inteIligence practice, because arlalysis of these
samples can result in t21e identification of military operations and
capnhiltltes. The pr-esence of certain chemicals or chem~calcompounds,
either alone or 111 conjunction w ~ t hother chemicals and compounds. can
reveal military operational capabilities or the nature and scope ot'classificd
operations. Id5

AltI~oughthese are statutory construction arguments against its use,'4%and
some commentators argue that its use has been over expanded,'" the state
secrets privilege remains a potent weapon for DoD practitioners to consider
when faced wit11 litigation involving classified subject matter.
B. T h e Totten Doctrine

Sometinzes called a distant relative of the statc secrets privi~ege,"4the
Totten Doctrine I s another potential common law tool to use in cases with
classified facts. The Doctrine derives its name from the 1875 U.S. Supreme
Court case, Totfen Administrator Y. United ~!afex.'~' The plaintiff,
administrator of William A. Lloyd's estate, originaIIy sued in the U.S. Court of
Claims on behalf of Mr. Lloyd" heir, Enoch Totten, to recover monies
promised to 11im by secret agreement with the President of the United States.
At the beginning of the Civil War, Abraham Lincoln asked that Lloyd spy for
the Union. They agreed to payment of $200 per month.1i0 Following the war,
Lloyd was paid for his expenses but was denied the salary.
The Court of Claims dismissed the suit on the theory that the President
did not have the authority to enter into a contract for secret services on behalf
144

Knszn. 133 F.3d at 1181 (the declaration is reprinted at the end of tlre case).
1 F 82.
116
See, Jonathon Turley. Tl~rorrgJ~
n Loakitrg Gloss D(1rk1~:Nntio~lnlSectrr-iy awd
Inierpretntiort. 53 SMU L.REV. 205 (2000).
"" I ~ Ja. t
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Sforzrtonl

J. Steven Gardner, The Sfole Suuret Privilege Itzvok~dit7 Civil I,it~grit~un:
A Propmnl for
Sfntlrto~yRelief, 29 WAKE FOREST
L. REV. 567,58445( 1994) (asserting that the privilege was
only used five times between 1951 and 1970 while it has been invoked Inore than 50 times
since 1971 ).
148
See e.g., Sean C . Flynn, The Tottot Doctri~~e
nrlil its Poi,soncd Proge~!~,,
2 5 VT. L. REV.
793 (2001).

'"

150

92 U.S. 105 (1875).
Id. at 106.
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of the United States. The Supreme Court ipheld the dismissal on other
grounds. The Court held simply that contracts for secret services needed to be
kept secret forever-that "[bloth employer and agent must have understood that
the lips of the other were to be forever sealed respecting the relalion of either
to the matter.""'
The case has been uscd as authority over the years to dismiss lawsuits
whose subject matter dealt with contracts for secret services. It has arguably
expanded in recent years to cover other non-contract cases involving secrets.152
The Doctrine has the potential to be even more powerful than the state secrets
privilege because it requires immediate dismissal of the case without the in
camera review or disentanglement of the non-sensitive items.
IV. CONCLUSION - EXISTING EXEMPTIONS ARE NOT ENOUGH

The foregoing brief description of national security exemptions from
the various environmental laws is a starting point for practitioners looking to
preserve an operational or trailling mission in the face of irreconcilable
environmental requirements and to comply with DoD policy. While the
exemptions have been rarely used, this appears to be changing. Although DoD
might be able to take greater advantage of these exemptions from time to time,
the bottom line is that we must be able to train the way we fight, and we must
be able to operate to defend the country and its interests. Lndividual pieces of
this day-to-day training are difficult to quantify in absolute national security
terms.

Most of the exemptions described above are narrow and conceived for
limited or one-time uses. In other words, the "work-arounds" described at the
beginning of this paper are one-time exemptions that might be acceptable for
an individual training mission; however, the aggregate result of having to
employ these exemptions on a case-by-case basis might be "death by a
thousand cuts." The death in question being the totality of realistic training for
the military. In the final analysis trainins and operations are on-going needsnot an emergency or an exception.
Although existing exemptions are a valuable hedge against unexpected
future emergencies, they cannot provide the legal basis for the Nation's
everyday military readiness activities. . .
The Defense Dcpartmenl believes that it is unacceptable as a matter of public

IS'

Jci.

'SI

See Flynn s ~ p l - nnote 148.
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poIicy for indispensable readiness activities to be unlawful under our
environmental laws absent repeated invocation of emergency autharityparticularly when narrow clarifications of the underlying regulatory statutes
would enable us both to conduct essenrial actlvitles and protect the
environment.

''' Maybeny/Dvbois testimony, supra note 1 at p. 26.
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THE WCEIPT, NEGOTIATION AND
RJ3SOLUTION OF
ENVIRONMENTAL ENFORCEMENT
ACTIONS
1. INTRODUCTION

Every major environmental statute designates one or mere federal
agencies to administer and enforce the requirements established in the statute
and implementing regulations.'
Most statutes designate the U S .
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and also allow states to enforce
requirements established under EPA's delegated program.2 Regulatory
agencies inspect facilities to evaluate compIiance and, when the regulator
determines that a violation has occurred, it has the discretion to issue an
enforcement action. Such enforcement actions not on1y specify the offending
act or omission, but usually outIine the criteria under which the violation may
be cured, and frequently assess penalties.3
The consequences of an enforcement action may be far-reaching for the
installation, Air Force, and the Department of Defense because it may set
precedent concerning the resolution of simiIas enforcement actions, impact
funding and resources, influence public perception of military activities, affect
ongoing or future litigation, and provide a basis for the regulator to impose a
greater fine for future violations. Consequently, it is essential that installation
environmental attorneys be involved with aIP aspects o f each elrforcement
action and coordinate, as appropriate, with the Major Command (MAJCOM)

' Mnjal- F. Scott RisSejj (B.A.,Auhurn Universip at Montgome~y;J. D. ,Regent Wniversiv;
LL.M. (Environmentnl Law), George Washingion Univemiw) is the Ekven fh Air Force DepuQ
StnrJurlge Advocate, Pnqfic Air Forces, ElmenhrfAir Force Bme, Alaska. He is a member
oj'the Virginia State Bar.
See, e.g.. 16 U.S.C. 1540(e) (Endangered Species Act: Secretary of the Interior, Secretary of

'

Commerce, Secretary of Agriculture, Secretary of the Treasury, Secretary of the Department in
which the Coast Guard is operating, or all such Secretaries).
See, e.g., 15 U.S.C.
8 2684 (Toxic Substances Control Act: EPA Administrator and State
enforcement of lead-based paint training and certification requirements and lead hazard
pamphlet); 42 U.S.C. 3 7413 (Clean Air Act: EPA Administrator and State enforcement of the
State Implementation Plan); 33 U.S.C. 8 13 14 (Clean Water Act: EPA Adminiswator and
State enfarcement of perm~ts). In contrast to these examples, there is no provision permitting
state enforcement of the requirements establ~shedin the Endangered Species Act. See 16
U.S.C. $4 153 1 - 1544.
3
For example, see the EPA's enforcement and compliance policies and guidance at:
http://www.epa.govlcornp~fan~~/resources/po~m~.
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and Regional Counsel Ofices (RCOS].~ o he environmental attorneys must
work closely with the installation organizations-usually the Civil Engineering
Squadron-to appropriately and timely respond to all enforcement actions.
This article provides basic information covering the management of
enforcement actions from their receipt to closure.
11. RECEIVING AN ENFORCEMENT ACTION
Appropriate reporting of and responding to enforcement actions
requires environmental attorneys to understand the various notifications that
constitute an enforcement action. This first section examines what is and is not
an environmental enforcement action, addresses two particularly thorny issues
related thereto, and reviews enforcement action reporting requirements.
A. What Canstit~~tes
an Enforcement Action

Air Force Instruction (AFI) 32-7047, Envivov-rmenfal Compliance
Tracking nnd ~ e ~ o r t i defines
n ~ , ~ an Enforcement Action (EA)%S "[alny
written notice from a federal, state, district, county or municipal regulatory
agency indicating one or more violations of environmental statutes or
regulations including warning lctters, notices of violation or noncompliance,
administrative orders, and consent order^."^ An EA must be in writing. Oral
communications do not constitute EAs. An EA must be issued under the
auspices of a governmental body that has the authority to enforce
environmental requirements within its jurisdiction. Finally, an EA must assert
that the acts or omissions of the Air Force have violated one or more
provisions of a codification of environmental requirements that the EA's issuer
has authority to enforce. From a due process perspective, the EA must put the
Air Force on notice of the alleged violation with sufficient specificity to allow
the Air Force to ascertain its possible culpability and formulate a response.
There is no universally recognized nomenclature For these notifications
of enviro~~mental
violations. The MI provides several examples: "warning
letters, notices of violation or noncompliance, administrative orders, and
4

The MAJCOM and Regtonal attorneys will coord~nate,as appropriate, with the Air Force
Legal Sesviccs Agency, Environn~entalLaw and Litigation D~vision(AFLSAJJACE).
AFI 32-7047, Con?plin~~ce
fincking and R e p o ~ i n(March
~
3 1, 1994).
b
It 1s unfortunate that w~tliinthe immense universe of possible two-Ietter acronyms. the Air
Force chose one that has long been identified with rhe National Environmental Policy Act.
"EA" as used in this article and in the source docurnelits from which t h ~ sarticle is derived,
includ~ngAFI 32-7047, is in no way related to a NEPA E~~vironrnentnl
Assessment, wliich also
uses the acronym "EA."
7
AF132-7047, Attachment I . Having been issued on 3 1 March 1994, AFI 32-7047 is in the
process of being rewritten. and this will undoubtedly result in a new definition of an
environmental enforcement action.

'
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consent orders." This list is not exhaustive, but is merely representative of
some of the most commonly-used captions.
Notably, AFI 32-7047 places no qualifiers on the intended recipient.
Within the very broad parameters of reasonableness, an EA can be addressed
to most anyone in a position of responsibility at the alleged offending faciIity.
Such recipients could include, but are not limited to, the wing commander, the
staff judge advocate, the base civil engineer, or even the superintendent of an
installation's waste-water treatment plant or the manages of its has-mat
pharmacy.
I . NoHarnr, No Foul, No NOV? No W w !
There are constant attempts by those who are regulated to constrict
what does and does not constitute an EA. The most common reoccurring
example is the wishful belief that if the violation the EA addresses is remedied
within a prescribed period of time (such as same month, same day, or before
tlze written notification is received), it is not really an EA. When an inspection
is conducted, the resultant EA is frequently not issued for several days, weeks,
or even months. For minor violations, this time lag often allows sufficient
opportunity for the facility to return to compliance within a short time after, or
perhaps even before, the EA is issued. This "no harm, no foul, no NOV"
approach oftcn results in tlze erroneous concIusion that there has been no
violation. Regardless of when a facility is returned to compliance, an EA is
still an EA if it meets the above-discussed AFI 32-7047 criteria.
2. "Parking Tickets"
Just as the regulated community likes to narrowly constnle EAs,
regulators often cast as broad an EA net as possible, issuing a loosely defined
category of EAs often refersed to as "parking tickets." For example, during a
multi-media inspection at one Air Force base, the inspector produced a preprinted pad with 'Wotice of Violation" emblazoned in large letters across the
top, under which a laundry list of commonly violated regulatory provisions
were enumerated. Before leaving the facility, the inspector had issued 15 of
these "NOVs,'hmost of which were cured before the ink in the check-marked
columns or his signature at the hottom of the page had even dried.
Nevertheless, employng a strict application OF AFI 32-7047's definition, these
"speeding tickets" qualified as EAs. They were a written communication from
a state regulator indicating one or more violations of a specified environmental
regulation.
Not all EAs are created equal. Whether the EA covers a minor
violation with no costs associated therewith, or addresses many major
violations and assesses a penalty in the millions of dollars, i t is still an EA and
must be reported.
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B. Reporting Requirements
Once an EA is identified, the reporting requirements are quite simple:
all EAs must be reported. "All" includes those EAs citing violations the
installation cured before the EA was issued. "AII" entails no-cast "'parking
tickets," and "all" encompasses major facility infsastructure defects that will
necessitate costly modifications. Now that it is clear what must be reported,
this begs the question, "Report to whom, when?"
AFI 32-7047, and AFI 5 1-301, civil ~itigm'ion? are unequivocal in this
regard.' it is incumbent upon the base-level legal office to report all EAs to
their MASCOM, their Regional Counsel Office, and the Air Force Legal
Services Agency's Environmental Law and Litigation Division (JACE}. Initial
contact should be made by the most immediate means practicable, e.g., fax or
e-mail, followed by a more detailed communication as such details become
available. This would illclude either a faxed or e-mail-transmitted, scanned
copy of the EA itself, and any background information available, as well as the
installation's response to the regulator once it is available.
Reporting an EA is not a concession that the recipient agrees with the
EA's factual basis or concurs with its legal validity. Such disagreement or
nan-concurrence does not relieve the recipient of its reporting obligations.
Similarly, the fact that the civil engineering community may be reporting an
EA through i t s channels does not satisfy the legal community's obligation to
report that same EA thorough legal channels.1°
I t is not for academic or mere bean counting purposes that JACE tracks
EAs. JACE's objective is to track EAs the way the respective regulators track
them; it is the regulators' "score" which serves as the benchmark for the
penalty calculation matrix, of which past compliance history is a significant
component. Being cognizant of an instaIIation's compliance and enforcement
history is essential to our role in protecting the mission and protecting Air
Force commanders from environmental fines arld litigation.
Relatively recently? an Air Force attorney attended an NOV settlement
negotiation armed with what he thought were thefacts only to learn that the
regulator had a record of several open EAs at that particular base of which the
attorney was unaware. This not only threw the attorney off guard and totally
undermined his negotiating position, but the number of open NOVs placed the
Air Force into the next higher level of the regulator's penaIty matrix based on
AFI 51-301, Civil Litigntion, 7 5.1 (July 1. 2002).
See AFT 32-7047-76: ,4EZ 51-3O1,15.1
This difference in the CE and JA objectives in tracking EAs accounts for why there has
frequently been a discrepancy in the number of open EAs the respective organizations are
tracking at any given tlme. In times past, CE has been inclined to stop tracking an EA once it
has remedied the underlying cause o f an EA, whereas JA continues to track an EA until JA
receives written confirmation from the regulator that the EA is closed.
8

'
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the base's recalcitrant past performance. Such a costly discrepancy between
how many EAs a regulator is tracking and how many the Air Force is tracking
is most often attributable to our failure to properly identify and subsequently
report EAs. In any event, reporting EAs to higher headquarters should not be
viewed negatively; such coordination makes it possible to bring to bear the
joint expertise of both the MAJCOM and JACE in the zealous representation
of the Air Force.
111. NEGOTIATING AND SETTLING ENFORCEMENT ACTPONS

The Air Force goal is always to be in compliance and thereby avoid
EAs altogether. Regrettably, this ideal is far removed from the real world in
which the Air Force and the regulators rnust co-exist. Once the Air Force is
aware that it is out of compliance, whether by self-discovery or action by a
regulator, the goal is to return to compliance as soon as is practicable. When
the Air Force is made aware that it is out of compliance by way of an EA, the
Air Force rnust not only return to compliance but must also resolve, or "close,"
the EA.
Several years ago, HQ USAFICEV issued a policy memorandum
stating that "the Air Force shall compIy with the [Open Enforcement Action]
closure definitions in DeDI [Department of Defense Instruction] 47 15-6,
Environmental CompIiance ... This preempts paragraph 6.6 of AFI 32-7047,
CompIiance Tracking and ~ e ~ o r t i n ~ . "DoDI
'
47 15.6, Enclosure 3, 7 E3.1,

'

defines a Closed Enforcement Action as:
An enforcement action that is resolved by one of the fallowing:

E3.1.1. Revocation of the action by thc imposing regularor;
E3.1.2. Closure of the action follow~ngwritten notice by the regulator that
the action is closed;
E3.1.3. Closure of the action, after a reasonable time span, following
wrinen notice to the regulator of intent to close an enforcement
action; or
E3.1.4. Receipt of a signed compliance agreement or order. lZ

With these criteria as a backdrop, this section addresses the following aspects
of the resolution/closure process: drafting a written initial response, sovereign
immunity and feeltax analyses as potential EA defenses, and EA
settlementklosure coordination.

"

HQ USAFlCEV [now ILEY], Policy Mernorandi~mon Open Enforcement Actions (12 Aug
96) (on file with AFCSAIJACE).
" ?OD1 47 15.6, Enviro~,nientnlConiplin,~ce,Enclosure 3, 'fi E3.1 {April 24, 1996).
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A. Drafting a Written Reply
The first step in resolving an EA is to formally reply in writing to the
EA. Immediately after receiving an HA, the environmental attorney must
thorouglsly review the document and determine answers to the following
questions:

*

a

m

Who issued the enforcement action (e.g., U.S. EPA,
U.S. Department of Labor, state or locaI reguIatory
agency, etc.)?
What are the alleged violations?
What laws or regulations were allegedly violated?
When did the violations occur? Are the vioIations
ongoing?
What, if any, action has been taken to address the
aIIeged violations?
What response and/or action does the regulator require?
(e-g., payment of penalties, submission of a
management plan, sampling, etc.)?
When is the initial response due?
What other response options does the Air Force have
(e.g., request an informal meeting or hearing)?
Has the enforcement action been reported to the
MAJCQM and/or the RCO?
Who at the installation and within the Air Force must
coordinate on the response?
What is the Air Force's analysis and position, and what
is the best way to respond?

Answering these basic questions will greatIy facilitate preparing an EA
response.
An initial written reply is the appropriate response to any EA, including
those seemingly trivial EAs one would rather not dignify with a response. A
prompt, accurate and professional response to an errant EA often results in the
regulator withdrawing or revoking it. The next worst thing to ignoring an EA
is to provide an irresponsible, unreasoned, or hostile response. Finn, but
professional, is the best guideline for tone. (If the response asserts that the
installation either has never been out of compliance or has returned to
compliance, the response should request that the regulator acknowledge this,
and specifically request written confirmation that the EA has been closed.)
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Timeliness is also of great importance. Invariably, an EA will state a
time within which its recipient must respond, such as ten days, or 30 days,
from its receipt. Though perhaps slightly better than an irresponsible reply or
no reply at all, an untimely response should be avoided if at all possible, and
when such avoidance is not possible, an extension should be requested.
Finally, a signed and dated copy of any EA response should be
provided to SACE. Some, if not most, MAJCOMs may also require that an
installation coordinate on all EA responses. Even if not mandated, MAJCOM
and RCO coordination is always advisable: they ate in a better position to
identify trends and to ensure that similar issues, both inside and outside the
regulator" jurisdiction, are addressed similarly.
B. Sovereign Immunity Analysis
As to the substantive aspect of an EA response, the analysis begins with
a determination as to whether or not the government has waived sovereign
immunity in the area of law addressed by the EA. The federal government is
only required to comply with federal, state, interstate and local environmental
laws when Congress has waived the federal government's sovereign immunity
and has subjected itself to those specific laws. Even if sovereign immunity has
been waived for a particular environmental activity, the federal government is
not authorized to pay fines (also caIIed penalties) unless the waiver of
sovereign f mrnunity specifically requires such
Thus, the attorney
may need to consider whether a waiver exists in relation to specific aspects of
the enforcement action. Far example, a state may seek to enforce its laws
requiring registration of a storage tank and payment of an annual registration
fee, or a county may seek pennit renewal fees. As with the environmental
activity and fineslpenalties, there must be a specific waiver of sovereign
immunity allowing the federal government to pay such environmental fees.

''

17. Feemax Analysis
Even if sovereign immunity has been waived, the federal government is
prohibited from paying a fee if the fee is actually an illegal tax an disguise. The
test to determine whether a fee is Iegitirnate or is really an illegal tax
masquerading as a fee was established in the 1978 Supreme Court case,
Mussuchusetts v. Unifed ~ t a t e sl 4, in which the State challenged a federally
imposed fee. Under the hfassachrisetrstest, charges are payabie if they:
Do not discriminate against [federal] functions;
I?

Dept. of Energy v. Ohio, 503 U.S. 607,615 (1992) (stating that "any waiver of the National
Government's sovereign immunity must be unequivocal ... 'and not enlarge[d] ... beyond
what the language requires"'(citations omjtted)).
l 4 4435 U . S . 444 (1978).
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Are based on a fair approximation of use of the system;
and
* Are structured to produce revenues that will not exceed
the total cost to the [state] government of the benefits to
be s ~ p ~ ~ i e d . ' ~

Official DoD guidance appears lo incorporate the MassacJlusetts test.
Specifically, DODI 47 15.6, Er~vironmentalCo~npliunce(24 Apr 961, states that
it is DoD policy to pay reasonable fees or service charges to state and local
governments for compliance costs or activities except where such fees are:
Discriminatory in either application or effect;
a

Used for a service denied to a federal agency;
Assessed under a statute in which federal sovereign
immunity has not been unambiguously waived;
Disproportionate to the intended service or use; or

Determined to be a state or local 'iax.I6

If the installation determines that an environmental fee cannot be paid,
it must forward its analysis to the MAJCOM for a final decision. Prior to
refusing payment, Air Force policy requires the MAJCOM to coordinate with
JACE, sAF/GcN'~ and SAFIIEE." The policy applies to the refusal to pay
fees based on a fee/tax analysis; it does not prohibit local disputes concerning
the amount of the fee.''

DmSettlernentlCIosure Coordination
The formality required to resolve an EA varies with the regulator and
the magnitude and severity of the violations the EA addresses. Some of the
"speeding ticket" varieties of EAs have a "closed" or "returned to compliance"
column in which its issuer can place his or her initials and the date. The vast
majority of EAs, however, are resolved by a progression of written and oral
negotiations over a period of time. A few EAs result in litigation. As noted
Id. at 466-67.
DODI 4715.6, fi 4.7.
l 7 SAF/GCN is the Secretary of the Air Force General Counsel's Office, Deputy General
Counsel for Installations and Envlronrnent.
18
SAF/MrQ Memo rand urn, En~~ironlnmtnl
Fee/Tax Policy - ACTION MEMORA ADUM
(Nov. 17, 1989) (SAFJIMIQ was redesignated as SAF/FEE; SAFIIEE is the Undersecretary of
the Air Force for Installations and Environment and Logistics, Deputy Assistant Secretary for
Environmental Safety and Occupational Health) (on file with AFLSA/JACE).
See id.
l5

l6

'
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above, the fourth method DoDI 4715.6 provides for resoIving an EA is by way
"of a signed compliance agreement or order." Whether such an agreement or
order must be executed to close out an EA will depend, once again, on the
jurisdiction and the nature of the alIeged v~olations.
Of primary importance is the fact that JACE coordination is required
for all payments of environmental fines, penalties, or supplemental
environmental projects, as well as their underlying settlement agreements."
Furthermore, some fines, penalties and their settlements, such as those
involving Clean Air Act violations within the Ninth Circuit, must be
coordinated with the Department of Justice. These requirements do not exist
because Air Force environmental attorneys in the field are incapable of expert
settlement draftsmanship, nor because higher headquarters is merely engaged
in bureaucratic meddling. On the contrary, this "[c]entraIized control is
essential to ensure that the Air Force is not harmed by agreements that set bad
precedent or are inconsistent with Air Force-wide
IV. DOCUMENTING ENFORCEIWZNT ACTION CLOSURE

The second Ieading cause of discrepancies between the number of EAs
a regulator is tracking and how many the Air Force i s tracking i s that
regulators' records often indicate particular EAs are open when Air Force
records show them as closed. This is not problematic provided an Air Force
attorney can produce a document from the file proving a particular EA was in
fact closed on a specific date. There is a continuum, or sliding scale of proof,
that an EA has been resolved. Proof ranges from the strongest evidence of
closure (e.g., an original, signed and dated letter from the regulator on its
letterhead, stating that the EA recipient is in compliance and the EA is closed)
to evidence so weak that it is virtually worthless (e-g., an Air Force-generated
memo- for-record pseudo-documenting a series of oral transactions that
ultimateIy points to an unnamed bureaucrat of dubious authority employed
somewhere in the bowels of one of the regulator's unidentified field offices).
To increase the likelihood that Air Force closure documents fa11 near the
strongest-evidence end of the spectrum, this section will address the preferred
mechanisms for documenting an EA's closure.
A. Obtain Regulator's Written Confirmation

As stated earlier, the Air Force does not recognize "oral" EAs, and,
understandably, no self-respecting regulator wiIl accept "oral affirmation"
from an EA recipient that it has returned to compliance. Similarly, the Air
See TJAG Special Subject Letter 200 1-4: Reporting Environmental Enforcement Actions
(28 Mar 01 ) (on file with AFLSAtSACE).
? ' JACE. Coordination and Settlement of Notices of Violation Memo (12 May 97) (on file with
'O

AFLSA/JACE).
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Force does not accept "oral confirmationt~hatan EA is closed. Getting
something in writing (an e-mail message is better than nothing) takes reIatively
little time and prevents future confusion or misstatements about how long the
EA was open and whether, and when, the Air Force complied with all
rcquircrncnts necessary to

close it.

Some regulators, without prompting, will routinely provide the EA
recipient with written acknowledgement that the installation is in compliance
in regard to the EA's subject matter, and that the EA is closed. Regrettably,
some regulators fail to conform to this most basic form of commercial or
regulatory etiquette.
If a regulator will not automaticaIIy provide
documentation of an EA's closure, the installation should make a written
request to the regulator asking for written confirmation of the EA's closure.
As a matter of practice, this is usually done in one of the last paragraphs of the
EA response, but it can be in a separate letter.
Regulator responses to such requests vary greatly. Some regulators
generate a standard form letter, while others are much less formal. In reply to
its request for written confirmation of EA closure, a base recently received a
copy of the NOV from the reguIator with a hand-written annotation scrawled
across the bottom, 'CCrosed," the day's date, and the signature of the regulator's
agent. Regardless of the degree of closure documentation formality, the Air
Force needs whatever it is that the regulator has in its files to show the EA is
closed.
B. Declare Constructive Closure

If a wfitten request for affimative confirmation of EA closure is
ignored, it may be necessary to send the regulator written notice of
"constructive closure." This is usually done via a registered-mail, seturnreceipt-requested letter stating something to the effect that the installation
considers itself to be in compliance as of a specific date, and that due to the
regulator's failure to honor the instalIation's request for closure confim~ation,
the installation deems the clearly-identified EA closed unless it i s contacted by
the reguIator within 60 days of its receipt of the installation's letter. If the
regulator disagrees with the installation's determination and contacts it within
the specified time, then the resolution process continues. If the installation is
not contacted by the regulator by the 6Fst day after the green, seturn-receiptrequested postcard indicates the regt~latorsigned for the letter, the installation
will close the EA and memorialize it with a brief MFR to which a copy of the
letter and a copy of the return-receipt-requested postcard are attached,
V. CONCLUSION
EAs are mercly a mechanism by which regulators evaluate compliance
with environmental laws and regulations and note violations by those they
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regulate. As a regulated community, the Air Force must track EAs in the same
manner as the regulator, or, at a minimum, be cognizant of the differences in
the respective tracking systems so that the Air Force knows what data its
regulators are recording. If a regulator characterizes a written communication
as an EA, the Air Force is best served by considering it an EA until the matters
in question can be resolved, one way or another. If in doubt, report. There are
no documented cases of anyone being reproved for erring on the side of
caution. Regrettably, there are numerous instances OF EAs which have gone
unidentified, and therefore, unreported, often to the detriment of the Air Force.
Though "zero tolerance" for violations resuIting in NOVs remains the
official Air Force policy, until this ideal becomes a reality, the next best thing
to not receiving an EA for environmental violations is to resolve them as
expeditiously as possible. The first step in doing so is the submission of a
professionally prepared, well-reasoned response. In some instances, resolution
entails entering into some sort of agreement or order. When that occurs,
Iliglaer-headquarters coordination is imperative. For all EAs resolved by
something other than a written agreement or order, documenting the BA's
closure is of vital importance. This will best protect the Air Farce in future
disputes with regulators by having a record that clearly indicates the issuance,
resolution, and closure of all EAs.
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LEAD-BASED PAINT ACTIVITIES IN
MILITARY FAMILY HOUSING
I. INTRODUCTION
Lead-based paint issues affect virtually every miIitary installation.
Within the last several years, lead-based paint (LBP) has received a great deal
of attention within the Department of Defense (DoD), with significant changes
in 1999 and 2001 to several regulations governing LBP and LBP hazards in
residential housing. Consequently, this article is intended to provide the major
statutory and regulatory requirements as well as some DoD and servicespecific policies to assist DoD attorneys with addressing LBP issues in military
family housing (MFH). The intent is to consolidate the main requirements into
one document that will serve as n useful reference. The primary statutes and
regdations foct~son housing because lead poses Ihe most danger to children;
hence, this article focuses on housing and does not cover non-residential
stntctures.

As the focus of this asticIe is on LBP requirements and policies, the
background in Part 11, which explains health risks and relevant statutes
governing lead, will be brief. Part HI1 provides an overview of LBP legislation
and implementing replations, with detailed coverage of the important
regulatory developments since 1999. This part also defines key t e r n s and LBP
activities. Part IV highlights LBP issues in the historic building context. Part
V addresses applicability of the main regulations to three types of transactions

involving DoD MFH: occupancy of MFI-I, the transfedsale of DoD residential
property, and privatization of DoD residential property. This section also
highlights Air Forcc errarts to dcveIop LRP policy and guidance.

From 1900 through the 1 9401s, lead was a primary ingredient in many
oil-based house paints.2 Lead-based paint has been used on all types of
Li~utertnnt Colorlel Bar-hnvn 8. Altel-(I (B.S.,I/tiitmd Srnte.~ Ail- Force Acrrrlemy: M.S.
R,nrthpn.~ta.t~
Urr h~ersi(y,J D , Uni ~ ~ e r . q~fi h
Gerwgir~
~
; L L.hf. George Wn~hirrgionU?~iversi(y
Lnw Schoo!) i s rill e ~ n ~ i r . o ~ ~ r nfiol.rrell
n r ~ ~ ~ r znssigaed
l
tn tllc Air Forcu s: Envrronmer~flmlL m and
L~tignriotrD!\~r.rrorlrn Arlrtrgtor~.I/rr,gulro. Slir IS (I 1irt.1~7b~r
of the Georgin But..
I For extensive and dctailed information about the sources and effects of lead, see Centers for
Disease Coiltrol ant1 Prevention, Preventing Lead Poisoning in Young Ch~ldren(19911, nt
http:// w o n d e r . c d c . g o v / w o t ~ d e r / p r e v g i 1 ~ d / p 0 0 0 0 0 2 ~ 0 2 9 .The
a ~ p CDC Cl~lldhoodLead
Poisoning Prevent~onProgram can be accessed at lit~p:/Jwww.cdc.~ovlncch/lcad/lead.~_t~.
a

surfaces, but was used more oflen on exterior surfaces than on interior
surfaces, and more frequently on trim, windows, and doors than on walls and
cei~in~s."~
After 1940, lead-free latex paints became popular, resulting in
decreased use of LBPs through the 1950's and 1 9 6 0 ' s . ~ Thus, the use of LBP
in housing was highest prior to 1960.j
In 1978, the United States Consumer Product Safety Commission
(CPSC) completely banned LBPs from residential use."he
LBP applied
many years ago, however, remains potentiaIly hazardous because lead does not
The sources of Iead in the environment are numerous, including
"leaded gasoline, lead in pipes and plumbing fixtures, lead from industrial
emissions, lead-soldered cans, Ieaded crystal, and some improperly fired
pottery with lead-based glaze."K Other sources of lead poisoning are related to
hobbies (making stained-glass windows), work (recycling or making
automobile batteries), drinking water (lead pipes, solder, brass fixtures, and
valves), and home health remedies (arzacon and greta, which are used for upset
stomach or indigestion; pay-loo-ah, which is used for rash or fever)."
While the removal of Iead from sources (e.g., gasoline and food
canning) has reduced population blood lead levels by more than 80 percent,
neady one million children have excessive blood lead levels." T11e three
major sources of lead exposure to children are LBP, lead-contaminated soil
and dust, and drinking water.' "f
these three sources, the most common way

Lead; Requirements for DiscIoslrre of Known Lead-Based Paint and/or Lead-Based Paint
Hazards in Housing, 61 Fed. Reg. 9063, 9065-9066 (Mar. 6, 1996) (final rule) [hereinafter
Lead; Requirements for Disclosure].
Thomas J. Miceli, Katherine A. Pancak & C.F. Sirmans, Protccrrng Cl~ildrerrFror~?LcarrrlBased Pnini Poisoning: SIrolrirf Landlorcis Reor- the Blrrden?, 23 B.C. ENVTI
. AVF. L. REV. 1,
4 (Fall 1995).
'5 Lead; Requirements for Disclosure, sriprn note 2, at 9066.
Requirements for Notification. Evaluation and Reduction of Lead-Based Paint Hazards in
FederalEy Owned Residential Property and Housing Receiving Federal Assistance, 64 Fed.
Reg. 50.134, 50,14 1 (Sep. 15, 1999) (final rule) [hereinafter Requirements far Notification].
Id. HlJDYs1999 regulation continued the prohibition against the use of new paint containing
more than 0.06 percent hy weight of lead In federally owned or assisted housing. This
provision has been in HUD reguIations since the late 1970's and was based on the CPSC's
1977 regulation at 16 C.F.R. pt. 1303. Id. a t 50,166.
Miceli e? nl., suprcr note 3, at 3 .
Id.
CENTERS FOR DISEASE
CONTROL
ANn PREVENTION.
NAT'L
CTR. FOR ENVTI..REAI-TI!
FACT
SIIEET,
CHlLDHOOD L E A D POISONING, flf
http://www.cdc.govlnceh/teadfactsheets/childhoodlead.htm.
10
Requirements for Notification, sutpm note 5, at 50,141.
PROACT, TI#16487, LEAD-BASEDPAINT BACKGROUND
SECTION (Jan. 1998), alwilahlt. ur
http://www.afcee. brooks.af.mi !/pro-act/facf/jafl.asp kereinafter PROACT, TI# 164871.
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young chiIdren become lead poisoned is through exposure to lead in dustI2
from LBP in housing. l 3
Approximately 75% of the nation's housing stack built before 1978
contains some L B P . ' ~ This paint poses little risk when it is properly
maintained and managed.'' It becomes a hazard, however, when it flakes
andor contaminates soil or dust." Children, in particular, are susceptible to
lead poisoning through inhalation of lead dust, ingestion of dust by putting a
hand or other object covered with lead dust in their mouths; or eating paint
chips or soil containing lead. I 7 For adults, the major source of lead exposure is
from maintenance, renovation, abatement work, and corrosion control of items
coated with ILBP.''
Once in the body, lead can cause serious adverse health effects. In
adults, lead can cause reproductive problems, high blood pressure, digestive
problems, nerve disorders, memory and concentration problems, and muscle
and joint pain.'9 Children are at greater risk than adults because their brains
and nervous systems are more sensitive, and their bodies absorb more lead.''
Adverse effects to children include damage to the brain and nervous system,
behavior and learning problems (e-g., hyperactivity), slowed growth, hearing
problems, and headachesn2'
111. LEGISLATIVE AND REGULATORY

OVERVIEW*^

A. The Overlapping Regulation of Lead
Congress reacted to the dangers of lead by creating an overlapping
regulatory scheme. While the primary statute addressing LBP is the Toxic
Substances Control Act ( T S C A ) , ~other
~
statutes also regulate lead. For
l 2 HUD, HUD 's 'Lend-Snfe Horrsing Rzrle. ' at
~ ~ : / I W Whud.~ov/offices/leadIteadsafcrulei'index
W,
[HUD's 'Lead-Sofe Housing Rule 1.
' ? Id
14
EPA, EPA-747-F-96-002, EPA AND HUD MOVETO PKOTECT
CHILDREN
FROM LEAD-BASED
PAINTPOISONING; DISCLOSIIKE OF LEAD-BASED
PAINTHAZARDS
IN HOUSING
(Mar. 1996, rev.
Dee. 96), nvrrilable a/ http:!/www .epa.cov/leadIfs-disc1.M [hereinafter EPA EACT SHEET].
l 5 Jd
1 1,

See Lead; Requirements for Disclosure. artplp note 2, at 9066.
EPA, EPA-747-K-99-001, Protect your Family From Lead in Your Home, p. 2 (Scp. 2001).
asoilnble nr http:/lwww.epa.rov/opptintr/lead/1e;id~dfe~dF
[hereinafter €PA-747-K-99-00 11.
1R
PROACT, Tt#I 6487, s ~ ~ p lnote
- n 1 I.
EPA-747-K-99-001, stcpln note 17, at 3.
" ~ r i at
. 2.
21
Id. at 3 ; Housing and Community Development Act of 1992, Pub. L. No. 102-550 9 1OQ2(2),
106 Stat. 3672.
I 2 For a detailed history of CBP legislation, see TI~omasF. Zimmeman, The Resrlution of
Lencl-Ba~edPninr ill Air- Fwce Holrsrng, 44 A.F. L. REV. 169 (1 998).
TOX~C
Substances Control Act, 15 U.S.C. $4 2601-2692 (subchapter IV - Lead Exposure
Reduction).
17

''

''
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example, lead is a criteria pollutant under the Clean Air A C ~a ;hazardous
~ ~
substance under the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation
and Liability Act o f 1 9 8 0 ; ~and
~ a substance with reportable quantities under
the Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-bow ~ c t 1t
. is
~ also
~ a
hazardous waste under t11e Resource Conservation and Recovery ~ c t . " While
there are several statutes that address lead, this article focuses on those that
relate to LBP requirements for residentia1 housing.
As will be seen, LBP legislation generally assigns LBP regulation to
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the Department of
Housing and Urban Development (HUD). HUD provides requirements
concerning the activities that are required in target housing2%(e.g., inspection
and abatement); EPA defines the lead levels that constitute a LBP hazard and
specifies how LBP activities are to be conducted (e.g., by properly trained
individuals); and HPTD and EPA jointIy deveIop requirements governing the
disclosure of LBP and/or LBP hazards.
Currently, the main statutory requirements concerning LBP are in three
locations: (1) the Lead-Based Paint Poisoning Prevention Act (LPPPA) in
Chapter 63 of Title 42, United States Code (42 U.S.C. 9 4821 er seq.); 42)
subchapter W of TSCA (15 U.S.C. $9 2681 - 2692); and (3) Chapter 63A of
Title 42, United States Code. Chapter 63A contains those provisions of the
Residential Lead-Based Paint Hazard Reduction Act ('RLBPHRA) that were

24

The Clean Air Act required EPA to set National Ambient Air Quality Standards VAAQS)
for air polIutants at Ievels deemed necessary to protect the public health wzth an adequate
margin of safety. 42 U.S.C. 4 7409. The EPA set NAAQS for six principal pollutants (called
"criteria" pollutants), including lead. 40 C.F.R. §$ 50.4-50.12 (sulfer dioxide, particulate
mattes, carbon monoxide, ozone, nitrogen dioxide and lead).
CERRLA requlres the Adrninistra~orto designate as hazardous substances those sltbstances
which may present a substantla1 danger to the public health or welfare of the env~ronrnent
when released into the environment. 42 U.S.C. 3 9602, Lead is designated a hazardous
substance. 40 C.F.R. $9 302.4, tbl. 302.4. For a detailcd discussion concerning CERCLA and
the regulation of LBP, see Zimmerman, strpro note 22, at 199-216.
26 The person in charge of a vessel or facility must immediately nonfy the National Response
Center as soon as he or she has knowledge of any non-federally permitted release of a
hazardous substance in a quantity equal to or exceeding the reportable quantity. 42 U.S.C.
5 11004; 40 C.F.R. 4 302.6.
27
42 U.S.C. $$ 6901-69P2k; 40 C.F.R. 6 261.24 (listing concentration of lead for toxicity
characteristic). For a detailed discussion concerning the regulation af LBP waste under
R C M , see Zirnrnerman, srrplp note 22, at 186-199. If faced w i ~ han issue concerning the
disposal of CBP waste from MFM, environmental attorneys should be aware of EPA's recent
rule that provides an additional disposal option for res~dentialLBP waste. Specifically, the
rule expressly allows residential LBP waste that IS exempted from the hazardous waste
management requirements as househotd waste to be disposed of m cunsmction and demolition
landfills. Criteria for Classification of Solid Waste Disposal Facilities and Practices and
Criteria for Municipal Solid Waste Landfills: Disposal of Residential Lead-Based Paint
Waste, 68 Fed. Reg. 36,487 (June 1 8, 2003) (final rule).
For a definition of "target housing," see it~firrtext accompanying note 38.

"
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not incorporated into the LPPPA or added to TSCA.'' The development of
federal LBP laws are summarized in the following chronology.

''

I . Passage of the Lead-Based Pains Poisoning Prevention Act (LPPPA)

In E 97 I , Congress first addressed residential LBP with the Lead-Based
Paint Poisoning Prevention Act (LPPPA).~' in this Act, Congress banned the
use of LBP in residential stnlctures constructed or rehabilitated by the federa1
government." h e r ~ d m e n t sin 1973, 197G, 1978 and 1988 added various
requirements applicable to federally assisted" and federally owned housing."
2. Pussnge of rhe Residerrtial Lead-Rased Paint Hazard RenLtcrion Act
(RLBPHRA or Title 2J3'

In 1992, Congress passed the Residential Lead-Based Paint Hazard
Reduction Act (RLBPHRA). The RLBPHRA is Title X of the Housing and
Community Development Act of 1992, 42 U.S.C. 5 4851 et seq., and is often
referred to as "Title X." As previously indicated, various provisions of Title X
were incorporated into the LPPPA and TSCA. Those remaining are codified in
Title 42 of the United States Code, Chapter 63A.
Title X significantly changed the LBP requirements for housing.36
These requirements apply to target hozrsing, which means
any housing constructed prior to 1978, excluding two types of housing: (1)
housing for the elderly or persons with disabilities, unless a child who is less

29 See Residential Lead-Based Paint Hazard Reduction Act, Pub. L. No. 102-550, 106 Stat.
3672 (1992).
30 Lead-Based Paint Poisoning Prevention Act, Pub. L. No. 91-695, 84 Stat. 2078 (1971)
(codif ed at 42 U.S.C. 6 480 1, et seq. ) .
j'

Id

'' Pub. L. No, 91-695 4 401, 84 Stat. 2078, 2079 (1971) (codified at 42 U.S.C. § 4831(b)).

The statute also prohibited the application of LBP to any cooking utensil, drinking utensil, or
eating utensil manufactured and distributed after January 13, P 97 1. 42 U.S.C. $ 483 1 (a). The
Consumer Product Safety Commission was required to impose conditions to prohibit the
a plication of LBP to toys and furniture. 42 U.S.C. § 483 l(c).
3P'LHousingreceiving Fcderol orsislo,~cemeans housing which is covered by an application
far HWD mortgage insurance, receives housing assistance payments under a program
administered by HUD, or otherwise receives more than $5,000 in project-based assistance
under a Federal housing program administered by an agency other than HUQ." 24 C.E.R.
35.1 10. "Project-basd rental assistance means Federal rental assistance that is tied to a
residential property with a specific location and remains with that particular location
throughout tlae term of the assistance.'Vd.
34
See Zimmerman, supra note 22, at 199-216 for an overview of these LPPPA amendments.
j5 Residential Lead-Based Paint Hazard Reduction Act , Pub. L. No. 102-550, 106 Stat. 3672
(1992).
36 1d.
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than SIX years of age resides or is expected to r e ~ i d e 'in
~ such housing; and
(2) any zero-bedroom

One of the underlying principles of Title X was shifting the focus of
public and private sector decision makers from the mere presence of LBP to
the presence of LBP hazards." The term "LBP hazard" encompasses LBP and
all residential lead-containing dusts and soils -- regardless of the source of the
lead -- which, due to their condition and location, would adversely affect
human healthq4'

Title X amended the LPPPA and TSCA. The LPPPA was amended to
require the FWD Secretary (Secretary) to establish procedures mandating an
inspection for the presence of LBP prior to federal1y- funded renovation likely
to disturb painted surfaces." The Secretary also was required to establish
procedures mandating the inspection and abatement of LBP hazards in all
federally owned target housing constructed prior to 1960, and an inspection for
LBP and LBP lqazards in all federally owned target housing constmcted
between 1960 and 1978." The term "federally owned housing" is defined to
include residential dwellings owned or managed by a federal agency, which
includes D O D . ~ ~

-

37 L L E ~ p e ~t~
t ereside"
d
means there is actual knowledge that a child will reside in a dweIling
unit reserved for the elderly or designated exclusively for persons with disabilities. 24 C.F.R.
3 35.110.
"Pub. L.No. 102-5509 1004(27), 106 Stat. 3672 (1992); 42 U.S.C. 6 485 Ib. "Zero-bedroonr
dwelling means any residential dwelling in which the living areas are not separated from the
sleeping area. The term includes eficiencies, studio apartment, dormitory or single room
occupancy housing, military barracks, and rentals of individual roams in residential dwellings.
. . ." 24 G.F.R. $ 35.1 10.
Lead, Identification of Dangerous Levels of Lead, 66 Fed. Reg. 1205, 1207 (Jan. 5 , 2001)
(EPA's final rule establishing lead hazard standards).
'' Id, See the definition of LBP ltnznld in section 111-B-2-A.
4 1 Pub. L. No. 102-550 4 1012(a)(3)(C), f 06 Stat. 3672 (1992) (amending section 302 of the
Lead-Based Paint Poisoning Prevention Act. 42 U.S.C. 4822).
'"d. (i 1013 (amending section 302(a) of the Lead-Based Paint Poisoning Prevention Act, 42
U.S.C. g 4822(a)).
'"The
term 'federally owned housing' means residential dwellings owned or managed by a
Federal agency, or for which a Federal agency is a trustee or conservator. For the purpose of
this paragraph, the term "Federal agency" includes the Department of Housing and Urban
Development, ... the Department of Defense, the Department of Veterans Affairs, . . . and any
other Federal agency." Id. 4 1004; 42 U.S.C.Ij 4851b (8).

"
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b, Infortxafional Disc/osure Requirements
New requirements in Title X established LBP information disclosure
requirements.
Specifically, Congress required the EPA Administrator
(Administrator) in consultation with the Secretary, to publish and periodically
revise a lead hazard information pamphlet.44 In addition, the Administrator
was required to implement regulations requiring paid renovators to provide a
lead hazard information pamphlet to ownersloccupants of housing to be
renovated." The Secretary was required to establish procedures for provision
of lead hazard informatiorl pamphlets to target housing purchasers and
lenan~s.'"l~e provision of these latter pamphlets was to precede any contract
obligation of the potential purchaser or tenant in accordance with regulations to
be jointly developed by the Secretary and the ~drninistrator.~'
c.

Lead Ex/rostdt-e Rsdzrction

In Title X, Congress substantially amended TSCA by adding a new title
to address LBP: "Title IV - Lead Exposure ~ e d u c t i o n . ' ~ In
' addition to the
information disclosures above, the statute requires the Administrator to, inter
alin,

I ) Promulgate regulations governing LBP activities to ensure
that individuals engaged in LBP activities are properly
trained, contractors engaged in LBP activities are certified,
and training programs are a~credited;~"
2) Promulgate regulations for the renovation and remodeling
of target housing, public buildings constructed before 1978,
and commercial buildings;*'
3) Promulgate regulations that identify LBP hazards, leadcontaminated dust, and lead-contaminated soil;5'
4) Establish a program to certify laboratories as qualified to
test substances for lead content;52
Pub. L. NO. 102-550 3 1021(a), I06 Stat. 3672, 3920 (1992) (adding TSCA # 406(a), 15
U.S.C. 5 2686(a)).
Id. (adding TSCA 5 406(b), 15 U.S.C. (j 2686(b)).
4.6
Id. 9 1012(a)(3)(A) (amending section 302 of the Lead-Based Paint Poisoning Prevention
Act, 42 U.S.C. 5 4822(a)).
471d.§ 10 18 (codified at 42 U.S.C. 4 4852d).
'"d. (i 1021 (amending IS U.S.C. 3 2601, efseq.).
4 9 15 U.S.C. 6 2682Ia).
15 U.S.C. $ 26,821~). Jnitially, TSCA required the Adrn~nistrator only to promulgate
guidelines for the conduct of renovation and remodcling activities. 15 U.S.C. 3 2682(c)(l).
By October 28, 1996, however, the Administrator was required to revise its regulations to
address renovation and remodeling activities. 15 U.S.C. Ij 2682(c)(2).
5 ' 15 U.S.C. 4 2683.
44

''

'"
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cl, Waiver of Sovereigrl Inz~r?
unify nrrd State Prugrav?s

Prior to the passage of Title X, TSCA did not have any waivers of
sovereign immunity. The new Title TV addressing LBP included a waiver of
sovereign immunity specifically concel-ning LBP activities. This is the only
waiver of sovereign inmunity within TSCA. It requires the federal
government to comply wit11 all federal, state, interstate, and local requirements,
both s~~bstantive
and procedural, respcctir~gLBP, LBP activities, and LBP
hazards, to the same extent as any nongovernmental endty.'"he
waiver
specifically includes reasonable service charges as well as a11 administrative
orders and punitive civil and administrative penalties and fines.54 Because of
this extremely broad waiver and the wide range of state
DoD
attorneys must determine tllc existence and applicability of a state's LBP
program when advising on LBP issues.

States can obtain au~I~orization
to administer and enforce the EPA's
LBP regulatory requirements in two areas: (1) the training of individuals,

" 15 U.S.C. 5 2685(b).
53

15 U.S.C. 9 2688. Here is the waiver in majority p a t :

Each department, agcncy, and instrumentality of executive, legislative, and
judicial branches o f the Federal Govcmment ( 1 ) having jurisdiction over any
property or facility, or (2) engaged in any aclivity resulting, or wluch may
result. in a lead-based paint hazard, and each officer, agcnt, or employee
thereof, shall be subject to, and colllply with. all Eedcral, State, interstate,
and local requirements, both substantive and procedural (including any
requirement for certificatinrr. licensing, secordkeeping, or reporting or any
provisions for injunct~verelief and arch sanct~onsas may be imposed by a
court to enforce such relief) respecltng lead-based paint, lead-based paint
activities, and lead-based paint hazards in the same manner, and to the same
extent, as any nongovernmental entity is subject to such requirements.
including the payment of reasonable service c11arges. The Federal, State.
intersrate, and local substantive and procedural requirements referred to in
this subsection include. but are riot limited to, all administrative orders and
all ciwl and adntinistrative penalties and fines teyardless of whether such
penalties or fines are punitive or coercive in nature, or whether imposed for
isolated, intermittent or conti~~uing
v~alations. . . .
15 U.S.C.

" Id.

5 2688.

55

For a more detailed discussion of sovereign immunity and the range of state lead-based paint
programs, see Zimmeman. n i p ~ - nnote 22, at 2 16-225.
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accseditation of training programs, and certification of contractor^;^^ and (2)
the publication of a lead hazard information pamphlet.5' States must certify
that their program is at least as protective of human health and the environment
as the federal program and provides adequate
With one
exception, states and their political subdivisions may impose more stringent
requirements than those imposed in TSCA Subchapter ZV.~' The exception is
that states and local governments cannot establish any requirement,
prohibition, or standard relating to the lead content in paints that differs from
the standards in the LPPPA and its implementing regulations.Ga
Although these are no provisions allowing states to administer and
enforce H W ' s LBP disclosure requirements, HUD regulations state that
nothing in its regulations "shall relieve a seller, lessor, or agent from any
responsibility for compliance with State or Iocal laws, ordinances, codes, or
regulations governing notice or disclosure of k n ~ w nlead-based paint and/or
lead-based paint hazards."" For the requirements concerning the evaluation
and reduction LBP hazards, the final rule states, "If the requirements of this
rule for a dweIIing unit or residential property differ from those of the State,
tribal or local government, the more protective requirement applies."" 2 Insurn,
participants in any government housing program covered by HUD's
regulations must comply with state, tribal or local law, ordinance, code or
regulations governing DBP eval~zation and hazard reduction."
If HUD
determines that such state or local requirements provide for evaluation or
hazard reduction in a manner providing comparable protection from LBP
hazards to that provided by FWD'S regulatary requirements, then H M l may
modify or waive some or all H l D requirements in a manner that will promote
efficiency.64
-

15 U.S.C. 5 2684(a); e.g., Lead-Based Paint Activities in Target Housing and ChildOccupled Facilities, State of Mississipp~ Authorization of Lead-Based Paint Activities
Program, 68 Fed. Reg. 27,557-559 (May 20,2003) (final approval).
15 U.S.C. 6 2684(a). The scope of an authorized state program is limited to the
requirements established under section 2682 ("Lead-based paint activities training and
certification") and/or section 2686 ("Lead hazard information pamphlet"). See 15 U.S.C.
59 2682, 2684fa), 2686.
5a 15 U.S.C. $5 2684(a), (b).
59 Id. 5 2684(e).
42 U.S.C. 5 4846.
Impact on state and local requirements, 24 C.F.R.4 35.98.
62
Requirements for Notification, supra note 5, at 50,145.
6 3 24 C.F.R. 3 35.1 50(a).
64
Id. § 35.150(b). HUD regulations also permjt a state, tribal or local law, ordinance,code or
regulation to define lead-based paint differently than rhe Federa1 definition, and for the mere
protective definition (i.e., the lower level) to be followed in that state, tribal or local
jurisdiction. 24 C.F.R. 8 35.150(b). However, this statement appears to be at odds with the
statutory provision making null and votd all state and local definitions of LBP which differ
from the federal definition. 42 U.S.C. 5 483 E(d) [Subpar. (d) does nor appear in 483 1--MWL].
56

''
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(3) Relationship of Sove~+eigtr
Immzmiry Waiver and Stare Programs

A major issue concerning a state's enforcement authority is whether
that state must have a program authorized by EPA in order to have the
authority to enforce its state requirements against DoD. Of course, there must
first be a waiver of sovereign immunity covering the activity and entity in
question. This issue is particularly important when addressing LBP activities
because the scope of LBP activities for which there is a waiver of sovereign
immunity (discussed above in section III-A-2-d-(1)) is broader than the LBP
activities for which a state can have an authorized program (discussed above in
section 111-A-2-d-(2)).
There are two positions on the issue. One posf tion is that even when
the waiver of sovereign immunity wquires DoD to comply with state and local
requirements, the state must have an authorized program in order to have
enforcement authority against DoD. The second position is that an authorized
program is not a prerequisite, and the waiver of sovereign immunity is
sufficient to allow a state to enforce its reqt~irements.
The basic argument underlying this second position is that the waiver
of sovereign immunity and the authorization for state programs should be read
separately because the waiver of sovereign immunity does not link compliance
with the state and PocaI requirements to an authorized state program.G5
Consequently, DoD must comply with state and Iocal requirements concerning
lead-based paint, lead-based paint activities, and lead-based paint hazards to
the same extent as any nongovernmentaE entity is subject to such
requirements-even
if the state does not have an authorized program.
Authorization from the EPA, however, gives a state the authority to administer
and enforce its requirements against DoD in lieu of the corresponding federal
Without such authorizalion, the state can still enforce its own
requirements. The failure to comply with federal or state requirements could
resuIt in the imposition of fines or penalties since the waiver unambiguously
allows such consequences." 7 s DoD's LBP guidelines for the disposal of
DaD residential real property provide-TSCA (15 U.S.C. 2688) contains a waiver of sovereign immunity for state
and local laws relating to lead-based paint and lead-based paint activities.
Most states now have authorized programs under 40 CFR Pafi 745, Subpart
Q, defining training and ccrtificatlon requrrernents for inspectars, risk
assessors, and abatement contractors involved In lead-based paint activities.
Authorized programs may include standards for lead-based paint that may be
more stringent than current federal regulations, the proposed TSCA 403 n ~ l e
standards, or Field Guide requirements. States may also have specific
testing and disposal requirements for lead-based paint waste and debris
" S e e 15 U.S.C. (is 2684,2688.
h6

See id. $2684.

'' Jd. 5 2688.
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generated during abatement and demolition activities. Lead-based paint
cvaluat~onand abatement activities and disposal of lead-based paint debris
must comply with promulgated state requirements.''

The interplay between a provision authorizing state programs and the
waiver of sovereign immunity requires furlher research and analysis. At this
time, there appear to be no legal decisions that address this issue "on point."
Until there is certainty on this issue, installation environmental: attorneys faced
with a state enforcement action against DoD for LBP activities should
care fully review the state's eri forcement authority and forward any questions to
the appropriate MAJCOM and/or Regional Environmental Office.

B. Regulatory Overview
As required by TSCA, both the EPA and H'CTD promulgated reguIations
covering LBP activities condtrcted by individuals, contractors and laboratories.
In addilion, HUD promulgated regulations covering the evaluation and
reduction of EBP hazards, as required by Title x." f i e key regulations are in
Title 24 and Title 40 of the Code of Federal Regulations (for HUD and EPA,
respectively). The most significant additions and changes to the regulations
occr~rredin 1996, 1998, 1999 and 2001.
This section lists and discusses the major regulations affecting federally
owned housing by Ihe type of requirement andlor activity; the applicability of
these major regulations to DoD is discussed ir~fra in Part V.

I . Disclosure ofLBP nndLBP Hnmrds (Subpart A ) ~ *

In 1996, the EPA and HUD jointly established regulations requiring
persons selling or leasing target housing to disclose known LBP and/or LBP
hazards:" identicaI Ianguage was placed in the EPA and HUD regulations (40
C.F.R. Part 745, subpart E and 24 C.F.R. Part 35, subpart H, respectively).
The disclosurc rides do not require sellers or landlords to test or remove LBP,
and it does not invalidate leases and sales contract^.^' Before a contract for
sale or lease is ratified, they do require-

68

DEP'T OF DEF., LEAD-BASEDPAINTGUIDELINES
M R DISPOSAL
OF DEPARTMENT OF
DEFENSE
RESIDENTIAL
REALPROPERTY - A FIELDGUIDE,p. 6 (Dec. 1999) (State and Local
Laws), avnilahkc nr h t t p : / / w w w . d t i c . m i l l e n v i r o d o d r p 0 l i c i e s / R i e 1 d G u i d e . p d f
[hereinafter DoD Field Guide].
bB
S ~s1ipr.n
P notes 41-43 and accompanying text.
70
For an overview of the disclosure rule, see EPA Fact Sheet, st(psa note 14.
7 1 Lead; Requirements Tor Disclosure, suprn notc 2. -This final rule was issued under the
authority of section 1018 of the Rcs~dentialLead-Rased P a m Hazard Reduction Act of 1992,
42 U.S.C. 4X52d.
EPA Fact Sheet, szrpm note 14.

"
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or
lessee with the EPA, CPSC" and HCTD jointly-developed
pamphlet entitfed Ppatecf Yorir Family From Lead in Your
Home or an equivalent pamphlet that EPA has approved for
use in a particular
b) Sellers and lessors to disclose known LBP and LBP
hazards to purchasers or lessees (renters);75
c) Sellers and lessors to provide the purchaser or Iessee with
relevant records or reports concerning LBP and LBP
hazards in the housing;76 and
d) SeIIers to give purchasers a 10-day period to conduct an
inspection or risk assessment before the purchaser is
obligated under a contract to purchase target housing. 77
a] Sellers and lessors (landlords) to provide the purchaser

While the disclosure rules generally apply to all transactions to sell or
Iease target housing, including subleases, they do not apply to ( 1 ) sales of
target housing at foreclosure; ( 2 ) leases of target housing found to be LBP-free
by a certified inspector; (33 short-term leases of 100 days or less, where no
lease renewal or extension can occur; and (4) renewals of existing leases in
target housing in which the lessor has previously disclosed all required
information and where the lessor does not have any new information about the
presence of LBP and/or LBP hazards.78
In 1999, HUD significantly changed Part 35 rLead-Based Paint
Poisoning Prevention in Certain Residential Structures") of its Title 24
r e g ~ l a t i o n s . ~The
~ text of the 1996 discIosure rule that was in subpart H,
however, remained unchanged. It was merely moved and redesignated as
subpart A--its current location."
The EPA regulations governing the
disclosure of LBBP and LBP hazards remained unchanged.

-

-

-
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See supra note 7 and accompanying text.
Id. at 9083, 9087 (currently codified at 24 C.F.R. 4 35.8X(a)(l); 40 C.F.R. 5 745.107(a)(l));
EPA-747-K-99-001, supra note 17, at 2.
Lead; Requirements for Disclosure, strpra note 2, at 9084, 9087 (codified at 24 C.F.R.
35.88(a)(2), 40 C.F.R. 3 745.1 07(a)(2)),
Id. at 9083-9084, 9087 (codified at 24 C.F.R. 5 35.88(a)(4), 40 C.F.R. 3 745.107(a)(4)).
Id. at 9084,9087 (codified at 24 C.F.R. $ 35.90.40 C.F.R. $ 745.1 10).
Scope and Applicability, 24 C.F.R. 8 35.82.
79
Requirements for Notification, svprrr note 5.
*' Id. at 50,201 (codified at 24 C.F.R. g$ 35.30-35.98).
74
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( I ) The removal of LBP and dust-lead hazards, the permanent enclosure or
encapsulation of' LBP, the replacement of components or fixtures painted
with LBP, and the removal or permanent covering of soil-lead hazards; and
(2) All preparation, cleanup, d~sposal,and post abatement clearance teshng
activit~esassociated with such measures.
Certified means licensed or certified to perform such activities as risk

assessment. LBP inspection, or abatement supervision. either by a State or
Indian tribe w ~ t ha LBP certification program authorized by the EPA.

Chewable surface means an interior or exterior surface painted with LBP
that a young child can mouth or chew. A chewable surface is the same as an
"accessible surface" as defined in 42 U.S.C. 5 485 1b(2),
Deteriorated paint means any interior or exterior paint or other coating that
is peeling, chipping, chalking or cracking, or any paint or coating located on
an interlor or exterior surface or fixture that is otherwrse damaged or
separated from the substrate.
Encop.~~llrrtion
means tlie applica~ionof a covering or coating that acts as a
barrier between the LBP and the environment and that relies for its durability
on adhesion between the encapsulant and the painted surface, and on the
integrity of the exist~ngbonds between paint layers and between the paint
and the substrate.

Enclclssrre means the use of rigid, durable construction materials that are
mechanically fastened to the substrate in order to act as a barrier between
LEP and nhe environment.

Evnl~mriorrmeans a risk assessment, a lead hazard screen, a LBP inspection,
paint testing, or a combmation of these to determine the presence of LBP
hazards or LBP.
Friciion sur@ce means an interior or exterior surface that is subject to
abrasion or friction, including, but not limited to, certain window, floor, and
stalr surfaces.

Hazard reduction means measures designed to seduce or eliminate human
exposure to LBP hazards through methods including interim controls or
abatement or a combination of the two.

Impncf surfme means an interior or exterior surface that is subject to damage
by repeated sudden force, such as certain parts of door frames.
Inreri~ncontrols means a set of measures designed to reduce temporarily
human exposure or I~kelyexposure to LBP Ilazards. Interim controls
mclade, but are not Ilrmted to, repairs. painting, temporary containment,
specialized cleaning, clearance, ongoing LBP rnail~tenanceactivities, and he
establishment and operation of management and resident education
programs.
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Lend-based point means parnt or other surface coatings that contain lead
equal to or exceeding 1.0 milligram per square centimeter or 0.5 percent by
weight or 5,000 parts per million (pprnj by we~ght.

Leahbased paint hnznrd means any condition that causes exposure to lead
from dust-lead hazards," soil-lead hazards,s8 or LBP that is deteriorated or
present in chewable surfaces, friction surfaces, or impact surfaces, and that
would result in adverse human health effects.
Lend-based pcrinr inspection means a surface-by-surface investigation to
determine the presence of LBP and the provision of a repart explaining the
results of the investigation.
Lead itaznrd screen means a limited risk assessment activity that involves
paint testing and dust sampling and analysis as described in 40 C.F.R.
745.2271~) and soil sampling and anaIysis as described in 40 C.F.R.
745.227(d).

Ruh- assessment means: ( 1 ) Am on-site investigation to determine the
existence, nature, severity, and location of EBP hazards; and (2) The
provision of a report by the individual or firm conducting the risk assessment
explaining the results of the investigation and options for reducing LBP
ha~ards.~"

b. NUD Subparss Applicn ble to DoD: B, C, a7td R

In addition to subpart A (disclosure rules), which was summarized
above, subparts B, C, and R are here summarized because they apply to real
property transactions involving DoD residential real property. They do not,
however, apply to all DoD housing transactions, which is explained in Part V.
Suhpari B contains general LBP requirements and "applies to all target
housing that is federally owned and target housing receiving Federal assistance
to which subparts C, D,F through M, and R of [part 351 apply, except where
indicated.""
Subpart C applies to the sale of property owned by a federal agency
For all target housing constructed prior to 1960, an
other than
evaluation (inspection and risk assessment) must be conducted before closing
the sale." All LBP hazards must be abated; however, abatement can be
87

See in@ notes 120-2 1 and accompanying text.

" See infra note 122 and accompanying text.
89

A risk assessment is conducted to determine the extent of the hazard and involves
"observing the condition of the paint, evaIuating dust and soil samples for the presence of lead,
and obtaining information regarding the occupancy of the housing unit by chiIdren under the
age of six." Miceli et al., supra note 3, at 6 (based on the definition of "risk assessment" in
Title X).

'*

24 C.F.R. 3 35.EOO(b)(1).
M ,9 35.200. The requirements apply to federally owned properties offered for sale on or
after Sep. 15, 2000. ld.
92 Id. 5 35.2101a).
91
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completed before cIosing or can be carried out by the purchaser before
occupancy.9' If the latter is chosen, the federal agency is responsible for
assuring that abatement is a ~ c o r n ~ l i s h e d .For
~ ' all target housing constructed
after 1959 and before 1978, the federal agency must conduct an evaluation.'
The results of the inspection and risk assessment must be made available to
prospective purchas.ers.g"
Srd7parr R provides the standards and methods that apply in subparts B,
C,D, and F through M for evaluation and reduction of LBP hazardsng7Notably
subpart R's designation of levels defining dust-lead lsazards and soil-lead
hazards has been superseded. It was intended that tile latter levels established
in subpart R would be used only until EPA promulgated such standards
pursuant to TSCA.'~ In 2001, the EPA promulgated TSCA standards for LBP
hazards, superseding those previously set by JXlD in subpart R."

In 1996, the Adrninistralor published EPA's final n ~ l e for the
certification and training of LBP professionals.lO'
The rule requires the
following:
a) Individuals conducting LBP inspection, risk assessment or
abatement in target housing and child-occupied facili ties'02
be properly trained and certified;"'
b) Training programs be accredjted; and
c) LBP activities be conducted according to effective and safe
work practice standards.Io5

Id. 4 35.210(b).
Id.
95 Id. 4 35.215.
% [d.
97 Id. 9 35.1300.
98 Id. 1$ 35.1320(b)(2).
99 See discussion in Part In-B-5.
Far an overview o f the Training and Certification Program, see the EPA document,
Troinitig rrnd Crrt$cn?ion Prog~mnfor Lcacl-Bnsed Prrini Activiries i n Turgei Hotrsing and
Child Occlrpied Fnciliries - Section 402/404, a? http://www.e~a.~ov/leadlleadcert.htrn
[hereinafter Trnznirrg and Cerf$c:urion Progmm].
101
Lead, Requirements far kead-Based Paint Activities in Target Housing and Child-Occupied
Facilities, 61 Fed. Reg. 45,778-830 (Aug. 29, 1996) (final rule) (codified at 40 C.F.R. Part
745) [hereinafter Lead, Requirements for Lead-Based Paint Activities].
'02 Note that the scope o f this mle is broader than some of the other rules because it applies to
specified LBP activities in target houslng arid child-occupied facilities.
Lead, Requirements for Lcad-Bascd Paint Activi~es.supra note 101, at 45,778.
l o 4 Id
9S
94

'"
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The work practice standards do not apply to all activities that involve
LBP; instead, the standards apply only to those activities that are described as
an inspection, risk assessment or abatement by an individual who offers these
servi~es.'~"~hus, the rule does not regulate an individual who samples paint
on a cabinet to determine if the paint contains leadio7or contractors performing
renovations that incidentalIy disturb LBP.''~ The rule carves out renovations
by excluding them from the definition of abatement."'

'Ovd. at 45,779,45,822 (codified at 40 C.F.R. 745.227(a)(2)).
107
Id. at 45,739. I~rspectiorl is defined to mean "a surface-by-surface investigation to
determine the presence of lead-based paint and the provision of a report explainrng the results
of the rnvestigat~on."40 C.F.R. $ 745.223.
I n8
Lead, Requirements for Lead-Based Paint Activities, supra note 101, at 45,779.
I nq
The definitron of abatement is as fallows:

Abntement means any measure or set of measures designed to p e m n e n t l y
eliminate lead-based paint hazards. Abatement includes, but is not limited
to:
( I ) The removal of lead-based paint and lead-contaminated dust, the
permanent enclosure or encapsulation of lead-based paint, the replacement of
lead-painted surfaces or fixtures, and the removal or coverxng of leadcontaminated
soil;
and
(2) All preparation, cleanup, disposal, and post-abatement clearance testing
activities associated with such measures.
(3) Specifically, abatement includes, but i s not limited to:
(i) Projects for which there is a written contract or other documentation,
which provides that an individual or firm will be conducting activities in or
to a residential dwelling or child-occupied facility that
(A) Shall result in the permanent elimination of lead-based paint hazards;
or
(B) Are designed to permanently eliminate lead-based paint hazards and
are described in paragraphs (1) and (2) of this definition.
{ii) Projects resulting in the permanent elirninatlon of lead-based paint
hazards, conducted by firms or individuals certified in accordance with
4 745.226, unless such projects are covered by paragraph (4) of this
definition; .. .
(4) Abatement does not include renovation, remodeling, landscaping or
other activities, when such activities are not designed to permanently
eliminate lead-based paint hazards, but, instead, are designed to repair,
restore, or remodel a given structure or dwelling, even though these activities
may incidentally result in a reduction or elimination of lead-based paint
hazards.
Furthermore, abatement does not include interim controls,
operatlolls and maintenance activities, or other measures and activities
des~gned to temporarily, but not permanently, reduce lead-based paint
hazards.
40 C.F.R. $ 745.223 (definitions in subpart L, Lead-Based Paint Activitie-7).
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4. Aa-Renovation ~ e ~ u i r e n ~ 'lo
enfs

''

As required by TSCA, EPA issued a final n ~ l erequiring renovators
to distribute a 1ead hazard information pamphlet to housing owners and
occupants before conducting renovations in target housing.] l 2 This rule, which
was published on June 1, 1998, ensures that owners and occupants are given
information that will allow them to avoid exposure to lead-contaminated dust
and LBP debris that are sometimes generated during renovations of housing
with LBP,"'

In HUD's 1999 regulations (summarized in section 11143-2 above),
dust-lead hazard and soil-lead hazard definitions were based on the Ievels
promulgated by EPA or, if EPA had not set such levels, the BeveIs set by HUD
were to be tised, as stated in the folIowing definitions:
Ditsr-lend hnznrd means surface dust that contains a dust-Iead loading (area
concentration of lead) at or exceeding the Ievels promulgated by the EPA
pursuant to sect~on403 of the Toxic Substances Control Act or, if such
levels are not in effect, the standards in 5 35.1320.' l 5

Soil-lead hazard means hare soil on residential property that contains lead
equal to or exceeding levers promulgated by the [EPA] pursuant to section
403 of B e Toxic Substances Control Act or, if such levels are not in effect,
the following levels: 400 pg/g In play areas; and 2000 pg/g sn other areas
with bare soil that total more than 9 square feet (0.8 square meters) per
I"
residential

I rn

For EPA's information sheet on the Pre-Renovation Rule, see the EPA document, PI-@-

Reno vrrhon Lead lnfor~nafion
R t i k TSCA 406(b),at http://www.epa.govflead,leadrenfehtm.
'I'

15 U.S.C. $2686(b) (TSCA $406(b)).

"'Lead, Requirements for Hazard Education Before Renovation of Target Housing, W

Fed.
Reg. 29,907 (.Tun. 1, 1998) (final rule) (codified at 40 C.F.R. subpart E, $5 745.80 - 745.88)
[hereinafter Lead, Requirements for Hazard Education].
I L 3Id. at 29.908.
114
For EPA's information sheet an its lead hazard standards, see the EPA document,
Rr.sidenti01
Lead
Hazard
Stnnrilrrds
- TSCA Section 403, at
hnp:l/~~~~.epa.~ov/o~ptintr/lead~leadhaz.l~tm
[hereinafter Residential Lenrl Hnzard
Stmrln~ds].
'I' 24 C.F.R. 6 35.110 (definitians in subpart B of part 35). The interim dust lead standards in
35.1320 are given for four evaluation methods. For lead hazard screens, the dust lead
standards are 25 micrograms per square foot (pg/ft2) for floars and 125 pg/ft2 for interior
window sills. For risk assessments, reevaluations or clearances, the dust lead standards are 40
~ ~ / f t " o r floors and 250 FLg/fi2
far interior window sills. 24 C.F.R. tj 35.1320(b)(2). FfnalIy,
the clearance standard for dust following abatement is 8 0 0 ~ ~ l f t ' .
" 9 4 C.F.R. 35.1 10 (definitions in subpart I3 of part 35).
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On January 5, 2001, EPA promulgated standards for lead hazard levels,
as required by Title X (TSCA 8 403).11' When EPA standards became
effective on March 6, 2001,'
"ley superseded those in H I D ' S 1998
regulations.
EPA's hazard standard for LBP is more detailed than HUD's definition
in section 111-B-2-a above, to wit:

"

Paint lend hnzar-d is any of the folIowing:
a. Any lead-based pa~nton a friction surface that is subject to abrasion
and where the lead dust levels on the nearcst horizontal surface underneath
thc friction surface are equal to or greater than the dust hazard levels.
b. Any damaged or orherwise deteriorated lead-based paint on an impact
surface that is caused by impact from a related building component.
c. Any chewable lead-based paint surface on which there is evidence o f
teeth marks.
d. Any othcr deteriorated lead-based paint m residential buildings or
child-occupied facility or on the exterior of any residential bullding or childoccupied facility.'I9

For lead in dust, the following are EPA's standards:
The dust-lead hazard standards are 40 micrograms per square foot (pglftL)
for floors based on a weighted average of all wlpe samples and 250 pg/f? for
interior window sills based on a we~ghtedavcrage of all wipe samples. "O

The clearance standards for dust following an abatement are 40 pdft2for
floors, 250 pg/ft' for interior window sills, and 400 v ~ f t 2
for wiildow
troughs.12'

Final1y, the soil-lead hazard standards for bare residential soil are 400
parts per million (ppm) by weight in play areas based on the play area bare soil
sample and an average of 1,200 ppm in bare soil in the remainder of the yard
based on an average of all other samples co~lected.~"
In addition to applying EPA's hazard standards to LBP activities, EPA
illtends its hazard standards to "serve as general guidance for other EPA
EPA also amended dust and
programs engaged in toxic waste

"'

Lead, Identification of Dangerous Levels o f Lead. 66 Fed. Reg. 1205 (Jan. 5. 2001) (final
rule). In addition to establishing lead hazard Ievels, this final rule amended dust and soil
sampling requirements and amended state program authorization requirements. Jd. EPA
promuIgated these regufat~onsin accordance with 15 U.S.C. 4 2683; TSCA 4 403 (which were
added to TSCA via Title X).
' I 8 66 Fed. Reg. 1206.
' I " ~ d at
. 12 l O (codified at 40 C.F.R. 5 745.6Xa)).
120
Id at 12 1 1 (codified at 40 C.F.R, 5 745.65(b)).
I ? ' Id (codified at 40 C.F.R. Ij 745.227(e)(S)(viil)).
Jrl, (codified at 40 C.F.R. 9 745,65(c)).
Re.~id~afinl
Lpad Nnzrrrd Stor~dnrds,srtpl-a note 1 14.

'*'
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soiI sampling requirements and state program authorization requirements in its
final rule.
6. Standards and Accreditation Progra~nsfor ~a horntori~s'Z5
EPA's NationaI Lead Laboratory Accreditation Program (NLLAP) was
established as required by Title x . ' ~Through
'
this accreditation program, EPA
recognizes laboratories that demonstrate the ability to accurately analyze
samples for lead (e.g., paint chip, dust and/or soi~).'~'
The requirement to use laboratories recognized by the EPA was
promulgated in the August 29, 1996, rule governing training and
certification.
paint chip, dust, and soil samples collected
pursuant to the work practice standards In subpart L of the regulations must be
analyzed by a laboratory recognized by EPA"' "as being capable of
performing analyses for lead compounds in paint d ~ i p ,dust, and soil
samp~es."'
A state seeking authorization for a LBP compliance and enforcement
program must have access to a recognized laboratory as defined in EPA
regulations,"* or, alternatively, the state must implement a quality assurance
program ensuring the quality of laboratory personnel and protecting the
integrity of analytical data. ' j 2Regardless of the legal requirements for entities
regulated by federal or state requirements to use recognized laboratories, EPA
suggests that parties responsible for LBP abatement and control activities may
wish to use NLLAP laboratories "to avoid potential liability in lead poisoning

cases."' J3

124

Lead, Identification of Dangerous Levels of Lead, 66 Fed. Reg, at 1206.
For an overview of the laboratory accreditation program, see the EPA document, The
National
Lead
Label-at0y
Accreditation
Prografn
(NLLAP),
nt
http://www.e~a.gov/opptintr/Eead/nIla~
mereinafter U L A P ] .
Pub. L.No. 102-550 9 1021, 106 Stat. 3672 (1 992) (codified at 15 U.S.C. 5 2685(b); TSCA
5 405tb)).
' I 7 EPA Document
Laboratory Program, supra note 125. An updated list of NLLAP
laboratories can be obtained From the Natlonal Lead Informalion Center Clearinghouse at 1800-424-LEAD.
12' This mle is summarized in footnotes I00 109 and the accompanying text.
129
Recognized iaboratoy is defined as "an environmenta1 Iaberatory recognized by EPA
pursuant to TSCA section 405(b) as being capable of perfoming an analysis for lead
compounds in paint, soiI, and dust." 40 C.E.R. 5 745.223.
130
Lead, Requirements for Lead-Based P a m Activities, strpm note 101, at 45,824 (codified at
125

'"

-

-

40 C.F.R. $ 745.227(0{2)).
13 1

See injm note 133.
40 C.F.R. 5 745.327(~)(3).
'33 EPA, EPA 747-R-96-010,
SURVEY
OF STATE LEAD LABORATORY
ACCRED~TATION
PROGRAMS
p. 3 (Nov. 1996). available ar http://www.ewa.~ov/lead/96-01 O.~df.
''I
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C. Enforcement

Generally, the Administrator has authority to administer and enforce
the requirements regarding disclosure of known LBP andlor LBP hazards and
the training, certification, and work practice standards.'34 The Secretary of
HUD, however, does not have the same direct enforcement authority because
the Lead-Based Paint Poisoning Prevention Act does not provide any
independent enforcement provisions.
Instead, the Secretary relies on HLD's
authority to affect the abilit of an entity to receive money or participate in a
HUD program in the future.Y,,
IV. LBP AND HISTORIC BUILDINGS

Since old houses may be designated as historic landmarks under the
national Historic Preservation Act of 1966 ( N H P A ) , ' ~DoD
~ attorneys must
consider whether lead-based paint activities will trigger NHPA requirements.
When a house is listed or eligible to be listed on the National Registry of
Historic Buildings, any activities that may affect its exterior appearance must
be coordinated with the State Historic Preservation Officer (sHPo).'~'
V. DOD AND SERVICE-SPECIFIC LBP P O L I C I E S ' ~ ~
The information in this part is grouped according to the type of real
estate transaction involving housing: j 1) occupancy, (2) sale/transfer, and (3)
privatization. When relevant, child-care facilities are addressed.
A. Occupancy of MFH

The only DoD policy relevant to the occupancy of MFH concerns the
disclosure rules. The Air Force, however, has policies that encompass broader
requirements. Both are covered below in subsections 1 and 2.

See 15 U.S.C. 9 2684(h) (providing that the Administrator will enforce requirements in
states without authorized programs). The EPA's enforcement authority includes civil and
cnrmnal sanct~ons.See 15 U.S.C. § 2615; 40 C.F.R. $745.1 18.
Requirements for Notification, supro note 5, at 50,168.
""~~ef
id (discussion on HUD's enforcement of its regulations).
'I7 16 U.S.C. 5 470a(a) (providing for designation of properties as historic landmarks).
Rd. S; 470a(b)/3) (requiring SIlPOs to consult with federa1 agencies a n federal undertakings
that may affect historic properties).
139
The
U.S.
Amy
Lead
and
Asbestos Hon~epage is available
at
htrp://www. hqda.arn1v.1ni1Ia~~i11i~v_eb/fd/l~eadAsbestos/pa~es/h0n1e~I~t~.
Tnformation on the
Navy's lead policies is available at h~://enviro.nfesc.navy.milJesc425/LdNPol.htm.

'"
'"
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I . DUD Disclosure Policy
DoD does not consider its Residency Occupancy Agreements (ROAs)
legal equivalent of a lease, and therefore does not consider there to be
any legal requirement to observe disclostire rules with regard to them.
Nonetheless, as a matter of policy, the Air Force and other DoD Components
do compIy with the disclosure rules with regard to ROAs. The Ilistory behind
to be the

this position is outlined below,
In 1997, DoD issued a one-page policy memorandum requiring its
Components to comply with the EPA and HUD disclosure rules in 40 C.F.R.
Part 745 Subpart F and 24 C.F.R. Part 35 Subpart H.'" The memorandum
states the following concerning the disclasure requirements:
These rules apply to DOD Family housing built before 1978 and to their
disposal by lease or sale. Occupancy of DOD family housing by military
members and their farnxlies is cons~deredto be leasing of housing, with
regard to these ru8es. Disposal of housing pursuant to Ease Realignment and
Closure process or similar actions constitute disposal by sale. Compliance
with disclosure rules must be documented. . . . Occupants rnlrst also be
issued a copy of the EPA pamphlet entitled, 'Protect Your Family from Lead
in Your H ~ r n e . " ~ "

DoD's policy could have been better worded to convey clearly its
position that DoD does not consider ROAs to he the legal equivalent of a lease.
Nonetheless, DoD's position is better stated in a subsequent dispute with the
EPA.
Specifically, DoD's position was challenged on July 28, 1998, when
EPA Region VI filed an administrative con~plaintagainst the Navy for i t s
failure to comply with the disclosure rules at KingsvilIe Naval Air Station,
ex as.'" EPA sought $408,375 in civil penalties for sixty-six alleged
vioIations associated with eleven ROAS.14' The ad rninistrative law judge
(ALS) found the Navy to be a "lessor" and the ROAs to be "contracts to lease"
within f ~e meaning of the Residential Lead-Based Paint Hazard Reduction Act
(RLBPI-IRA) of 1992.14'
140

Memorandum from the Deputy Under Secretary of Defense (rndusbial Affairs &
Installat~ons)and Deputy Under Secretary of Defense (Environmental Security), Di.rcIostrr-euf
Known Lent!-Rnsd Pai~r!(LBP) atlchl- LBP Hfzmr-rlsit7 DOD I.'o~lril,~jHor,sitrg (Feb. 18, 1997)
[hereinafter DOD 1997 Disclosure Policy]. As expla~nedin the text accompanying footnotes
79 80, Subpart 1-1 in pan 35 of I-IUD's regulations was moved to subpart A wlth no text
changes.

-
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In thc Matter af U.S. Dep'r af the Navy, Kingsville Naval Air Station, TSCA Docket No.
V1-736C(L) (Feb. l R , 1999). http:llwww.epa.govlaIjhomeplorders.htnz,
143

Id.

'44

id.
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On appeal, however, the Environmental Appeals Board (EAB) reversed
the ALJ's decision and dismissed the complaint, stating that it "cannot uphold
the Order based upon the Presiding Officer's analysis, which relied on Texas
law."'" The Board stated,
While the Board does have the authority, as the Agency's final
dec~sionmakerin this case, to fashion through this adjudicative proceeding a
legally binding interpretation of the terms "lease" and "contract to lease"
under the Disclosure Rule and section 10 18 of the RLBPHRA, we decline to
exercise that authority here, Fairly read, the Disclosure Rule does not bear
any contemplation of ROAs - arrangements peculiar to the rn~litary
establishment. Not sutpruingly then, there is, as best we can discern, no
indication that the issue of ROA coverage was identified during tlre
interagency review process that accompanied the rule's promulgation.'4t"

The Board higlllighted in a footnote DoD's issuance of its 1997 memorandum,
and quoted most of its text.I4' The followjng statement followed the quote:
Given the serious and unquestioned health effects of lead-based paint, we
would expect Navy to comply with the disclosure requirements as
contemplated by this [DoD] rnern~randurn.'~"

2. Current Air Force Policies
a. Discloszrre Policy

In 1996, the Air Force issued its policy concerning disclosure

requirements.'49 m i l e consistent with the ultimate DoD policy, i t may be
interpreted as stating that the "acceptance" of MFH by qualified occupants is
synonymous with "leasing."'50 The fact that the Air Force policy predates the
145

It? re U.S. Dep't of Navy, KingsviIle Naval Air Station, Kingsville, Texas. TSCA Appeal
No. 99-2, Part II (Mar. 17, 2000), http://www.epa.govhoarddec/eabtsc.htm.However. the
Board also "[did] not adopt Navy's contention that the federal property and contract law cited
by Navy is dispositive with respect to whether a transaction is a 'contract to lease' for purposes
of the Disclosure Rule and RLRPHRA section TO IS." Id.
6d. The Board informed the Region that if It intended to regulate ROhs under the
DiscIosure RuIe, it would have to deveIop a "workable and supportable interpretation," and
appropriately amend the DiscIosure Rule to reflect that interpretation. Id.
' 4 7 ICI a t n 9.

"'
'4a

Id
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Memorandum rrom the Office of The Civil Engineer, Director of Environment (HQ
USAFJCEV), Polrcy and Guidance on Lead-Rased Paint (LRP) Final Disclosure RuIe (Aug.
19,
P 996)
nvnllnhle
nE

htlp:lJwww.afcee.brooks.af.mil/dc/dcp/news/AFRPA~Work~hop/07/lbp_finaI~disclosure~rule.
pdf.
I50
Iri. (The policy memorandllm states, "The disclosure regulations apply to the acceptance
(leasing) of Air Force MFH by qualified occupants and the sale (transfer) o r Air Force MFH
under Base Realignment and Ctosure (BRAC) and non-BRAC property disposals.")
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DoD policy memorandum and the Kingsville Naval Air Station administrative
case may be the reason for the choice of wording. The Air Force Center for
Environmental Excellence (AECEE) PROACT Fact Sheet on LBP also seems
to equate "acceptance" of MFH with "leasing," ''I which likewise may be due
to the fact that the fact sheet predates the Kingsville case. The Air Force's
legal position (espoused by SAFJGCW-the Department of the Air Force
General Counsel (installations and Environmental Law)), however, is
consistent wit11 DoD's position: while the agreement to occupy MFH is not
the legal equivalent of a Iease, the Air Force complies with the disclosure
requirements as a matter of DoD policy.'51
b. ldent~j?cationand Treatment of LBP in Facilities

In May E 993, the Air Force quickly respo~ldedto the RLBPWRA with
its LBP policy and guidance.'53 The policy directs Air Force installations to
take actions to address LBP and LBP hazards, including tl~efollowing:
identify, evaluate, control and eIiminate existing LBP hazards;'" protect
facility workers and occupants, especially children, from existing LBP
hazards;' 55 prevent LBP hazards from developing; 5 b restrict the use of LBP; I"
and identify, evaluate and remediate past LBP hazards.'"
The scope of the Air Farce's L993 LBP policy is broader than the
federal regulations in two ways. First, the types of facilities covered i s broader
because the Air Force requires LBP in all facilities (e.g., MFH, industrial
facilities, DoD schools) to be addressed rather than only LBP in target housing.
The policy requires facilities that are or may be used by young children to be
given ptiority.
Second, the Air Force policy encompasses facilities that

'"

""~ee PROACT, T1#16487,slcpra note 1 1.
When the Air Force updates its 1393 LBP policy memorandum, it should consider updat~ng
its I996 disclosure policy memorandum so the text conveys clearly that occupancy of MFH 1s
not considered to be the Iegal equivalent of a lease.
ls3 Memorandum from Air Force Chief of Staff (HQ USAFKC), Air Force Policy and
Guidance on Lead-Based Paint in Facilities (May 24, 1993) nvrrilnhle of
h~://www.afcee.braoks.af.miI/dc/dcp/newslAFRPA~Workshop/O7/afgolicy~guidance~leadbasedgaint-pdf [hereinafter Air Force 1993 Policy].
Priority is to be given to facilities that are frequented by children under age seven and those
with painted surfaces in deteriorated condition. Id. aat para. 6a.
155
Id. at para. 6b.
Id at para. 6c.
157
Id. at para. 6d.
158
Id. at para. 6f.
'j"The policy defines Irigh-prror-iryfacrI~ri~.~
as "Facilities or portions of Facilities whiclr are or
may be Frequented or used by children under age seven, which are further prioritized as
Tollaws: chtld development centers, annexes, and playground equipment; Air Force licensed
family day care homes; youth centers; recreational facilities, and playgrounds; waiting areas at
medical and dental treatment centers; Air Force-maintained Department of Defense (DoD}

"'
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were constructed prior to 1980 rather than 1978.""1~1-le
reason for these two
additiona1 years is because the Air Force assumed that stocks of LBP were not
depleted until two years after the I978 Consumer P r o d ~ c tSafety Commission
(CPSA) ban on residential use of LBPs, which did not extend to federal
faci~ities,'"
The office of primary responsibility for the Air Force's 1993 policy, the
Office of the Civil Engineer, Environmental Division (HQ USAF/ILEV), plans
to update the policy to incorporate regulatory and policy changes.

c. Effect of NUD 's 1999 ~ e ~ r l a t i o n s "o'on Air*firm Policies
While the Air Force may deternine it should revise its 1993 LBP
policy based on requirements in lW5's I999 regulations, this determination
arguably will be a matter of policy rather than legal requirement. The basis for
this conclusion is that subparts I3 (general requirements and definitions) and R
(methods and standards) only apply if one of the other subparts (C, D, or F
through M) applies.'" None of the specific types of federal housing activity or
assistance covered in subparts C, D, and F through M apply to the occupancy
of MFH, meaning that subparts B and R also do not apply. Furthemore, the
discussion in HUD's final rule regarding scope and applicability states:
Section 302 of the LPPPA [Lead-Based Paint Poisoning Prevention Act]
requires HUD 'to establish procedures to eliminate as far as practicable the
hazards of lead-based paint poisoning with respect to any existing housing
wh~climay present such hazards and which is covered by an appl~cationfor
mortgage insurance or housing assistance payments under a program
administered by the Secretary or otherwise receivcs more than $5,000 in
project-based assistance under a Federal housing program.' In addition, the
LPPPA requires HUD to establish procedures for the inspection and
reduction of lead-based paint hazards in Federally owned housing at
disposition. Accordingfy, this final rule covers all target housing that: ( I )
HUD is associated with: ( 2 ) receives more than %5,000 in project-based

schools; military family housing (MFH) currently occupied by families with c h~ldrenunder
seven; and remaining MFH." Id. at para. 5a.
llrCl
Air Force 1943 Policy. supra note 153.
161
PROACT. TT#16487,supra note 11.
'62 This refers to the requirements in 24 C.F.R. Part 35.
163
The applicability provision for subpart B states the following: ' T h ~ ssubpart applies to all
target housing that is federally owned and target housing receiving Federal assistance to which
subparts C, D, F tluough M, and R of this part apply, except where indicated." 24 C.F.R.
$ 35.100(b). The phrase "to which subparts C, D, ...applyw must modify both federally owned
housing and holw~ngreceiving federal assistance because subpart C appI~es only to the
saleltransfer of federalIy owned housing and gqt to housing receiving federal assistance.
Furthermore, the purpose of subpar R "is to provide standards and methods for evaluation and
hazard reduction activities required in subparts I3. C, D, and F through M." 24 C.E.R.
6 35.1 300.
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assistance under a program of an agency other than HUD;and (3) i s being
disposed of by the Federal government. I"

Consequently, m ' s regulations do not affect Air Force activities
associated with occupancy. Of course, SAF/GCN wiII assist in determining
what changes HQ WSAF/lLEV shouId make to the Air Force's current LBP
policy.
Because HUD's 1999 regulations did not change the disclosure
requirements, the DoD and Air Force disclosure policies remain unaffected.
B. Salemransfer of Military Family Housing (IMFH)
DoD must comply with applicable requirements when it sells or
transfers target housing. Specifically, the disclosure rules in 40 C.F.R. Part
745 Subpart F {EPA) and 24 C.F.R. Part 35 Subpart A (HUD) must be
followed because these rules are applicable to the saIe or lease of federaIly
owned target housing.'65 In addition, 24 C.F.R. Part 35 Subparts B, C and R
apply to the sale of federaIly owned target h o ~ s i n g . " ~
The appIicability of these portions o f the EPA and HUD regulations is
explained in DoD's guidance document attached to its policy memorandum.
In Janua
2000, DoD stated its policy for disposal of residentia1 seal
property, and attached its Interim Final Field ~ u i d e ' "containing guidelines
for disposaI of DoD residential real property. The Field Guide was jointly
developed by DoD and EPA, with the assistance of HUD and the General
Services Administration (GSA).'" The Field Guide is for use "in the
evaluation and control of [LBP] at DoD residential real property scheduled for
disposition under the base realignment and closure (BRAC) progrm."'7"he
Field Guide states DoD's preference that abatement be made a condition of the
transfer and for the service to ensure that the transferee completes abatement
prior to occupancy or sale of the real

'

164

Requirements for Notification, supra note 5, at 50,145.
notes 70-80 and accompanying text (section 111-B-I).
'66 See supra notes 90-99 and accompanying text (section IIGB-2b).
167
Memorandum fiom the Office of the Under Secretary of Defense (Environmental Security).
Lead-Based Paint Pol~cyfor Disposal of Residenttal Real Properly (Jan. 7 , 2000) avniIuhIe nt
h ~ : / / w w w . d r i c . m j I f e n v i r o d o d / P o l i c i ~ e a d P a i n t F o M e m . p d [hereinafter
f
DoD
Memo-Disposal of Residentla1 Property]. This policy supersedes the DoD Oct. 3 1, 1994 LBP
policy attached to the Principal Assistant Deputy Under Secretary of Defense (EnvironmentaI
S e c u r i ~ )memorandum, Asbestos, Lead Pnins and Rodon Poiicies at BRA C P r o p ~ ~ i (Oct.
es
31, 1994). DoD Memo-Disposal of Residential Property. The asbestos and radon policies in
that document remain in effect. id.
168
DoD Field Guide, supra note 68.
t69 fd. at ii (Foreword).
I 70
DoD Memo-Disposal of Residential Property, szrprn note 167.
DoDField Guide, sirpro note 68,at 18.
l 6 9 e e stcpra
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DoD policy, which is reiterated in the Field Guide, requires the
foIlowing actions beyond those strictly required by Iaw:
1) Abate soil-lead surrounding target housing;'72
2) Evaluate the need for interim con2tols, abatement, or no
action for bare soil lead concentrations between 400 and
2000 ppm (excluding children's play areas) based on the
findings of the LBP inspection, risk assessment and
criteria;

3) Evaluate and abate LBP hazards in structures reused as
child-occupied facilities'73 located on residential real
p'opert~;
4) Evaluate and abate soil-lead hazards for target housing
demolished and redeveloped for residential use following
transfer. 17'

In April 2003, a final joint LBP Field Guide was distributed for
c ~ o r d i n a t i o n . 'This
~ ~ revision incorporates EPA? latest regulations identifying
LBP hazards, lead-contaminated dust, and lead-contaminated ~oiI.'~"t also
addresses comments from EPA related to its new remediation guidance
addressing Superfund cleanups of lead-contaminated residential sites. Any
DoD environmental attorney involved with a LBP issue should determine
whether the joint LBP Field Guide has been finalized and, if yes, determine the
applicability of its requirements to a current issue. Until the joint LBP Field
Guide is issued, the December 1999 Interim Final Guide discussed above
should be used along with any implementing guides, such as the ones

highlighted below.
In May 2001, the Air Force Base Conversion Agency (AFBCA), which
is now merged into the Air Force Real Property Agency, issued guidance for
the management of LBP at Air Force BRAC instat~ations.'~~
This guidance
I" Title X requires abatement of LBP hazards only in target housing constructed prior to 19GO.
DoD Memo-Disposal of Residential Property, strprn note 167.
17' DoD defines child-occupied facilities as "day care centers, preschools, and kindergarten
classrooms visited regularly by children under six years of age." Id.
'74 Title X does not require an inspection and risk assessment or LBP control and abatement
for residential dwellings that are demolished or not intended for occupancy after transfer.
However, DoD directs the terms of the property transfer to incIvde a requirement for the
transferee to evaluate and abate any soil-lead hazards before newly constnrcted housing zlnlts
are occupied. Id
17' The DoD Environmental Cleanup Ofice (Assistant Deputy Undersecretary of Defense,
Cleanup) is the point of cantact for the final coordination effort within DoD.
176
Sre sup?-nnotes 1 14-124 and accompanying text (section III-B-5).
177
Operating Procedures for the Management of Lead-Based Paint at Air Force Base
Realignment and Closure Installations (May 2003) (updating and revising the AFBCA 1996
Interim Operating Procedures for Management of LBP at Alr Force BRAC Installations) {on
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instructs that the DoDlEPA Field Guide be used as a resource on the technical
details of the evaluation, inspection, risk assessment, and abatement standards
of Title x."' For those standards in the DoDEPA Field Guide that exceed
TitIe X requirements, the AFBCA guide specifically directs their
implementation for all property transfer agreements executed after March 30,
2000.~~

In addition t~ the Air Force, the Army issued guidance for the transfer
of Army real property that implements the DoD policy and Fietd ~ u i d e . " '
The Army's guidance applies to the transfer by sale of any Army real property;
it is not limited to transfers under the BRAC progsarn."'
In its I999 final ruIe, H J D stated that with regard to disposal of
military property, it recognizes that there are several statutory, regulatory and
poIicy requirements regarding the cleanup, disposal and reuse of BRAC
properties.'" HHUD noted that DoD uses provisions in contracts for sale and
deeds to assure that LBP hazards in target housing built before 1960 will be
abated pior to occupancy.'X3 The foIIowing was included in the finaI mIe as
an example of a typical contract or deed provision:
Purchaser agrees that purchaser will be responsible for the abatement of any
lead-based paint hazards (as defined in Title X and implementing
regulations) by a certified contractor in accordance with Title X and
implementing regulations before the use and occupancy of such
improvements as a residential dwelling (as defined in Title x).'"

HUD also recommends that federal agencies document compliance
with this type of provision by including a contractual requirement that the
purchaser submit to the agency a copy of the certified abatement report,
including clearance.'*' HUD's above example of a typical contract or deed
provision and recommendation that contractors be required to submit
documentation to show compliance should be considered and used, as
appropriately tailored, in any contract involving LEP activities.
fiIe with the legal office for the Air Force Real Property Agency, office number 703-695469 1).
Id. at 6, para. 2.2.
179
1 . For property transfer agreements executed before March 30, 2000, AFBCA's 1996
procedures appIied. APBCA Summary of LBP Applicability and Procedures, Figure 1,
available from the AERPA office.
IB0 Memorandum from the Department of the Army, Assistant Chief of Staff for Installation
Management (IDAIM-FD), Glririmce for Lend-Bnsed Pnint I-laznrd Mn?zngel?renf D~rri~zg
Transfer of Army Real PI-operp(Mar. 28,2000) (with attached guidance document dated Mar.
30,2000).
IU'

Id.

182

Requirements for Notification, supra note 5, at 50,169.
Id,

id.
IS5Id.
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C. Privatization of MFH
The DoD Field Guide does not apply to leases or publidprivate
ventures (PPV)."~ Because the privatization of MFH is not an outright
transfer or sale,ls7 the Air Force is developing a separate policy addressing
LBP hazards in AF MFH approved for privatization. This policy is
undergoing final review and coordination. Generally, the Air Force's policy
will require developers to address LBP and LBP hazards in MFH in a manner
consistent with the HUD regulations. The Army and the Navy have arrived at
similar policy positions,L88
The Air Force Privatized Housing Management Office (AFIILEHM) is
developing an implementation procedures and guidance document for
addressing LBP and LBP hazards in Air Force Military Housing Privatization
Initiatives. It will provide information to privatization team members, helping
to ensure that LBP is tirneIy and adequately addressed during the privatization
effort.
VI. CONCLUSION
Lead-based paint requirements have changed significantly since 1999,
and the Air Force and other services continue to develop policy and guidance
to assist their installations with properly addressing LBP and LBP hazards.
This article focused on LBP requirements, providing information on the
applicability of these requirements to DoD. While the major existing policies
were included, there will likely be several major new policies within the next
year. This includes policy and guidance for housing to be privatized and an
update to the Air Force's 1993 LBP policy. One of DoD's highest priorities,
as well as of its Components, will continue to be the management of LBP in a
manner that protects the environment and human health, particularly that of
chi Idren.

DoD Field Guide. supra note 68, at viii

n. 1.

The privatization transactions are not outright transfers or sales because the Air Force
retains an interest in the property and, m some cases, may be involved as a lim~tedparhler in
the management of the property.
I%B
The Assistant Secretary of the Army (Installations & Environment) determined the Army
policy for its Residential Communities Initiative (RCI). This determination does not appear to
be stated in a f o m l policy letter. The Navy has issued a formal policy Ietter, Lead-Based
Paint Hazards in DON PPV Projects (Oct. 16, 2002).
18'
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I. INTRODUCTION

In 1831 the United States Supreme Court first ~Iiaracterized the
relationship of Indian tribes to the United States as being like that of a ward to
a guardian, making the federal government a trustee.' Today, the concept of
"tmst" with respect to American Indians is more aptly defined as a
responsibility of federal agencies to foster trust among Indian tribes through a
government-to-governmeilt relationship that reflects respect for their sovereign
status.

That evolution in the concept of trust has occurrcd over the past 30
years, as cuitural rcsorlrcc preservation laws have gradually adopted an
enhanced focus on American Indians, or Native ~ m c r i c a n s . ~
These laws have

* Ms.Lul/l-iwple Wright {B J., Unil~ersi?o,fTe,.msot Arl.~tirr:J.D.. Unil,er,v/h.qf'Baitmrol-e Scllool
of Linv) is nssigrrerl to I ~ AilP
Force Lcwl Sw-r~irr,.vA ~ C I T CEJ~] r. v i r o ~ n t ; ~ ?Lcrw
~ t n lDi~~ision.
Sjte is n 11~e1?1helqf rIhc
Con~plinnceatld /nterrrnliorlnl Lnw Brcrlrch it1 R o s s l ~ n , I
CnliJblnin Bar.
I
NA'I'IVE
AAWRICANWISDOM46 (Kristen M. CIeary ed., Barnes 8t Nohle Books 1996).
See Cherokee Natlon v. Georgla. 30 U.S. ( 5 P e t ) 1 ( 1 831 1 (Tnd~antribes werc first described
as distinct political entities. yet dependent nations. Defined as capable of governing
themselves, they were made more like a state and Iess like a forergn nation because their lands
were within the United States.).
Tile term "Nat~veAmerican" came into usage in the 1960s and was miginally applied to
American Indians and AEaska Natives, later including Native Hawaiians and Pacific Island
Territories Natives in some federal programs. DEP"r OF D1:FENSF AND UNITED STATES ARMY
ENVTL. POLICY INST., AMERICAN INDIAN CLII.TIJRAI.COMMITNICATIONS
STUDYGU~DE
{2001),
According to Webster's II New Riverside University Dictionary 785 (1984), the terms "Native
American" and "lnd~nnAmerican" are synonymous, with usage varying accordii~gto hibe and
region. However, many members of North Arnerlcan lndlan rrlbes may prefer the latter
designation to the fornler because it is a legal term that ulcludes Natlve Hawaiians, Aleuts, and
other native Pacrfic Islanders. Furthermore, "Native .4merlcan" w a s a term developed by the
Bureau of Indian Affairs. See DEP'TOF DEFFNSE
AND WNITFI) STATESARMYEYVTL.POLITY
INST. sz~pplnthis note.

'
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Federal agency responsibiIity with respect to inadvertent discoveries
includes an initial cessation of activity for 30 days, reasonable efforts to protect
the discovered items, and immediate oral notification to culturally affiliated
Indian tribes, foIIowed by written confirmati~n.'~ It is at this point that
consultation with Indian tribes takes place,
The purpose of such consultation is to positively identify and confirm
that what has been discovered is in fact a cultural item subject to disposition
under NAGPRA. Once such confirmation i s achieved, Indian tribes direct
how, within the parameters of NAGPRA, the items are to be protected or
repatriated. Upon certification from an appropriate authority3" that tribaI
notification has been accomplished, the federal activity leading to the
inadvertent discovery may be resumed, and disposition of cultural items will
be carried out pursuant to NAGPRA repatriation procedures.37 Federal
agencies cannot delegate these responsibilities under NAGPRA, except to the
Secretary of the Interior upon hisher ~ o n s e n t . ~ "
NAGPRA expressly provides that, "'[tlhis Act reflects the unique
relationship between the Federal Government and Indian tribes and Native
Hawaiian organizations and should not be construed to establish a precedent
with respect to any other individual, organization or foreign government."39
The notion, however, that NAGPRA has established a tmst or fiduciary
relationship between the government and American Indians has been rejected.
The U.S. District Court for the District of Hawaii has held the preceding
statutory language to be a "disclaimer intended to ward off tangential
repatriation claims from groups other than Native Americans or Native
Hawaiians rather than as establishing a fiduciary obligation on the federal
government."40
a. NAGPRA Jziwisdicliot~alArea-Federal

or I ~ ~ d i aLa~zcls
t?

As indicated above, NAGPRA7sreach is limited to cultural items found
on federal or Indian land. In Romero v. ~ e c k e n , for
~ ' example, human remains
were inadvertently found during construction of a golf course in Universal
City, Texas. The plaintiff claimed 20 be a lineal descendant of the Lipan

-

-

Id.
36 The following are author~zedcertifying authorities: the Secretary of a U.S. Department, the
head of any U.S. agency or instrumentality. and the reIevant Indian tribe or native Hawaiian
organization. Id.
Id. 8 3002(d)(1)-(2).
35

''
" M. 8 3002(d)(3$.
''Id. (j 3010.
40
4'

Na Iwi 0 Na Ka una 0 Makapu v. Dalton. 894 E. Supp. 1397, 1410 (Q. Haw. 1995).
. 20015.
256 F.3d 349 ( 5 Clr.
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against the Army Corps, requiring it to cease all constn~ctionin that area, and
prohibiting it fkom denyng tribal member access to the area5*

BasicalEy, NAGPRA tells federal agencies that as of November 16,
1990, if they have coIlections of certain American Indian items, they must
catalog or inventory those items to determine and disclose what is in their
possession.'3 A summary of a federal agency's collection is to be provided to
lineal descendants, Indian tribes, or Native Hawaiian organizations, as may be
applicable.54
Although NAGPRA requires efforts to identify the cultural affiliation
of cultural items, by express provision of the statute, requests for additional
documentation relating to affiliation are not to be constmed as authorization
for new scientific studies of the
Clarification of the statutory
parameters on permissible scientific analysis and who may be qualified to
detennine cultural affiliation have been provided by two NAGPRA lawsuits
involving human remains recovered from land controlled by the Department of
the Navy on the island of Oahu, Hawaii.
a. Na iwi 0 Nu Kapuna 0 Makupu v. Dalton

In Na h
i0

Na Kapuna 0 M a k ~ p uv. ~alton,~" Native Hawaiian

organization objected to a physical antluopologist's examination of a
cranium57to determine cultural affiliation. In this, the first D o 0 project to fall
under NAGPRA, the Navy awarded the Bishop Museum a contract to
inventory human remains disinterred from the Mokapu Peninsula. The general
objective was to accurately Iist human remains and funerary objects and to
determine the number of individuals represented.58
In conducting its inventory, the Bishop Museum did not perform DNA
anaIysis or generally conduct extensive metric ar nonmetsic analyses of the
remains. Its use of standard physical anthropological methods to determine the
various ages and sexes represented and, thereby, the number of individuals
present was upheld:

-

52

-

-

-

Yankton Sioux Tribe v. United Stales Army Corps of Eng~neers,209 F. Supp. 2d 1008 (IS.

S.D. 2002).
5 9 5 U.S.C. $5 3003-3004 (1990).
54 Id.
5 5 1d. 5 1003(b)(2).
5 9 9 4F. S11pp. 1397 (D.Haw. 19951.
Sherry Hutt & C. Timothy McKeown, Colttrol of CtlJ~rtroIPropel-t)l ns Hrrrnctn Rights Lnw,
3 1 ARIZ.ST.L.J. 3 6 3 , 3 8 2 (1999).
894 F.Supp. at 1402 .

''
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Examinations done for the purpose of accurately ident~fying cultural
affiliation or etl~nicityare permissible because they further the overall
purpose of NAGPRA, proper repatriation of remains and other cultural
~terns.['~]

NAGPRA Section 3003(b)(2) merely prevents federa1 agencies and
museums from conducting additional research after completion of the
initial inventory. Section 3003(b)(2) ts wholly inapposite to examinations
conducted at the inventory compilazion stage. The section's restrictive
language only applies upon request by an I n d m tribe or Native tiawal~nn
organization wluch receives or sI~ould have received notice [of the
completed Inventory, . . . far] additional available documentation to
si~pplement the [inventory] information required by subsection (a) of
[Section 30031." 25 U.S.C. Section 3003(b)(2) (emphasis provtded).
Because the Federal Defendant did not conduct its exarninat~onin response
to a request for information, Section 3003(b)(2) is of no consequence.
. . . Section 3003(b)(2)'s restrictive laribwage [is included] to prevent
agencies and museums from using a request for additionaI documentation
as an excuse to initiate new studies and Furtiler delay the repatriation
process. e60]

The second lawsuit invoIved a claim of lineal descendency over the
same Mokapu remains. In Moner v. Hawaii,'I the plaintiff, unlike the Na Iwi
0 Na Kapuna 0 Mokapu, proposed to establish his lineal descendency through
DNA studies. Monet alleged the Marine Corps Iacked authority to determine
the appropriate recipient of cultural items due to lack of expertise. The Court
dismissed Monet? complaint, finding the Marine Corps to be a federal agency
with authority to determine cultural affiliation of cultural items under
NAGPRA, rendering its expertise irrelevant. Additionally, because the Marine
Corps had not completed its inventory at tlze time the complaint was filed, the
Court found the issue of repatriation not ripe for decision. The Ninth Circuit
affirmed this decision.62

Priority for repatriation claims of cultural items goes to lineal
descendants of the individual whose body, funerary ardor sacred objects are
59

Id. at 1415.

" ~ dat. 1417.

"

CCV-96-00006-DAE (D.Haw. 1996) (unpublished opinion), afirmed by Ninth Circuit. See
Hutt & McKeown. srrprra note 57, at 382-X3.
" Monet v. United States, 1 14 F.3d 1 195 /gih Cir. 1997).
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being c~airned.'~Norably, lineal descendants, unlike Indian tribes, do not have
to be federally recognized by the Bureau of lndian Affairs (BIA)." If lineal
descendency cannot be ascertained, those claiming a cultural affiliation gain
priority. Cultural afiliation involves a traceable group relationship to presentday federally recognized Indian tribes or Native Hawaiian
More than one tribe may claim affiliation." The N A G P M Review
Committee settles such disputes, as well as issues involving unclaimed
Ln the absence of lineal descendants or groups claiming cultural
affiliation, repatriation efforts focus on federally recognized Indian tribes.

Repafriarion and the Kennewick Man

The most highly publicized NAGPRA repatriation case to date involves
human remains dubbed "the Kennewick Man," determined to be 9,000 years
old. The remains were discovered at an Amy Corps work site along the
Columbia River near Kennewfck, Washington, which is federal, aboriginal
Indian land."
As described in Borrniclwm v. Uniled states," the Army Corps, after
completely covering the discovery site under tons of dirt topped with plants,70
25 U.S.C. (i 3002(1) (1490).
In ldrogo & Americans for Repatriation of Geronimo v. Dept. of the Army & President
Clinton, 18 F. Supp. 2d 25 (D.C.
Cir. 1998), an individual who '%believedwhe was a direct
descendant of Geronimo claimed entitlement to return of Geronimo's remains pursuant to
NAGPRA. The Court granted the Army's motion to dismiss for lack of standing, finding that
Idrogo had not claimed to be a "member of any recognized (or unrecognized, for that matter)
Native American tribe." 18 F. Supp. 2d at 27. NAGPRA does not provide individuals with a
basis for monetary relief, Romera u. Becken, 256 F.3d 349, 354-55 (jthCir. 2001)(denymg
individual's claim for monetary damages-"NAGPFCA exists to give protection to Native
American artifacts, cultural items, and other such objects 'having ongoing histoncat,
traditional, or cuItural impartance central to the Native American gtoup or culture itself, rather
than propern owned by an individual Native American.' 25 U.S.C. 5 3001/3)(d).").
65
25 U.S.C. (i 300I(2). Unrecognized tribes with NAGPRA claim sometimes avoid the
"standing" issue by affiliating with a recognized tribe. This acknowledges the govemment-togovernment relationship of Indian tribes with the United States. The BIA publishes a list of
federally recognized tribes every two years in the Federal Register. See Entities Recognized
and Eligible To Receive Services From the Unlted States Bureau of Indian Affairs, 67 Fed.
Reg. 134 (July 12, 2002).
25 U.S.C. $3002(a)[2)(C).
67
ld. $4 3002(b), 3006(c)(4). NAGPRA provided for the establishment of a committee to
monitor and review imprementation of the inventory and identification process and repatriation
activities. See Id. § 3006Ca)-(i).
(38
The discovery also attracted attention because some physical features, such as the shape of
the face and skulI, appeared to differ from modern American Indians. Bonnichsen v. United
Slates. 2 17 F. Supp. 2d 1 1 16, 1 12 1 (D. Or. 2002).
69
2 17 F. S u p . 2d 1 1 I6 (B.Or. 2002) [appeal after remand, 969 F. Supp. 628 (O. Or. 1997)).
70
The Army Corps of Engineers cavered the site where the Kennewick man was discovered
with approximately two million pounds o f rubble and dirt, topped with 3,700 tree plant~ngs,an
act which undoubtedly hindered efforts to verify the age of the rematins, and effectively
64

''
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decided to grant custody of the Kennewick Man to a coalition of lndian tribes
based on the age of the remains and their discovery within the United states."
Plaintiff scientists and religious groups challenged the A m y Corps' decision,
attempting to halt transfer of the remains to Indian tribes under NAGPRA by
claiming the remains were not descended of an American Indian and seeking
an opportunity to study them.
The Army Corps denied plaintiffs' request to study the remains, despite
the A m y Corps' representation that it buried the site to preserve its
archaeological value for furtller
Local Indian tribes opposed scientific
study of the remains on religious gro~~nds.73
Ultimately, the Court agreed with plaintiffs. In the final outcome, the
Court set aside the decision awarding the remains to the tribaI coalition,
enjoined transfer of the remains to the tribes, and required that archaeologists
be allowed to study the remains. With respect to NAGPRA, the Court said,
"The term 'Native hmerican\eqnires, at a minimum, a cultural relationship
between remains or ofher cultural items and a present-day tribe, people, or
culture indigenous to the United States.. .The evidence in the record would not
support a finding that Kennewick Man is reIated to any particular identifiable
group or culture, and the group or culture to wl-tich l ~ belonged
e
may have died
out tlzousands of years ago.'"4 The Court noted that, "Congress did not create
a presumption that items of a particular age are 'Native American."' 75

-

--

-

-

-

obliteratecI efforts to detemlinc w*lvhetherother aflifacts were present at the site that might have
indicated a relationship to American Indians. lii. at 1 126.
71
Id. at 1130. The tribal claimants included the Confederated Tribes & Band of the Yakarna
Indian Nation, the Nez Perce T r ~ b eo f Idaho. the Confederated Tribes af the Unlatilla lndian
Reservation, the Confederated Tribes of the Colville Reservation, and the Wanapam Band,
which is not a federally recognized tribe. Id at 1 122
Id, at 1126. The administrative "record strongly suggests zhat the Corps' primary objective
in covering the site was to prevent addltional remains or artifacts from bemg discove~ed,not to
'preserve' the site's archaeolog~calvalue or to remedy a severe erosion control problem as
Defendants have represented to this court." Id. at 1125.

'"d, at f 121.
74
Id. at 1138. As the Court noted, "Interpreting the statute as requiring a 'present-day
relationship' is consistent with the goals o f NAGPRA: hllow~ngtribes and individuals to
protect and claim remains, grrtves, and cultural objects to which they have some relationship,
but not allowing tIiem to take custody of remains and culznral objects OF persons and people to
whom they are wholly unrelated." Iri. at 1136.
75 Id. at T 138.
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111. THE NATIONAL HTSTORIC PMSERVATION ACT
Nqta! ~ v enru fold as clriklren u thur people ~llrenthe?. walk or; ! h p ilr~lrl
Seave ~ h e ~b?.~ollt
r~vher-el
w tltcj. go. So 1vl7ercv~r~.r)e
~ ~ c l l lrhrrr
i , pnr.riclrlur
spor on the em-llr neve! forgets Irs, rfnd ~ V / ? P Iwe
Z go bock !o rl~rse
pl~~ces,
MJP k n m ) thnt tlrp peopfi. H J ~ hcrw
O
Ih~rd?her-eana m somr \rpa,v
still there,
nrtd tllrrt HV C I I / ~I I C I I I I I ~ ~ ~ ~ ( I Iof. I thrir
R ~ C br~ntliorid of tlteir- spirit.
Rinn S~'t.,ltii?//,Scrnfrl Clrrrn ~tteblo~'

A. The National Historic Preservation Act of 1966

The National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 ( N H P A ] ~established
~
a
program for presenring historic properties tllroughout the nation.7RSection 106
of the M P A requires federal agencies to take into account the effect of their
undertakings on any district, site, building, structure, or object that is included
in or eligible for inclusion in the National ~ e ~ i s t e r . ' Additionally,
~
federal
agencies must afford the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation (ACHP) a
reasonable opportunity to comment on such undertakingsx'

I . Tlre NNPA Sedion 106 Process
Generally known as the "Section 106 process," the "reasonable
opportunity to comment" portion of NHPA Section 106 is accomplished
16

NA'TIVE
AMERICAN
WISDOM,strpm note I , at 52.
7?~b. L. No. 89-665,80 Star. 91 5 (1966) (codified as amcnded at 16 U.S.C. 4 470).

''

The Act's purpose provides tltiat "the preservation of this irrcplaccablc heritage is in the
public interest s o that its v~zal legacy of cultural, edtrcational, aesthetic, inspirationaI,
economic, and energy benefits w ~ l lbe maintained and enriched for future generations o f
Americans." 16 U.S.C. 5 470(b)(4). The National Environmental Policy Act. passed several
years later in 1969, srated among ~ t sother gods that the federal government shall "preservr
important historic, cultural and natural aspects of our national heritage," Pub. L. No. 91-190,
83 Stat. 852 (1970) (codified at 42 U.S.C. 4 433 I (b)(4)).
7s
16 U.S.C. 3 470f. The National Register of Historic Places is a basic inventory of historic
resources in the United States administered by the National Park Service, and maintained by
the 'Keepes,'who has authority to list and determine eligibility of historic properties. The
National Register lists: (a) objects that are associated with events that have made a significant
contribution to the broad patterns of our history; (b) objects that are associated with the: lives of
persons significant in our past; (c) objects that embody the distinctive characteristics of a type,
or method o f construction, or that represent the work of a master, or that possess high art~stic
values, or that represent a significaol and distinguishable entity whose components may lack
individual distinction: or (dl objects that have yirIded, or may be likely to y~eld,rnfomation
important in prehistory or history. 36 C.F.R. 5; 60.4 (2003).
'
9
1
6U.S.C. 9; 470f. The Advtsory Council on Historic Preservation is an independent federal
agency whose members are appointed by thc President. ACIlP members include the Architect
of the Capitol; Secretaries of Interior, Agriculmre, Defense and Transportation; Administrators
of the EPA and GSA; Chairman of the National Trust for Historic Preservation: President of
the National Conference of SHPOs, a governor. a mayor, a Native Hawaiian, and eight
additional non-federal individuals. Id. 5 47Di(a).
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through consultation of the federal agency with other interested parties.81
Participants in the process include an agency official, the ACHP," and
consulting parties.83 Consulting parties include the State Historic Preservation
Officer (SHPO); Indian tribesg4 and Native Hawaiian ~r~anizations;~'
representatives of local governments with jurisdiction over the area of effect;
applicants for federal assistance, permits, licenses. and other approvals; and
any additional consulting parties, including the
The agency official has approval authority for the undertaking and can
commit the federal agency to take appropriate action for a specif c undertaking
as a result o f Section 106 compliance.87 A key player in the Section 106
process is the SHPO, representing the interests of a state and its citizens.'' A
SHPO is designated in each state by the Governor or chief executive or by
state statute to administer the State Historic Preservation ~ r o g r a m . With
~~
respect to the Section 106 process, the SHPO advises federal agencies and
assists them in canying out their NHPA Section 106 responsibilities."
a 1990 NHPA case presaging future
In Attakai v. United States,
action by Congress, the U.S. District Court for the District of Arizona mIed on
claims brought by members of the Navajo tribe. Navajo plaintiffs sought to
enjoin the Department of the interior and the Bureau of Indian Affairs @'FA)
from constructing fences and livestock watering facilities on land apportioned
to a neighboring Hopi tribe by the Navajo-Hopi Land Settlement Act. The
plaintiffs' principal claim was that defendants did not engage in consultation
with the SHPO in determining the existence of historic properties as required
Plaintiffs also contended that the defendants were
by NHPA regu~ations.~~
-

-

''36 C.E.R. 8 800.l(a) (2003).

" I6U.S.C.

470f.
36 C.F.R. 5 800.2(a)-(c).
84
Under the NHPA, "Indian Tribes" indude an Indian tribe, band, nation, or other organized
group or community, including a native v~llage,reglonai corporation, or village corporation, as
those terms are defined in the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act, which is recognized as
eligible for the special programs and services provided by the United States to Indians because
of their status as Indians. Id $ 800. I6(m).
8 5 Under the NHPA, Native Hawatian Organizations are any organization that serves and
represents the interests of Native Hawaiians; has as a primary and stated purpose the provision
of services to Native Hawaiians; and has demonstrated expertise in aspects of historlc
reservation that are significant to Native Hawaiians. /d. S: 800.2(~)(1).
"Additional consulting parties1'are certain individuals with a demonstrated interest in the
undertaking due to the nature of their legal or economic relation to the undertaking or affected
properties, or their concern with the undertaking" effect on historic properties. See Id.
g 800.2(~)(5)and (d).
Id. $ 800.2(a).
/d. 800.2(c)( 1 )(i).
" Jd. .r) 60.3(n) (2003).
"1. $ 800.2(c)( 1Xi).
9 1 746 F. Supp. 1395 (D. Ariz. 1990).
41
Aiinkai, 746 F. Supp. at 1406.
81

'
''
"
"
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required to consult with them or the entire Navajo tribe as part of the Section
106 process.93
Upholding plaintiffs' claims,94 the Attakai Court noted that NHPA
regulations "cIearly require that an hdian tribe participate as a consulting party
and that it must concur in any agreement regarding undertakings which affect
i t s lands."'5 However, because the undertakings were to take place on the
Hopi Reservation, the Court found that it was the Hopi tribe that must concur
in any agreement, as opposed to the Navajo
Nevertheless, the Court
determined that NESPA regulations required the Navajo tribe to be afforded an
opportunity to participate in the Section 106 consultation as they "clearly
conternpIate participation by Indian tribes regarding properties beyond their
own reservations," regardless of whether they are non-Indian lands.97
2. NHPA Section I J 0

Section 110 of the NHPA requires federal agencies to assume
responsibility for preservation of historic properties they own or control and to
establish a program ensuring that historic properties under their jurisdiction
and controt are identified, evaluated and nominated to the National ~ e g i s t e r . ' ~
A secondary claim in the above Attakai case involved federal agency
responsibilities under NHPA Section 1 10, wherein plaintiffs contended that
defendants failed to establish a program to inventory historical sites on the
Hopi Partitioned Lands.
In rejecting this claim, the United States District Court for the District
of Arizona stated, "There is nothing in section 110 of the Act which suggests
that Congress intended to impose the obligations of that section on federal
agencies with regard to Indian lands.. .Congress provided for federa1
responsibilities with regard to protection of historic resources on Indian lands
in section 106 on a project specific basis."99 Therefore, per this District Court,
a federa1 agency does not have NHPA Section 1 10 responsibilities on Indian
lands.

Id. at 1408.
Id. at 1407-1408. See also Pueblo of Sandia v. United States, 50 F.3d 856 (10"' Cir. 1995)
(National Forest Service violated NHPA regulations because its evaluation of a canyon,
deemed a traditional cultural property by the Pueblo, for inclusion in the National Register was
not reasonabIe or in good faith. Mailing of form letters soliciting information was not
informed consultation with SHPO; no documentation of decision provided to SWPO.).
95
Attakni, 746 F. Supp. at 1408.
93
94

"rd.

P7

Id.

99
6 U.S.C. § 470h-Z(a)(I)-(Z)
99

(1966).
Attnkai, 746 F. Supp. at 1409.
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'5. The National Historic Preservation Act Amendments of 1992

I . TribaI Historic Presewation Qficers and the Section I06 Process
The 1992 NHPA amendments emphasized and strengthened the role of
American Indians and Indian tribes, As interpreted by the ACITP, the 1992
revisions:

...embody the principle that Indian tribes should have the same extent of
involvement when actions occur on tribal lands as the SWPO does for
actions within the State; this includes the ability to agree to decisions
regarding significance of historic properties, effects to them and treatment
100
of those effects, including signing Memoranda of Agreement.
Accordingly, the ACHP's revised regulations10' now contain specific
provisions for involving Indian tribes when actions occur on tribal lands,"'
with enhanced consultation with Indian tribes and Native Hawaiian
organizations throughout the Section 106 process. Pointedly, an express
provision is now made for
"Tribal historic preservation officer[s]"
(THPOS)."' The revised M P A regulations provide that:
For a tribe that has assumed the responsibilities of the SHPO for section
106 on tribal lands.. .the tribal historic preservation officer (THPO)
appointed or designated in accordance with the act is the official
representative for the purposes of section 106. The agency official shall
consult with the THPO in lieu of the SHPO regarding undertakings
104
occurring on or affecting historic properties on tribal lands.

For tribes that have not assumed S W O functions, federal agencies are
required to consult with a representative designated by the Indian tribe, in
addition to the SHPO, regarding undertakings occurring on or affecting historic
properties on its mbal lands.Io5 These Indian tribes have the same rights of
consultation and concurrence that THPOs are afforded; yet the SHPO remains
a consuIting party in the Section 106 process. For federal undertakings
occurring on non-tribal lands to which any Indian tribe or Native Hawaiian
organization attaches religious or cultural significance to potentially affected
'On~ection106 Regulations Users Guide, Section 106 Major Changes, available at
http:l/www.achp.govl1O6changes.htrnl.
l o ' 36 C.F.R. $ 800 (2003).
'02 Tribal lands include all lands within the exterior boundaries of any Indian reservation and
a11 dependent Indian communit~es. id.6 800.16(x).
The THPO is the tribal official appointed by the tribe's chief governing authority or
designated by a tribal ordinance or preservation program who has assumed the responsibilities
of the SHPO for purposes of section 106 compliance on tribal lands. Id. 3 800.16(ur).
'04 Id. 5 800.2(c)(2)(i)(A).
'05 Id. 5 800.2(~)(2)(i)(B).
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natural resources can have a religious significance, such as sacred sites or
native plants used in ceremonies.' I'
The U.S. Constitution's First Amendment precludes Congress from
enacting legislation prohibiting the free exercise of religion. '90
ensure
American Indians received protections equivalent to those of the First
Amendment Free Exercise clause, Congress passed A W A , which, in its
entirety, states:
On and after August 1 1, 1978, it shall be the policy of the United States to
protect and preserve for Arner~canInd~anstheir rnherent right of freedom
to believe, express, and exercise the trad~tionalreligions of the American
Indian, Eskimo, Aleut, and Native Hawaiians, including but not limited to
access to sites, use and possession of sacred objects, and the freedom to
worship through ceremonials and traditional

AIRFA represents the first cultural resource preservation law enacted
specifically for American Indians, as opposed to the NHPA or ARPA.
A. AIRFA Protections Do Not Extend Beyond Those of the First

Amendment's Free Exercise Clause
The Free Exercise Clause of the First Amendment has traditionally
been held to prevent the Government from 1) imposing coercive action or
requirements against the practice of one's religion andlor 2) penalizing one's
access to public benefits or rights because of religious beliefs ar practices."5
American Indians have sought rights beyond these two protections, using
A W A as a legal cause of action to preclude government development of
naturaI areas on the grounds that these areas constitute sacred sites.
For example, in addition to the NHPA claim in the aforementioned
Attakai case, Navajo plaintiffs also claimed that BIA installation of fencing
and construction of livestock watering stations on Hopi Partitioned Land
would interfere with the practice of their religion, therefore constituting a

I " Indeed, some American Indian tribes considered the Endangered Species Act to be "Indian
law." The Hopi consider all religious matters to be intellectual property. The Pueblos
incorporate agriculture, such as corn, into ceremonies.
' ' I See Pueblo of Sandia v. United States, 50 F.3d 856, 857 (loth Cir. 1995)(Sandia Pueblo
tribal members visit Las Huertas Canyon, which they deem a traditional cultural property, to
gather evergreen boughs for use in significant private and public cultural ceremonies. They
also harvest herbs and plants along the Las Huertas Creek, which are important for traditional
healing practices. The canyon contains many shrines and ceremonial paths of religious and
cultural significance to the Pueblo.).
113
"Congress shall make no law . . . prohibiting the free exercise [of religion]." U. S. CONST.,
amend. I.
'j4

42 U.S.C. ij 1996 (1978).

''' Crow v. Gulkt, 541 F. Supp. 785, 790 (D. S.D. 1982), aft-/,706 F.2d 856 (8Ih Cir. 1983),
cert. denied 464 U.S. 977 (1983).
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in confirming that it is pursuant to an established religion espoused by an
appropriately authoritative representative of an hdian religion.'23 This is
pursuant to E.O. 13007's definition of a "sacred site" as-any specific, discrete, narrowly delineated location on Federal land that is
identified by an Indian tribe, or Indian individual determined to be an
appropriately authoritative representative of an Indian religion, as sacred by
virtue of its established religious significance to, or ceremonial use by, an
Indian religion; provided that the tribe or appropriately authoritative
representative of an Indian religion has informed the agency OF the
existence of such a site.'14

Where appropriate, E.O. 13007 requires agencies to maintain the
confidentiality of sacred sites.lZ5
2. Notice of Actio~zor PoEiq Impactiplg Sawed Sites

E.O. 13007 ensures seasonable notice to Indian tribes, where
practicable and appropriate, of roposed actions or land management policies
that may restrict future access" to or ceremonial use of, or adversely affect
the physical integrity of, sacred sites.'"
All actions pursuant to E.O. 13007,
to include tribal notice, must comply with the Executive Memorandum of
April 24, 1994, "Government-to-Government Relations wjth Native American
Tribal ~ovemments.'"
This Executive Memorandum acknowledges the unique legal
relationship between the federal government and Native American tribal
governments and seeks to ensure that ri hts of sovereign tribal governments
are fully respected by federal agencies.lF9 It provides that executive branch
activities shall operate within a government-to-government relationship with
federally recognized tribal governments, and consuIt, "to the greatest extent
practicable," prior to taking actions that affect them.
All such consultations
are required to be "open and candid," allowing tribal governments to evaluate
potential irnpacts.13'.

I"

Id. 4 1(b)(iii).

IZ4

Id.

fd.5 1.
The E.O. provides for access to sites by "'Indian religious practitioners," which is not
defined in the E.O. Id. Hence, access pursuant to E.O. 13007 is not necessarily limited to
126

federally recognized tribes or their members.
"7 ~ d 5. 2(a).
128
Id.; Exec. Memorandum, "Government-Government Relations with Native American Tribal
Governments," 59 Fed, Reg. 2295 I (April 29,1994).
129
Exec. Memorandum, supra note 128.

''"(1.
I3l Id.

3 (a)-(b).
6 (b).
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C . Eagle Feathers and American Indian Religion

Recognizing that eagle feathers hold a sacred pIace in American Indian
cnlturc, President Clinton released an additionar Executive Memorandum on
April 29, 1994, "PoIicy Concerning Distribution of Eagle Feathers for Native
American Re1igious ~ u ~ a s e s . " 'The
~ * Memorandum undertakes policy and
procedural changes to better accommodate religious practices, requiring
federal agencies to "take steps to improve their collection and transfer of eagle
carcasses and eagle body parts for Native 'American religious purposes.""3
This includes, among other actions, simpIifying the eagIe permit application
process, ensuring first priority for distribution of eagIes to Native American
permit applicants, and "ensuring respect and dignity in the process of
distributing eagles for Native American reIigious purposes to the greatest
extent practicab~e."'34
V. FEDERAL CONSULTATION AND COORDINATION WITH
AMERICAN INDIAN TRIBAL GOVERNMENTS
When jalc gnve trs pence, we called yazt fnrhel; becai~seyori promised to
,
so long ns the Imrds
spcrire iu in possessiorr of our lands. Do f l r i ~and
sAnil renrain, fire beloved name wilE remain in the heart of e v e q Seneca.
Corrtpkmler.Seneca
(f?orn an nddress to George JYnskington, 1790)' j 5

A. Executive Order (E.O.) 131 75

In the formulation and implementation of federal policies with tribal
implications, E.O. 13175, "Consultation and Coordination with Indian TribaI
Governments," requires federal agencies to "respect Indian tribal selfgovernment and sovereignty, honor tribal treaty and other rights, and strive to
meet the responsibilities that arise from the unique Iegal relationship between
the Federal Government and Indian tribal
"Early
consuItation" is mandated in the process of developing, or prior to
implementing, proposed reguIatjons with tribaI implications. Federal agencies
are further tasked with providing to the Office of Management and Budget a
"statement of the extent to which the concerns of tribal oficials have been

Exec. h.lemorandum, 'Tolicy Concerning Distribution of Eagle Feathers for Natrve
Amencan Religious Purposes,'' 59 Fed. Reg. 22953 (April 29, 1994).
IS3
Ij4
135
136

I?'

id.

Id.
NATIVE
AMERICAN WISDOM,rupro note 1, at 44.
Exec. Order No. 13 175, 5 34. 65 Feed. Reg. 67249 {November 6,2000).
rd. g s(a)-(c).
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B. Practical Considerations
The following are some practical considerations for engaging in
consultation or coordination with American Indian tribal representatives,
whether pursuant to NAGPRA, issuance of an ARPA permit, NHPA Section
106, or an E.O.:

It is not the responsibility of federa1 agencies to settle disputes between
different tribes during consultation. Tn fact, in most cases it is not at all
recommended, especially if tribal politics are involved.
Individual tribat representatives are usually not given unilateral
authority to represent their tribe. Rather, they may be required to take
information from an initial consultation back to a tribal council or tribal
elders for their input. This can be a timeIy process of building
consensus so that decisions can be made.
Some American Indian tribes or tribal representatives will want to be
paid for certain consultations that they deem an intellectual property
right issue.13"
Federal agencies possess a wealth of documentary materials such as
maps and studies that can be very helpful to American Indians and
create a better understanding during consultations.
VI. DoD AMERICAN INDIAN AND ALASKA NATIVE POLICY
Will you ever begin to vtlrkrstand r l ~ e~ n m n i n go f rite v c so11
~ benenth
From a gmin of snnd lo n gr-eat motr?iirtin, 011 is sncred
Yesr~rdayar~dto~nol-rowexisr erernnlly lipon this contiaenf. Wc ~zntives
are guardinns of this sacred plnce.
P P ~ PBIlle
I - Clozr d, ~o~nwk''*

yorrr feet?

In 1998, DoD initiated formulation of its American Indian and Alaska
Native Policy for interacting and working with federally recognized American
This policy, promulgated in 2001,
Indian and Alaska Native
'jR DoD may pay tribes for professional services rendered under contract, purchase order, or
cooperative agreement, but does not pay "consuItation fees.'MMilitary departments may
reimburse for "invited travel"' for the purpose of conferring upon official government business.
5 U.S.C. 5 5703 (1966).
138
NATIVE
AMERICAN
WISDOM,supra note 1, a t 10.
I40
This policy governs interaction with federally recognized tribes only; i t does not govern
interaction with unrecognized tribes. state-recognized tribes, Alaska Native village or regional
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party; where tribal interests may be significantly affected, tribes must be
regarded as separate from the general public for purposes of cor~sultation."'~~
"Second, in most cases, consultation should include an invitation to potentiaIEy
affected tribes to provide information to DoD concerning actions that may
significantly affect tribal interests; that information should be given special
con~ideration."'~~
Recognition and respect are required for the significance tribes attach
to certain natural resources and properties of traditional or customary religious
importance. Such respect can be accorded in part by developing tribal-specific
protocols to protect tribal information disclosed to or collected by DoD. 153 A
caveat is provided, however, that at present, "legal authority to protect tribal
information concerning sacred sites i s very lirnited."15' Therefore, this policy
warns military installations to be "'careful not to overstate their ability to keep
sensitive tribal information c~nfidential."'~~

VII. CONCLUSION
Ore. land, our reljgion, and our Ife are one. I( is upon /his Innd that we
have Ftunfed deer, elk, rr~~telope,
hzrfalo, rahhit, tlrrkqv. I f i.~fi.ornthis /and

that we obiained the timbers mrlld stonefor o w honres (nnd kh~as.
Hopi creed''"

"The culture that is indigenous to the 48 contiguous states is the
American Indian culture, which was here long before the arrival of modern
Europeans and continues today."' 57 Since 1831, the federal government's
concept of guardianship in relation to that culture has shifted from the federal
government as guardian aver American Indians, to American Indians as
guardians of their cultural heritage.
Accordingly, cultural resource preservation law developments over the
past few decades have provided American Indians with previously denied
cultural property rights, allowing for control and repatriation of ancestral
remains and other cultural items as apposed to their scientific curation.
Additionally, American Indians now possess the legal ability to freely practice
religion, including access to sacred sites, and to garner respect for requests of
confidentiality.

153

Id. Ij (f).

Ir4Section 9

of ARPA and Section 304 of NHPA may provide some protection fsom a request
for such information, but may not he enough to guarantee canfidentiaIity in the face of a
Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), 5 U.S.C.
8 552, request for disclosure--especially under
NHPA, which does not cross-reference FOIA.
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Don American Indian and Alaska Native Policy, s1lpr.n note 141, 6 (r).
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NATIVE
AMERICAN
WISWM, srtprn note 1, at 13.
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Donnichsen v. United States, 2 F 7 F. Supp. 2d 1 1 16, 1 138 ID.Or. 2002).
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